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Falling ticket revenues and the rising costs of operating cruise ships in 
Europe – due in part to regulatory issues – exploded into the open as 
a very real issue at last year’s European Cruise Council conference. For 
many of those attending this was a significant reality check.

But the Costa Concordia tragedy is in another league. It has shocked the 
industry to its core, just as it shocked the world. In fact it was the most 
severe reality check I can recall. Although several weeks have now passed 
since that fateful evening, a sense of numbness remains as the scale of the 
loss of life sinks in. 

Much has already been written about this incident, and it is certain to 
continue to attract global media attention for many months to come. This is 
not, though, the time to join the ranks of those commenting on issues about 
which the full facts are as yet unknown. 

But there is one very important fact that is known: all but 32 of the 4,200-
plus passengers and crew were rescued – a considerable achievement under 
the circumstances. So there will be positives as well as negatives to be drawn 
from what happened – just how many of each will depend on what the official 
inquiry reveals.

Unsurprisingly Siim Kallas, Vice President of the European Commission and 
Commissioner for Transport, is unwilling to rush into new measures on safety 
as he is an advocate of waiting for the outcome of the investigation. 

IMO Secretary-General Koji Sekimizu has stated that IMO is the right 
international body to deal with safety of passenger ships, and with the 
inevitable safety review which must follow this accident. 

But what of the impact of the tragedy on cruise sales? For Costa Cruises the 
position is extreme. Pier Luigi Foschi, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
has stated that bookings are down by 35%. Foschi also says that the Costa 
brand is being “massacred” by the international media and may not survive – 
even if the company does. There is though a steely determination within the 
company to rebuild confidence in the brand – difficult though that will be 
“given the starting point.”  

Elsewhere initial indicators seem to suggest that consumer confidence will 
have no impact on booking patterns in the long term. It is in the short term 
where it has been reported that bookings are down in all major markets – 
though it appears that a particularly strong booking period preceding the 
accident has cushioned some brands from what might otherwise have been 
even tougher trading conditions. 

Whatever the reality for individual brands, the resilience of the industry is 
now being tested in ways never before envisaged. But it has repeatedly proved 
that it has the intellectual and technical resources to pass such tests. 
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Chairman: Bert Swets, Disney Cruise Line

The European Cruise Council is gathering 
experts from a variety of fields to present port 
representatives with the detailed knowledge they 
need to take informed decisions on whether to 
install shoreside power. The main issues are:

•	 Harmonising voltages and frequencies 

•	 How do local authorities fit in?

•	 What is The European Commission’s 
current stance?

•	 Energy companies need to provide 
certainty – in terms of liability as well. 

•	 What common standard are ICE and 
IEEE trying to achieve?

•	 Cruise ships now have a common 
standards – what are they?

•	 What is the cost of installation and 
operation?

•	 Will the regulator subsidise energy 
supplies?

COLD IRONING 
TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE

Venice, Thursday 26 April 2012 09.00-16:30

Programme: Background and drivers behind shore-
side power; Is shore-side power the right environmental 
solution for ports?; Technical requirements (case study); 
Differences between cruise and ferry ships -onboard and 
onshore; Utilities, equipment, construction; The view from 
the European Commission and European Parliament; Safety 
Issues; Cost to port and ship owner: Equipment (supplier), 
operation and maintenance; Energy supply – capacity, cost 
(including taxation); Seasonality; Berth availability/allocation.
 
Speakers: Pierro Susino, Princess Cruises; Robert Ashdown, 
ECC; Michael Watts, Cochran Marine and Luciano Corbetta, 
Cavotec will be joined by representatives of: ECC member 
lines ; European Commission DG Move, DG Energy; European 
Parliament; Equipment suppliers; Energy companies and 
Ports to provide case studies and current thinking and 
developments.
 
*Programme and speakers subject to change.

To register go to: 
www.ashcroftandassociates.com



 25 June 2012

2nd Ports 
Forum
ECC Ports sub-committee members and representatives from 
other ECC member lines descend on Brussels to meet the port 
community during a period when the economic reality cruise 
lines face is underpinned by these factors:

Fact 1 – Increased Ports Costs

Fact 2 – Increased Fuel Costs

Fact 3 – Reduced Ticket Prices

The action already taken by cruise lines will be presented - 
supported by statistics - at the Ports Forum. It is expected 
that the details to emerge from the presentation will lead 
to a wide ranging debate on the role and relationship ports 
have with the cruise lines – who see this as a critical moment 
during a period of economic uncertainty.

Two panels, one objective 
ECC member cruise lines are eager to listen to port officials – 
so that together this important partnership can come up with 
ideas and solutions to the real challenges that exist in Europe. 

ECC Ports Sub-committee: Neil Palomba, MSC Cruises, 
(chairman); Burkhard Mueller, AIDA Cruises; Robereto 
Ferrarini, Costa Cruises; Luigi Pastena, MSC Cruises; Bjorn 
Hansen, Norwegian Cruise Line; John Tercek, Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.; Enzo Visone, Silversea Cruises; and Tine 
Oelmann, TUI Cruises

26 June 2012

6th Annual 
Conference

BOOk EARLy 
Only 200 delegate 
places available to 
non-ECC members. 

Conrad Hotel Brussels

Chairman 
Manfredi Lefebvre, 
Silversea Cruises

Vice-Chairman 
Pierfrancesco 
Vago, MSC Cruises

Michael Bayley, 
Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.

David Dingle, 
Carnival UK

Michael Thamm, 
AIDA Cruises

Andy Stuart, 
Norwegian Cruise Line

Event programme:
25 June – Ports Forum 2.30pm-5.30pm
25 June – Reception 7pm-8pm
25 June – Conference speakers and delegates  
                dinner 8pm-10.30pm
26 June – Conference programme 9am-5pm

Join the Executive Committee (above) and board members 
of ECC Member lines as they gather in Brussels to exchange 
views with the European Commission on the key issues of the 
moment: Economic impact and consumer confidence; state of 
the European cruise industry; safety; regulation; environment; 
port partnerships and ECC meets the EU involving speakers 
from European Institutions and member states.

For up-dated information and to register go to:  
www.ashcroftandassociates.comSponsored by
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Cruise 
norway
The ultimate natural experience

Visit us 
at booth 829

in miami

Norway`s long coastline of 1300 nautical miles provides 

immense possibilities for creative and interesting itineraries 

in all seasons. Today, cruise ships call at about 40 different 

Norwegian cruise ports. The forecast for 2012 is more than 

2000 calls and 2.3 million visitors. Norway is the leading 

cruise destination in Northern Europe. 

Check out our cruise calendar at www.cruise-norway.no
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50
12 Carnival promises 
new ports and 
destinations for Europe
Carnival Corporation & plc has moved 
quickly to help make sure Europe is 
ready for significant growth. Giora Israel 
explains the thinking behind their plans 
for port investment.

18 Port fees  
– who pays who?
The single issue that most polarises 
opinion between cruise companies and 
ports is a simple one: who should be 
paying who for cruise calls? Tony Peisley 
reports.

28 Interporting – the 
pros and cons 
It is the new buzzword in cruising, 
reports Tony Peisley, but just how global 
could interporting go?

38 Cruising’s hidden 
quarter 
Three-quarters of global cruising may 
be controlled by the major companies, 
but that means a quarter isn’t. Cruise 
Insight talks to some of the operators 
responsible for this sizeable chunk of 
the industry. 

50 Regulators set to end 
cruising’s golden age?
Nigel Lingard explains how cruising 
has changed over the past 30 years of 
almost unbroken growth – and how it is 
facing up to what might be the greatest 
challenge yet.

52 Cruising defies 
economic pain in Spain
During Spain’s economic woes the 
cruise market has continued to grow 
rapidly, as Tony Peisley reports.

58 Can summer cruising 
to Canada New England 
work?
Extending the cruise season is every 
destination’s objective – Cruise Canada 
New England has the unusual task of 
extending the cruise season into the 
summer months. Sue Parker reports.

68 Caribbean 
governments must act 
A clarion call for governments across 
the Caribbean to step up to the plate to 
revive the summer cruise season comes 
from CSA’s Cruise Committee Chairman 
Nathan Dundas. 

70 Cruising comes 
in from the cold in 
Norway
Cruising is now part of the national 
tourism strategy in Norway – and 
not before time, as Cruise Norway 
Managing Director Wenche Nygård Eeg 
tells Tony Peisley.

74 Costa Concordia – a 
defining moment?
Was the Costa Concordia accident a 
tragic one-off – or does it provide the 
industry with an overdue wake-up call? 
Tony Peisley reports.

75 Trust and 
responsibility
Former Royal Caribbean International 
captain Tor Stangeland describes how 
the relationship between the company 
and its captains evolved between the 
1970’s and the modern era.

38

52



The year 2013 will be a very special  
year for Amsterdam.

Look out for a line-up of spectacular events 
to celebrate some very remarkable cultural 
milestones:

•	 400-year anniversary of the Canal 
Ring

•	 Re-opening of the fully renovated 
Rijksmuseum

•	 125th anniversary of the 
Concertgebouw (concert hall) and 
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra

•	 225th anniversary of Felix Meritis – 
European Centre for Arts, Culture 
and Science

•	 175th anniversary of Artis Royal Zoo – 
mainland Europe’s oldest zoo. 

For more information: 
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76 Swift, sober and 
responsible
Christine Duffy and Tim Marking have 
been at the helm of CLIA and the ECC 
respectively, for a year – much has 
happened in that time as Chris Ashcroft 
reports.

82 The World View 
Local, national, regional and 
international points of view. 

88 Ports and 
destinations awards 
Which ports and destinations 
delivered in 2011?

92 A gamechanger for 
Asia
This May’s arrival in Asia of Royal 
Caribbean International’s Voyager of the 
Seas is being seen as a major stepping 
stone in the region’s cruise development 
reports Susan Parker.

96 Who wants to pay a 
green fee?
Would passengers feel better about 
booking a cruise if they were paying 
into a ‘green’ fund to offset their share 
of its carbon footprint? Tony Peisley 
assesses current trends.

98 A question of  
brand loyalty 
In an increasingly cut-throat 
international marketplace, cruise line 
loyalty clubs are seen as crucial in the 
fight to protect repeat passenger levels. 
Maria Harding reports.

100 The tipping point
US cruise lines’ drive to build 
international share has revealed major 
cultural differences in spending and a 
reluctance to buy into the crew tipping 
system. Maria Harding reports. 

104 Was the first cut 
the deepest?
A year on from Carnival UK’s 
announcement of a dramatic cut in 
travel agent commission, Maria Harding 
considers the effects.

106 What happens 
when the ships 
disappear?
Cruise companies say that having 
mobile assets (ships) gives them an 
edge over their land-based vacation 
competitors – but this can be bad news 
for ports. 

110 A brand new 
approach
As Norwegian Cruise Line drops the 
NCL tag to rebrand itself around its 
name and Celebrity Cruises launches its 
new ‘Modern Luxury’ brand platform, 
Maria Harding assesses the impact of 
these initiatives.

114 Growth in all-
inclusives challenges 
industry
It is generally accepted that cruise 
ships were the original inspiration for 
all-inclusive resorts. It would be ironic 
if the pupils came back to haunt their 
mentors.

118 Food for thought
Alternative dining – at a supplement – is 
a weapon in cruise lines’ drive to boost 
onboard revenues. Which are the trends 
to follow? Maria Harding investigates.

122 Vanishing 
passengers
I can’t imagine why but, for a recent 
significant birthday, a friend bought me 
a subscription to The Skeptic magazine.

110

96
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Confirming the change of focus which has 
prompted Carnival Corporation to rename its 
Port and Destination Development Division as 
the Global Port and Destination Development 

Group, the group’s Senior Vice President Giora Israel says: 
"Europe has been a place where we have always gone to 
traditional ports like Livorno and Barcelona. 

“Now, as we expand our reach and attract even more – 
mainly European - repeat passengers, we will be looking 
to develop new ports and quite possible completely new 
destinations in the EuroMed region. 

“I rule nothing out. In the last decade, my division has 
focused on North America (excluding Alaska because 
Princess and Holland America Line/HAL are so strong 
there) the Caribbean and Central America.

“From the late 1990s until 2003 I was involved in some 
European port projects but, as the company grew so 
rapidly, I had to refocus on that North America region.

“This left the individual brands like P&O Cruises 
with Southampton and Costa Cruises with Savona and 
Civitavecchia to lead their own negotiations and deals 
with ports, though these did benefit other Carnival Corp. 
brands, too.

Carnival 
promises new 
ports and 
destinations 
for Europe
In the last Cruise Insight, we 
asked if Europe would be 
ready for millions more cruise 
visitors over the next decade. 
Carnival Corporation has 
moved quickly to help make 
sure it is - as its Global Ports 
and Destination Development 
Group’s Senior Vice President 
Giora Israel explains to  
Tony Peisley
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“Port negotiations, contracts 
and developments are initiated 
by individual brands as well as 
by Carnival Corp.”

can justify the investment to gain the required long-term 
commitment from the port.

As Costa did at Savona, the brand also has to ensure that 
any agreement or development will include other Carnival 
Corp. brands that may want to visit the port.

“Although we have consolidated financial results for the 
corporation, each brand has its own balance sheet and any 
port projects or arrangements they make individually will 
show up on these. They each take responsibility for their 
own profit and loss.

“Holland America Line (HAL) developed Half Moon Cay 
in the Caribbean, so that went down on its balance sheet; 
but although it was a private island call originally just for 
its own ships, it has since been made available for other 
Carnival Corp. brands. 

“As a corporation there are three scenarios under which 
we become involved with port deals or projects: 

“Firstly, if we identify a project that works for the benefit 
for two or more brands, we will take the initiative on their 
behalf and the cost and benefit of such a project will appear 
on our corporate balance sheet. These involvements can be 
to build brand-new port destinations, like Grand Turk, or 
simply to negotiate long-term contracts with existing ports, 

“The way Carnival Corp. is structured is unique in the 
industry – notably differing from Royal Caribbean Cruises, 
which always functions as a single entity – as it not only 
has a clearly defined corporate structure but there is also 
one for each of the individual brands. 

“We are very decentralised so, for example, although I am 
based in Miami, I have very little to do with what Carnival 
Cruise Lines (CCL) does. 

“In fact it is extraordinary how independent our brands 
are, and that includes their dealings with ports. The result 
is that port negotiations, contracts and developments are 
initiated by individual brands as well as by Carnival Corp. 
(through my division).”

This has led to some unusual and – to the outside world 
– confusing situations whereby it was CCL that negotiated 
the long-term deal at the Port of Miami while it was Israel’s 
division that set up and manages the $500 million port 
usage arrangement at Port Everglades, just 19 miles along 
the Florida coast.

“The way it works,” says Israel, “is that if a brand like 
CCL or Costa has a specific need at a certain port at a 
certain time and is the predominant user of that port, it 
makes sense for that brand to take the lead – as long as it 

Carnival Corporation’s development at Grand Turk



in Norway’s Friendly Capital

Norway’s capital Oslo is at the heart of Scandinavia and at the 
head of the Oslofjord so cruise visitors enjoy truly scenic arrivals and 
departures.The port itself is only 200 metres from the city centre 
and City Hall and is part of an exciting waterfront packed with 
shops, restaurants and entertainment options.

Contact:  www.visitoslo.com

Attractions/Excursions
 ✦ Akershus Fortress and the Defence Museum
 ✦ The Opera House
 ✦ The Vigeland Sculpture Park
 ✦ The National Gallery
 ✦ The Viking Ship Museum
 ✦ The Norwegian Maritime Museum
 ✦ The Kon-Tiki Museum
 ✦ The Norwegian Museum of Cultural History
 ✦ The Munch Museum
 ✦ Henie Onstad Art Centre
 ✦ Troll Cruise
 ✦ Betine Yachting
 ✦ Icebar Oslo
 ✦ Christmas House
 ✦ Hadeland Glassworks
 ✦ Sandvika Shopping Center

Modern international airport and new hotels 
make Oslo the ideal cruise homeport

Oslo possesses all the necessary ingredients for a successful cruise 
homeporting operation. On the cruise port pier, a large area can be 
fenced off and equipped with check-in facilities. In the cruise terminal, 
disembarking and embarking passengers can shop, arrange for local 
and international telephone calls and exchange money. The Tourist 
information office in the terminal is open during cruise calls.

Oslo Airport is one of the most modern airports in Europe, serving 
numerous international destinations every day and the city offers 
close to 10,000 hotel rooms of high international standard to meet  
the needed capacity for pre-and post-cruise arrangements. Two 
recommended hotels: Hotel Continental and Thon Hotels.

About 200 certified city guides working for experienced ground and 
tour operators using modern coaches ensure smooth and fulfilling 
excursions for cruise visitors.  

Oslo’s location also means that itineraries can include Bergen, 
Stavanger and the famous fjords of Western Norway or the Baltic 
capitals of  Copenhagen,  Stockholm, Tallinn and St Petersburg.
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like New York and Port Everglades.
“We may also become involved when a specific brand 

asks us to help because it does not have the resources at 
that particular moment to focus on the port initiative it 
needs. For example, CCL came to us because it had issues 
at Los Angeles and wanted to develop Long Beach. We did 
it predominantly for CCL’s benefit, but other Carnival Corp. 
brands like HAL do use the port occasionally.

“The final scenario is when we are directly approached 
by a government agency to develop a port from scratch. 
We will evaluate the proposal to see if it makes sense 
for us and will benefit more than one brand. But if we 
see that it will be primarily for the benefit of one brand 
in particular, we will usually advise the agency to talk 
directly to that brand to see if it wants to lead the project. 
I was negotiating a deal for Carnival Corp. in Jamaica, 
which did not work out – but this did not stop CCL then 
going in and doing its own deal.”

These criteria remain – it is just that the geographical 
goal-posts have been moved.

“We now have eight of our brands, and quite a lot of 
our assets, directly involved in the EuroMed region,” says 
Israel. “Therefore there is a need for more emphasis on 
some of the larger port projects which should be handled 
by an entity that is solely focused on that area.

“Simply, it is better to let the brands concentrate on 
operating their ships in Europe and only negotiate port 
deals that meet their specific brand needs while – as a 
corporate group which does not operate ships directly – 
we can set up a unit specifically to handle the major port 
developments we want to initiate in the region.”

Initially this office – on the Carnival Corp. floor already 
existing within the Carnival UK office in Southampton 
– will have a three-man team led by a vice president 
reporting directly to Israel in Miami.

“The corporate office currently serves three functions: 
shipbuilding, maritime and governmental compliance, and 
audit service. 

“Our new team will have direct access there to captains 
and other maritime expertise, and their location is within 
easy reach of Heathrow and Gatwick airports for travel into 
Europe. We are recruiting a completely new set of people to 
fill these three positions. 

“They will be recruited from outside the company but 
from within Europe. We need to build up a European 
knowledge and relationship base, run by Europeans but 
backed up by the experience my existing team has built 
up through our work on North and Central American and 
Caribbean port projects.

“Although it was initially a broad umbrella decision that 
was made to set up this European team, there is nothing 
speculative about this development as far as we are 
concerned. We have a list of areas in which we have a keen 
interest, and have identified a number of potential projects. 
Our new team will be looking into all of them. 

“For commercial and confidentiality reasons, we cannot 
yet name them – but I can confirm that these are not small 
projects that can be developed within a year or even two. 
These are long-term schemes along the lines of several we 
have carried through on this side of the Atlantic. 

“We need to build up a European 
knowledge and relationship base, 
run by Europeans but backed up 
by the experience my existing 
team has built up.”

“Grand Turk took five years, as did Mahogany Bay, and 
the negotiations for our agreement with New York. And 
it was a six-year project to convert a 1930s shed into our 
Brooklyn cruise terminal. 

“These were highly complex, and so would be some 
of those we are considering in EuroMed, as they will be 
designed to strengthen our brands’ position in the region. 

“They will include ports expanded to improve existing 
destinations, and also probably completely new ports and 
destinations in the years to come. We are not just talking 
about adding a terminal or two in established ports like 
Barcelona. If there is an opportunity to ‘do a Grand Turk’, 
we will take it.

“The port activities initiated by individual brands will 
continue in Europe just as in North America, where 
recently it was CCL and not this division which negotiated 
the Baltimore deal.”

But the expansion of Israel’s division into a global group 
with a European as well as a North American base will 
mean Carnival Corp. is better placed to identify and lead 
the big port projects which will affect all its brands – and, 
in the process, help Europe cope with the tsunami wave of 
cruise tourism which is heading its way. 

A destination development concept 
by Bermello Ajamil & Partners, Inc
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Port fees –  
who pays who?
The single issue that most polarises opinion between cruise companies 

on the one side and ports and destinations on the other is a simple one: 
who should be paying who for cruise calls? Tony Peisley reports.
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Port owners – be they private or public – are in no 
doubt that cruise lines should be paying to use 
the facilities and services in a port. 

And sometimes the local government – 
prompted by local residents and/or lobby groups – believes 
that the lines should also pay on their passengers’ behalf for 
their use of the facilities and resources in the nearest town 
or city.

For their part – although some do not express it as 
forcefully as others – most cruise companies believe deep 
down that, far from being taxed per passenger, they should 
really be paid for bringing tourists to destinations where 
they will spend money, support jobs and quite possibly 
return (as a result of their cruise visit) for a longer stay in 
the future. All that, goes their argument, at minimal cost to 
the destination.

From the cruise companies’ perspective, this view should 
be a no-brainer for destinations, regardless of whether it 
results in actual incentives for cruise lines to call or (at the 
very least) in minimising the charges for doing so. 

“We do work hard as an industry to communicate the 
substantial and wide-ranging economic benefits that a 
port region gets from our ship calls,” says Royal Caribbean 
International (RCI) President Adam Goldstein. 

“Regarding the specifics as to who pays who and how 
much, this is just market forces at play. These evolve over 
time as ports gain or lose stature in the industry. 

“In China, for example, there are the already established 
ports such as Shanghai, Hong Kong and Tianjin which 
have had cruise traffic for a long time but are now handling 
many more calls and so are building new infrastructure.”

At these, he intimated, cruise lines are being offered 
few special deals or incentives “However, other ports 
(like Xiamen) are new to the game, having built cruise 
infrastructure somewhat speculatively. These ports are very 
keen on attracting cruise traffic to utilise them.

“We want to bring as many customers to ports as we 
profitably can, and that means managing our costs as well 
as our sales. We always make sure ports appreciate that this 
is an important factor in our decision to bring a ship to one 
port or another. It is a competitive arena, and we always 
want a win-win arrangement.”

The ideal for cruise companies, of course, is for 
destinations to actually offer money directly to the lines to 
lure their ships. 

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (RCCL) Vice President 
Commercial Development John Tercek explains the 
potential benefit of such a policy. “Not long ago there was 
no cruise tourism to Panama, even though many ships 
were going through the canal. The government effectively 
decided to pay us $30,000 to stop our ships there for four 
hours – and now it has a thriving cruise tourism sector.”

In fairness, Tercek knows it is not a simple as that. He 
is generally more understanding of the ports’ point of 
view than many cruise line executives. But the Panama 
experience is worth exploring, along with similar 
developments in Puerto Rico and Izmir, Turkey. Especially 
when contrasted with recent events in Alaska.

The Panamanian government decided to maximise its 
earnings from cruise tourism by spending US$100 million 

Adam 
Goldstein

Nathan Dundas

Michele PaigeJohn Tercek

Bo Larsen Wenche  
Nygård Eeg

Goldstein: “The specifics 
as to who pays who and how 
much, this is just market forces 
at play. These evolve over time 
as ports gain or lose stature in 
the industry.”
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to create cruise ports at both ends of the canal: Colón 2000 
(Atlantic/Caribbean) and Amador (Pacific). And to ensure 
that cruise calls grew rapidly to secure a return on that 
investment, it introduced an incentive scheme which paid 
cruise lines for the number of passengers they brought to 
the country. 

The rate was between US$2.50 and US$12 per passenger, 
depending on the total brought by each brand in a year. 
And lines registering their ships in Panama qualified for an 
additional incentive.

As a result RCI has homeported in Colón and the 
Panamanian cruise ports now handle more than 320,000 
passengers annually from nearly 200 calls. On average 
those passengers are spending $106 per visit, about a 
quarter of it going on locally made craft goods.

Elsewhere, to preserve the status of San Juan as the 
Caribbean’s main flycruise hub and to develop its other 
smaller, niche cruise ports, Puerto Rico has gone down a 
similar route. It recently expanded and enhanced its own 
cruise line incentive programme, which it originally set up 
in 2005 to run for three years. In 2008 it was extended for 
another three, with a commitment to add another three 
years after that through to 2014.

Having established that cruise tourism was worth US$250 
million to its economy and that it supported 4,000 direct 
and indirect jobs, the government went to the cruise lines 
to seek their input on how the programme – due to expire 
in June last year – could be improved when it was renewed.

As a result, the new Puerto Rico Law for the Promotion 

and Development of the Cruise Ship Industry increases 
payment per passenger (to the lines) from US$2 to 
US$4.95 for each passenger over 10,000 annually, and from 
US$4.50 to US$7.45 once the total tops 140,000. Up to 
10,000 the payment remains at US$2.95. The homeporting 
passenger incentive ranges from US$1 to US$4 depending 
on the size of the ship and number of calls.

Equally significantly, incentives have now been extended 
to travel agents selling cruises packaged with hotel stays in 
Puerto Rico; and cruise lines now receive a 10% discount 
on the purchase of local provisions or the contracting of 
maintenance and repair services within Puerto Rico. An 
additional 5% discount applies on the purchase of goods 
manufactured in Puerto Rico.

Florida-Caribbean Cruise Association President Michele 
Paige said at the time that this was “even better than we 
had hoped for”.

Other issues – including a dispute with both RCCL and 
Carnival Corp. which cost “millions of dollars” to resolve, 
air uplift cutbacks by Continental and American Airlines, 
and the shift away from the Caribbean to Europe and 
Asia by the major companies – have combined to limit 
cruise tourism growth in Puerto Rico. But things would 
clearly have been considerably worse without the incentive 
programme; more than 1.2 million passengers on 493 
cruise calls are expected this year.

The concept of incentivising the cruise lines does appear 
to be spreading around the Caribbean, although not fast 
enough to please Nathan Dundas who is both Chairman 
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of the Caribbean Shipping Association’s Cruise Committee 
and President of the Antigua and Barbuda Cruise Tourism 
Association. He believes the current shortfall in summer 
cruise traffic could be turned around by the judicious use 
of incentives by ports and destinations. 

Antigua and Barbuda has introduced just such a scheme, 
which includes a significant lowering of tariffs to encourage 
summer and year-round deployments.

“Port charges in Caribbean ports are based on tariffs 
which did not take into consideration the subsequent 
huge influx of cruise ships,” says Dundas. “Aimed at cargo 
traffic, fees are based simply on gross tonnage. In many 
places these have not been adjusted or amended to cater 
specifically for the cruise business. 

“Barbados is one exception, having recently introduced 
a new arrangement whereby the charges are based on the 
length of the vessel. It therefore favours cruise ships.

“Until our new incentive programme we had not adjusted 
our tariffs since 1985 – and even then these were not cost 
amendments but regulatory, so our tariffs really go back to 
1974 when cruising had barely started in the region. 

“We could now be accused of selling ourselves out but, just 
as cruise lines believe it makes no sense to sail with empty 
cabins because of the consequent loss of onboard spending 
revenues, it makes no sense for us as a destination to have an 
empty pier and lose all that onshore spending.”

There is, though, a danger for ports that selective 
reductions could rebound on them. Princess Cruises 
Director of Market Planning, Development and Itineraries 
Crystal Morgan says: “We don’t really accept the idea of 
seasonally adjusted fees. Our view is that, if costs can be 
lowered in the summer or fall, why not in the rest of the 
year, too?”

AIDA Cruises has a different view, though. “We would 
like to have a longer season in Northern Europe,” says Vice 
President – Yield Management and Flight Operations Felix 
Eichorn, “but the port costs are so much higher than in the 
Mediterranean that, if they want to extend their season, we 
are looking for cuts of 30%.”

And Cruise Baltic Director Bo Larsen says its member 
ports are open to negotiation. “It is very likely that they 
would introduce lower costs for late year calls, as we really 
want to grow the winter market.”

But the real key for ports is that, whether public or 
private, they need direct or indirect financial support from 
their local, regional and possibly even national government. 
This is simply because some of the key payments levied 
on visiting cruise ships go not to the port authority but to 
other public or private bodies. 

“In the Caribbean some government agencies are coming 
up with programmes to encourage that traffic back,” 
says RCCL’s Tercek. “They are taking a hit on charges by 
subsidising the fees – but it’s not being driven by the ports 
but by the communities that depend on cruise tourism.

“Most ports in Europe are publicly owned by quasi-
governmental entities, so their costs are regulated and 
often not guided by tourism issues. As a result it is often 
not the ports nor even the tourism authorities who are the 
right people to talk to about lowering costs – we have to go 
direct to the governments.”

The fact is that ports can gain or lose cruise traffic 
through price rises or reductions over which they have no 
direct control – Alaska being a classic example.

Having lost a substantial chunk of its cruise business 
following the imposition of a US$50 head tax and other 
fiscal disincentives for cruise lines, some of that business is 
only now returning following the state governor’s decision 
to have the tax reduced.

Responding to Norwegian Cruise Line’s decision to add 
a third ship to its Alaska deployment next year, Governor 
Parnell said it was “more evidence that lowering taxes on a 
business leads to increased investment”.

On the other side of that coin, the Turkish port of Izmir 
had no cruise tourism until it came up with a fiscally 
creative way of attracting cruise calls. In its case, the 
initiative was taken by the city’s chamber of commerce 
which saw the potential of cruising above other kinds of 
tourism to stimulate the local economy and jobs market.

Since 2004 it has been developing Alsancak Port and also 
ensuring that it has a competitive offer to make to cruise 
companies which had hitherto bypassed it. 

In conjunction with the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
and the Ministry of Transport, the chamber ensured that 
the passenger head tax was reduced from US$10 to US$2 

Morgan: “Our view is that, 
if costs can be lowered in the 
summer or fall, why not in the 
rest of the year, too?”
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and then in 2009 to US$1, and it continues to pay those 
fees itself. This will cost it nearly US$600,000 this year, 
which will bring the total investment since the incentive 
programme began to more than US$3.1 million.

But the result has been dramatic. 3,000 passengers visited 
in 2003, and numbers have grown significantly every year 
until an estimated 550,000 came last year – putting it 
second only to Kusadasi among Turkish cruise ports.

This means that one in every three of the 1.5 million 
tourists to Izmir arrives by cruise ship. And their spending 
also keeps on rising, with the 2008 average of US$81 per 
person rising to US$113 in 2010.

By 2010 cruise tourism was estimated to be contributing 
US$40 million to the local economy, and it is also playing 
an important part in supporting the 100,000 jobs within 
the overall tourism industry.

At the same time plans are in hand to privatise some parts 
of the port to be used exclusively for cruise calls – at which 
point the chamber of commerce hopes that it can become 
a significant homeport, too. Invitations to tender to build-
transfer-operate the new cruise-specific port will go out this 
month (March).

A local source market is emerging – there were 12,500 
Turkish passengers on cruises in 2010 – which can only aid 
Izmir’s homeporting ambitions.

Given the Izmir model, it was no real surprise when 
Turkey’s Minister of Transport, Marine Affairs and 
Communications Binale Yildirim announced a 50% 
reduction in certain port fees for cruise ships as part of a 
US$10 million government support package for the sector. 
The government is now looking at developing nine cruise 
ports as well as cities, airports and roads to support cruise 
and other tourism growth through to 2023.

But not all governments are so enlightened about the 
value of cruise tourism. There are many examples of ports 
which have had to reduce some of their own fees so that a 
local government’s often significant increase in charges did 
not price them out of the cruise ship market.

The problem here is that the less income the port can 
directly receive from cruise calls, the less it has to spend on 
improving the infrastructure for those calls.

Cruise Norway Director Wenche Nygard Eeg says: 
“The European Cruise Council has told us that our port 
members’ charges are among the lowest in the world. But 
the cost of pilotage in Norway is so high that the total cost 
of calling at our ports is just as high if not higher than our 
competitors in the Baltic. The key difference is that our 
members are making far less money out of the business.

“It makes it difficult for them to re-invest in the 
infrastructure to ensure they maintain their high service 
standards, as they are reluctant to increase their charges. 
They would then become uncompetitive.

“Pilotage costs rose by 40% in the past two years, but at 
least this year the increase is much smaller. We now have a 
council, of which cruising is a part, along with the Coastal 
Administration which controls the pilots. Co-operation 
between us has improved, and this year pilotage fees have 
risen just 1.8%.”

This is a common problem for ports. The Port of Venice 
recently won an important victory in the Italian courts 

with a ruling that the administration of such ancillary port 
services such as pilotage and towage should become the 
preserve of the local port and coastguard authorities. 

Up to now these services have been in the hands 
of monopoly providers operating under long-term 
concessions, with the inevitable consequence that fees are 
high and increased on a regular basis.

Giving the ports more control over all the costs involved 
in a cruise call is a start but, like many issues within the 
increasingly globalised world of cruising, what may at first 
seem a no-brainer to those on one side of the argument 
does not have a single simple solution.

Nygård Eeg: “We now have 
a council, of which cruising is 
a part, along with the Coastal 
Administration which controls 
the pilots.”

Kusadasi, Turkey
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P
ersuading Royal Caribbean International to bring the 
original mega-ship Voyager of the Seas to Koper last 
summer was a major coup for the Slovenian port.

But it was then that the hard work really began. 
For the 3,838-passenger ship was not just making one 
transit call – it was making 22 of them.

“The Port of Koper received its first cruise calls in 2005. 
Since then we have received more than 200,000 passengers 
– 109,000 last year alone. To be ready for future growth 
potential from larger ships and to be prepared for the arrival 
of Voyager of the Seas last year we invested €2 million 
dredging and putting in new fenders and bollards,” says 
Terminal Director Bojan Babic. 

The quay only has a small tent-terminal, but he was 
rightly confident that this was suitable to handle passengers 
off ships of all sizes. “The operation is very efficient; we have 
all the necessary facilities to service ‘normal transit calls’ 
– with X-ray machines and metal detectors. Slovenia is a 
part of Schenngen area and we should adopt the ‘standard 
Schenngen policy’. Complete clearance procedure takes a 

Royal Caribbean 
wowed by the Koper 
experience

Janez MacekJana ToljaBojan Babic

maximum 15 minutes” he says.  
“Royal Caribbean monitored the first two calls with their 

X-Ray machines onboard, but the process went so smoothly 
that they decided it was unnecessary for them to continue 
doing so.”

The information desk on the pier is manned by five 
multilingual staff, who give advice to those coming ashore 
independently. But a more unusual pier attraction is the 
free wine and olive oil tasting, which is always available to 
cruise visitors.

The passenger welcome is managed by the tourist 
department of the municipality and overseen by Jana Tolja, 
adviser to the Mayor. “On the pier there is an electric train 
with capacity for 100. It leaves every half hour – free of 
charge – for the centre of Koper, which has a medieval 
centre rich in Venetian Renaissance tradition,” says Tolja. 
“And for just €1 there is an hourly 7-minute bus ride to the 
shopping malls just outside the city. 

“Alternatively it is possible to take a half-hour ride on 
one of the Lipicana horses from outside the terminal to 
the city centre. The Lipica Stud Farm, which was founded 
in 1580 and is considered one of Slovenia’s cultural gems, 
is where the rare Lipicana horse is bred. It has become a 
popular excursion.

“The municipality also produces a news-sheet which 
summarises what is happening in Koper and the surrounding 
area on each day. It includes a map and details of a walking 
tour designed for independents; it takes a route which 
includes Koper’s top ten highlights.

“There is no shortage of taxis, and the drivers have been 
made aware of the service levels required by international 



visitors,” says Tolja. “They are allowed to offer three tours, 
at fixed prices from €20 to €80.”

There is space for up to 30 coaches close by, and local 
tour operator Atlas Express packaged 21 different excursions 
for cruise visitors. 

“The high activity-based tours proved highly popular,” 
says Director Janez Macek. “More than 2,200 people 
booked the 20km cycling tour, and a water rafting trip on a 
river in the Alps was also popular.”

The best-seller, though, was the excursion to the Slovenian 
capital Ljubljana, which is just an hour away. Once there 
visitors could visit museums and galleries, take a river cruise 
or enjoy a guided walking tour among its Baroque-style 
buildings, cathedrals and bridges, and into the Tivoli Park.

There is also a sustainable tour taking passengers to 
a small village in the hills. “The locals have an open-door 
policy,” says Macek, “so visitors can truly experience the 
lifestyle of this small rural community.”

Atlas Express has access to 150 high-quality coaches, 
and is gradually strengthening its group of guides. “20 are 
currently undergoing training to add to the 50 we already 
have,” adds Macek. “About 85% speak English and others 
are fluent in Spanish, German and French.”

Which was just as well, as the passenger mix on Voyager 
of the Seas did not break down the way that had been 
expected as: “We expected 50% to be North Americans,” 
explains Babic. “But as it transpired they accounted for 
only 16%, with the rest coming from all over Europe and 
Scandinavia.”

In fact passengers from the UK formed the largest single 
group, with 30% of the total. But wherever they came 

from, Royal Caribbean Associate Vice President Guest Port 
Experience John Weis is certain that they enjoyed their visit 
to Koper.

“The experience in Koper is pretty extraordinary,” he 
says. “The people are lovely, welcoming us with open arms 
every time, and we have a great relationship with the town, 
the port agent and the tour operators. I couldn’t be happier 
with the destination.” 

“There really is no downside to Koper. We have a very 
high opinion of the place, and only positive things to say 
about the experience,” he says.

“We will soon have the ratings for last season, and I am 
very much hoping it reads high for guest satisfaction with 
Koper. We measure the difference between expectations 
and reality, and I expect a positive result.” 

“For us the destination is the core to the cruise 
experience – especially in Europe. Koper is clearly going 
to be one of those up-and-coming Adriatic ports, and 
we are going to look for ways to put it on to more of our 
itineraries.” 

Contact: Bojan Babic
Cruise Terminal Director
Port of Koper, Slovenia
Tel: +386 5 66 56 159 Fax: +386 5 6395020
E-mail: bojan.babic@luka-kp.si
Website: www.luka-kp.si
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Interporting –  
the pros  
and cons 
It is the new buzzword in cruising, reports Tony 
Peisley, but just how global could interporting go?

Adam 
Goldstein

Kate O'HaraNeil PalombaFrancis Riley Alan Buckelew Robin ShawVirginia 
Quintaitos
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One of the many unexpected spin-offs from 
the industry’s globalisation is that something 
started by Costa Cruises simply to persuade 
more Italians to go cruising has now spread 

around the Mediterranean and across the Atlantic to the 
Caribbean.

This system of multi-embarkations within one itinerary 
is now called ‘interporting’, and it is no longer the sole 
preserve of Costa and its pan-European rival brand 
MSC Cruises. North American brands Royal Caribbean 
International (RCI) and Norwegian Cruise Line (NCL) 
have also adopted it as they try to maximise their recent 
investments in Europe.

The attraction is clear: interporting has the potential to 
open up new markets, and makes lines less vulnerable to 
the vagaries of the source market around the homeport and 
to airlift disruption into that homeport’s country.

But this is by no means a guaranteed win-win situation 
for cruise lines as, if special attention is not paid to 
inventory management and also to the onboard challenges 
created by a multi-point embarkation cruise itinerary, 
then there will certainly be trouble ahead. In fact one 
issue raised its very ugly head in the midst of the Costa 
Concordia tragedy when it became clear that safety 
drills had inevitably become less structured with people 
embarking at different ports. 

Policies on this are already changing as a result. MSC, 
for one, now organises safety briefings immediately after 
each new embarkation, instead of just within the required 
24 hours. But this is only one of a range of issues that this 
style of cruising creates.

RCI President Adam Goldstein says: “For many years 
we were very concerned about the implications for the 
rhythms of the cruise experience if we had people getting 
on and off at different places.”

But, once it committed itself to becoming a significant 
Mediterranean player and to source increasingly from 
Europe, the temptation to try interporting clearly overcame 
those concerns. “The change in the cruise dynamic turned 
out not to be as significant as we feared,” says Goldstein. “It 
is something that we have to work on: making sure we give 
the same excellent experience to passengers, whichever 
part of the cruise they embark at. But, as we have gained 
more experience of interporting, we have been able to 
deliver a positive experience for each sub-set of passengers.

Goldstein: “For many years 
we were very concerned about 
the implications for the rhythms 
of the cruise experience if we 
had people getting on and off at 
different places.”

Voyager of the Seas sails western Mediterranean cruises from Barcelona
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“For example, we need more dedicated linguistic 
support if, say, 30% switch at the interport with a 
different language to those who remain who embarked 
at the homeport. We need the right entertainment, 
dining and activities programming available for the new 
passengers, even while the original 70% are enjoying a 
different rhythm on their cruise. 

“If they all speak the same language,” says Goldstein, “it is 
easier to integrate the activities; if they don’t, it is more of a 
challenge. But we have found that we can make it work for 
everyone.”

Having come to terms with the onboard issue, RCI’s 
concern now is on the sales and marketing component. 

“The questions we ask ourselves now are: Can we find 
an attractive number of passengers from each interporting 
opportunity? Can we maximise the occupancy, as the last 
thing we want is spoilage of inventory between the main 
homeport and the interport? And can we achieve the right 
level of revenues to support the programme?

“easyCruise’s plan was that passengers should be able to 
get on and off anywhere – like a bus service. We don’t want 
to offer that, and I certainly don’t think we are headed for 
six different embarkation ports on a one-week voyage – 
that is not the kind of cruise experience we want to deliver. 

“But we are confident that we can handle up to two 
interports on a cruise in addition to the homeport, as long 
as they always get off at the same place they got on a week 
before – so that everyone has a one-week cruise.”

NCL started interporting more recently. “Go back a few 
years and we weren’t doing it at all,” says Vice President 
and General Manager – International Francis Riley. “All 

our revenue management focus was on selling Norwegian 
Epic out of its Barcelona homeport from Spain, and the 
incoming flycruise market from North America and the UK.

“We wanted to focus on Barcelona, with everything 
onboard – starting with the sailaway parties – geared to 
the one embarkation point. As we progressed with our 
Mediterranean programme, though, we started doing some 
commit deals with travel partners that involved embarking 
passengers in Civitavecchia, Malta and Palma.

“Our partners were committing to a certain number of 
cabins, which we then took out of inventory. They were 
also responsible for the empty legs (for their cabins) at the 

Riley: “Looking into the future, 
it could end up being 50:50 
sourcing for us between our main 
homeport and the interports.”

Norwegian Jade will be interporting between 
Barcelona and Malaga next winter 
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beginning and end of the season. 
“That gave us our first experience of interporting, and 

also a taste for it. We thought we could be doing some of 
this ourselves as we built our presence in Europe. 

“We were a relatively small player there, while Costa and 
MSC were huge and had large shares of the main markets 
in Italy, Spain and France. They needed interporting 
much more than we did initially, but it has now become 
potentially more important for us, too.

“But we believe in ‘crawl, walk, run’, so we are starting 
conservatively. This summer Epic will still be homeporting 
in Barcelona, but also embarking in Civitavecchia and 
Marseilles. Next winter Norwegian Jade will be interporting 
between Barcelona and Málaga for its Canaries cruises. 

“But as this is our first real toe in the interporting water, 
there is no general free-for-all. There are limited numbers 
of cabins available in Italy while we learn how to manage 
the inventory. 

“It is the same in Marseilles, where we have set aside 
about 50 cabins, and only for the peak summer months. 
This has been driven by commercial conversations with our 
partners in France and our own revenue management team.

“I have led a lot of it, having recognised that that there 
was more demand from Italy than we were able to meet. 
Early indications for the summer are that the interports are 
going very well, and we have since trebled the cabins for 
Italy – but doing it relatively far out, so we can pull back if 
need be.

“There is no doubt the concept brings a range of benefits. 
As well as opening up new source markets, it means we are 
not stuck if airlift is restricted into one of our homeports 
because of a conference or some other event. 

“It also gives us access to the same drive-to market in 

mainland Europe that is so important for us in the USA. In 
the current economic situation in Europe it also gives us 
the opportunity to use variable pricing if we so wish. 

“From a commercial point of view, it really is a no-
brainer. Looking into the future, it could end up being 
50:50 sourcing for us between our main homeport and the 
interports.”

NCL also benefits from the (by comparison with other 
brands) unstructured nature of its Freestyle onboard 
product. “Our passengers hardly notice anything different 
going on, especially on a ship the size of Epic,” says Riley.

“The only thing that the interporting passengers miss 
is the sailaway party. So, when the number in a partial 
turnaround reaches a certain level, we will put on a party 
just for those joining passengers.”

He agrees with Goldstein about the optimum scale of 
interporting on a one-week cruise. “A homeport plus two 
interports is probably the maximum we could do without it 
having an impact on the onboard experience.”

Riley also points out that NCL – in conjunction with 
Virgin – is already interporting in the Caribbean, with 
British passengers joining cruises that start in Miami and 
New Orleans at ports in Jamaica and Mexico respectively.

For several years RCI has been operating partial 
turnarounds in Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) and 
Colón (Panama) as it builds up Latin American business to 
complement its North American sales.

Next winter the cruise line adds Guadeloupe as a partial 
turnaround for its Brilliance of the Seas cruises, and MSC 
is planning to do the same with MSC Lirica, embarking 
flycruise passengers from France there as well as in 
Martinique. The target is to fill half the ship this way.

“The big issue in the Caribbean is that there are no 

O’Hara: “We have to manage 
the ships in a different way from 
a security perspective, but it 
is not a problem as long as we 
have the right communication 
beforehand.”

The historic castle set on the white cliffs of Dover 
overlooking the harbour
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source markets there which require the opening of new 
embarkation ports,” says MSC Corporate Operating Officer 
Neil Palomba.

Back in the Mediterranean, RCI’s Navigator of the Seas 
will this year do its first partial turns at Messina and at 
Toulon, where the port is upgrading its La Seyne Terminal 
for the purpose. 

Sister brand Pullmantur is returning to interport in Malta 
this year after a three-year gap, while it continues to do 
partial turns at Bilbao and at Villefranche (from where MSC 
hopes to triple the number of joining French passengers 
this year).

MSC is also doing partial turns in Cork for the first time 
on August and September cruises, and is increasing its 
interporting calls at La Rochelle.

“Technically there is no limit to the number of 
embarkation points on a cruise,” says Palomba. “Their 
choice is driven by a number of considerations – which do 
not necessarily include the logistics of the process, but will 
certainly cover sales and marketing, yield and inventory 
issues.

“We first research where our customers would like to 
embark and where they want to go from there. Some ports 
are strategically more useful than others if they have good 
rail or air links to make it easier for passengers to reach the 
ships. 

“We do try to anticipate new trends and, as a result, our 
cruises have been brought within reach of a greater number 
of people.”

Costa, which interports at Crete’s Heraklion for the first 
time this year, has also been interporting in Northern 
Europe with partial turns at Dover. “Several ships have 
interported here,” says the UK port’s Head of Commercial 
and Marketing Kate O’Hara. “14 of our 136 calls last year, 
and 12 of the 152 scheduled this year, are partial turns. 

“We have to manage the ships in a different way from a 
security perspective, but it is not a problem as long as we 
have the right communication beforehand. We appreciate 
that it can be the first step in a ship homeporting here.”

Probably the most elaborate interporting is related to 
world cruises, on which lines like Cunard and Saga embark 
passengers for sectors at several points en route.

But for regular cruises, the concept may not fit so easily 
into the style of every brand. Princess Cruises President 
and CEO Alan Buckelew says: “We do a little interporting 
where we have significant source markets that could hop 
on the middle of a cruise and get off in the middle of the 
next. 

“But we are predominantly North America-based and, 
where we do have significant other source markets, such as 
Australia and the UK, we actually homeport so it is not a 
tool that we over-use. 

“We use most in South America, Asia and Europe but 
not in enough numbers to have any problems onboard. 
Essentially this is about creating more homeports 
within a cruise, and the operational issues are relatively 
manageable.”

For Saga Cruises, interporting could be utilised to exploit 
some untapped markets. “We now carry almost exclusively 
British passengers,” says Saga Shipping CEO Robin Shaw, 

“but we believe there are markets out there, both local and 
ex-pat, into which we can tap. 

“We have offices around the world, so it is a question of 
focusing them on attracting passengers from their markets. 
We can either fly people to the homeport or embark them 
along the way. We are small and flexible enough to be able 
to do what people prefer.”

Intercruises Regional Director Virginia Quintairos has 
identified various other challenges for those parties 
involved in interporting. “Ground handlers will see more 
domestic turnarounds limiting services (such as hotels and 
transfers) required by passengers, and will have the extra 
cost of staffing-up for the turns in ports,” she says. 

“They may also need to make greater investment to 
cover more ports, some of which may not be utilised every 
season, while shore excursions will have to be adapted to 
suit the greater range of nationalities.

“Interporting will be a catalyst to prolong the growth of 
the cruise industry because it shows greater consideration 
for passenger needs (by bringing ships closer to them), and 
it will develop more source markets.

“I expect mass-market brands to increase interporting 
because of their larger ships, but Luxury lines may never 
want to do it.

“In the extreme, interporting could develop into hop-on/
hop-off with people embarking/disembarking where and 
when they please – possibly paying on a per call, per night 
or per distance travelled basis.”

Looking at the dismal easyCruise experience, this last 
remains an unlikely scenario. In fact, MSC’s Palomba says 
this will never happen: “We want passengers to enjoy their 
cruise as relaxation, entertainment and discovery, not just 
as a ferry-style transportation from one point to another.”

But there seems little doubt that the inexorable rise 
of the current form of interporting will continue for 
the foreseeable future. As Palomba says: “It opens up 
opportunities, but also creates challenges. The secret is 
finding the balance, and understanding each potential 
market.”

Quintaitos “Interporting will 
be a catalyst to prolong the growth 
of the cruise industry because it 
shows greater consideration for 
passenger needs"



T
he number of cruise ships using Stockholm for 
turnaround calls is scheduled to reach 50 this year 
– equalling the highest number in the port’s history. 
Turnaround passenger numbers are likely to set 

another record: up from 71,000 last year to around 85,000 
in 2012, out of an estimated 480,000 total passengers – 
another record. 

“We can really see the difference since we ramped up 
our efforts to attract more turnarounds a couple of years 
ago,” says Stockholm Cruise Network Project Manager 
Josefin Haraldsson. “The economic impact from these for 
the city and our network members is significantly higher 
than from transit calls, so we are very pleased with the 
numbers.”

Royal Caribbean International’s Vision of the Seas has led 
the way on its turnarounds, followed by Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises, Silversea Cruises,Oceania Cruises and Crystal Cruises.

Ports of Stockholm Cruise and Ferry Passengers Manager 
and Deputy Harbour Master Henrik Ahlqvist says: “We are 

Economic 
impact 
boosted 
by record 
turnarounds 
in Stockholm

Haraldsson: “We are very 
determined to do what we have to 
do to stay competitive after 2015 
– a year which we believe will be 
something of a turning point for 

the cruise sector in Sweden.”

definitely going for more of this business. Opening the new 
terminal (Stockholm Cruise Center) in the Stora Tullhuset 
building at Stadsgarden last summer has been a big help.”

Stadsgarden, which is also the location for the Birka and 
Viking ferry services, is one of four cruise facilities operated 
by Ports of Stockholm. The other three are Frihamnen/
Vartahamnen, adjacent to the docks on the northern 
outskirts of the city, also the base for the Silja Tallink ferries; 
Skeppsbron, right in the Old Town and primarily used by 
small Luxury cruise ships; and Nynashamn, south of the city 
and mainly used by the largest cruise ships.

“At the Cruise Center terminal we can handle 3,000 
passengers with no trouble,” says Ahlqvist. “And the 
feedback on its operation has been very good.”

Those passengers are coming from an ever-widening 
range of nationalities. In the second half of the last decade 
the most rapid growth was from Southern Europe. This 
trend has slowed down in the past couple of years, but 
Italy/Spain still account for nearly a third of cruise visitors to 
Stockholm. North America contributes about a quarter and – 
currently the fastest-growing source – Germany approaches 
20%.

“We did initially have some issues with finding enough 
guides with the right languages, especially Spanish, but 
we’ve since resolved that,” says Haraldsson. “We now 
have enough trained guides for all the nationalities we are 
welcoming.”

And there is no shortage of suitable, mainly upscale 
hotels for the turnaround business. Last year alone six major 
new properties opened including the Nobis, Radisson Blu 
Waterfront, Scandic Grand Central, Elite Eden Park and Elite 
Hotel Marina Tower and the budget Connect.

Opening this summer will be at least one major new 
city attraction: the Museum of Spirits (Spiritmuseum) 
incorporating the Absolut Art Collection. This promises a 



unique combination of ‘alcohol, art and impressions’. “It 
will be a very cool museum, with collections featuring works 
by Andy Warhol, Damien Hirst, David Shrigley and Linn 
Fernstrom,” says Haraldsson.

Another new opening this June is a 9,000sq m art gallery 
named Artipelag, located on Värmdö in the Stockholm 
Archipelago – which can also be reached by boat. Unlike 
many private initiatives, Artipelag will not display a private 
collection but will instead focus on top-class exhibitions 
on various themes such as contemporary art, design and 
architecture. The opening exhibition is named ‘the soul of 
the location’. 

Looking further ahead, both Ports of Stockholm and 
Stockholm Cruise Network are focused on finding ways to 
handle the larger ships that will increasingly be deployed in 
the Baltic. They are also looking at the implications for 2015 
and beyond, when the new emissions rules come into force.

“It is a big concern,” says Haraldsson. “We are very 
determined to do what we have to do to stay competitive 
after 2015 – a year which we believe will be something of a 
turning point for the cruise sector in Sweden.”

Ahlqvist adds: “We are very concerned about being hit 
harder by these rules, particularly on low-sulphur fuels, than 
the Mediterranean. We continue to offer incentives to the 
‘greenest’ ships, and have improved our ability to handle 
black and grey water and garbage from cruise ships by 
introducing a large barge to service ships anchored off.

“We also have a shore power facility for ferries at three 
of our berths, but we haven’t had enough encouragement 
to make the necessary investment to provide this facility for 
cruise ships. I realise that all of us in the Baltic will probably 
have to take coordinated action to make it worthwhile for 
cruise operators - as they will need the facility throughout 
the region before they commit to using it.”

“We are lengthening the pier at the terminal in 

Frihamnen to accommodate longer ships from 2013, but are 
mainly looking at developing our Nynashamn facility.”

Last year cruise spending averaged SEK1,200 per 
passenger, which meant an overall economic benefit 
of about SEK500 million for the year. The increase in 
passengers forecast for this year will inevitably mean a rise in 
that benefit.

“The cruise sector is very important to us as a city and as 
a community,” says Haraldsson. “This is why our network 
is so strong. We are focused on doing everything we can to 
keep the ships and their passengers coming to us every year 
up to and beyond 2015.

“With turnarounds usually involving passengers staying 
at least one night in the city, we will be maintaining our 
focus on that particular part of the business.”

Ahlqvist: “We are very 
concerned about being 

hit harder by these rules, 
particularly on low-

sulphur fuels, than the 
Mediterranean.”
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Cruising’s  
hidden quarter
Three-quarters of global cruising may be controlled by the major mega-
ship-owning companies, but that means a quarter isn’t. Tony Peisley 
talks to some of those collectively responsible for operating what one of 
them accurately describes as “a sizeable chunk of the business”.
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The mega-companies with their mega-ships 
may have bought or simply blown away 
all competition in North America, but the 
independents with their smaller ships (styled as 

‘classic’ or ‘budget’) are still alive and kicking in Europe.
There have been casualties in recent years, with Spain’s 

Happy Cruises only the most recent, but many others 
continue to trade relatively successfully – although, just 
like the big boys, it has been far from easy for them over 
the past three years.

One of the largest, Cyprus-based Louis Cruise Lines, has 
had to scale back its Mediterranean operations drastically 
this year, laying up ships in the process. And in the UK, 
Cruise & Maritime Voyages (CMV) Operations Director 
Richard Bastow has been in the thick of the battle to 
overcome the impact of economic downturn coinciding 
with constant upward pressure on operating costs.

“2011 was without doubt our most challenging year,” 
says Bastow. “It was one of rising costs and reducing yields, 
which meant having to fill the ships at any cost to try to 
make up with volume for the lost revenue. 

“This in turn creates other issues, such as having the 
wrong type of passengers. The more ‘cheapies’ you get, the 
more it can alienate your usual clientele. 

“My aim is always to increase onboard revenues and reduce 
costs, while still maintaining the quality of the product.  
Concentrating on volume passengers does fill a hole in the 
ticket revenues but, if they don’t spend onboard (and they 
tend not to), it does make you wonder if it’s worth it. 

“One of our competitors did decide to depart with 30–40 
empty beds rather than discount heavily at the last minute 
and risk damaging the product quality. But we simply can’t 
afford to do that – if we had another year like last year we 
would have to fill up the berths again. Fortunately 2012 
got off to an excellent start, even though we were late out 
with our programme. 

“In fact we have had a very steady booking period since 
July, and sold out our winter programme.

“For winter 2010/11 we struggled badly – the very cold 

Richard Bastow

Nigel LingardRobin Shaw

Fraser Ellacott

Bastow: “One of our 
competitors did decide to depart 
with 30–40 empty beds rather 
than discount heavily at the last 
minute and risk damaging the 
product quality.”
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weather did not help us sell our cruises out of Tilbury, and 
the media had talked us into a recession. Although they 
have tried to do that again this year, people are fortunately 
still spending. 

“We were out early for next winter, which is vital not so 
much for advance cash flow but because we are more likely 
to get close to brochure rates on early bookings.”

CMV operates two ships on charter: Marco Polo and 
Ocean Countess. It has usually operated Marco Polo out of 
Tilbury, with Ocean Countess using various UK regional 
homeports; but this year there are regional departures for 
Marco Polo, too.

“This is a direct reaction to the poor spring we had in 
2011, when we scheduled a couple of southbound cruises 
which did not work,” says Bastow. “The southbound 
market is getting too saturated [from southern UK ports], 
with all the other mega-ship brands cruising from Dover 
and Southampton. 

“We also wanted to boost our northern market because 
Leith departures, in particular, attract very good rates 
from passengers. So we decided to take eight weeks out 
in the spring for Marco Polo to sail out of Leith and Tyne 
(Newcastle).

“Our traditional market wants to cruise north, but there 
are times when we have to go south or get complaints from 
passengers asking why we don’t cruise to the Canaries or 
the Mediterranean. 

“But when we do offer these cruises they are difficult to 
sell. The trouble is that we are not picking up first-timers to 
go south any more. They used to be a good, staple source, 
but nowadays they won’t go on the smaller ships – they 
only want the big ones. 

“This is simply a perception of value. Getting 100,000 
tons for £699 for two weeks inevitably appeals to them, 
and it is only when they get there that they realise they are 
sharing their value experience with 4,000 other passengers. 

“The net result is that the old Budget sector business built 
up by the likes of Airtours and Travelscope in the UK has 
now switched to the mega-ships.”

Well – not entirely, it must be said. Although it would 
position itself above the Budget level, and its ships have 
gradually crept up to average around the 1,500-passenger 
level, Thomson Cruises does attract its share of first-timers 
to its essentially mass-market but non-mega-ship product.

Although it is part of major travel company – TUI Travel, 
which has some other (non-UK) cruising interests – and is 
the third largest brand in the UK, it is not owned by a major 
cruise group and so shares many of the same challenges as 
smaller and less well-resourced independent brands.

In fact, CMV took care to avoid going to head-to-
head with Thomson’s departures from the port when it 
scheduled Marco Polo out of Tyne.

Thomson itself has only returned to UK–UK cruising this 
year after a two-year break. The decision was made before 
Fraser Ellacott arrived as its new Managing Director early 
in 2011; but, he says, “The decision has proved the right 
one because the demand for this year’s cruises has been 
exceptional.”

With the cruise operation part of a vertically integrated 
company that has its own airline and contracted hotels, the 

flycruise programme nevertheless remains at the core of 
what the brand does.

Although it continues to charter (primarily from Louis) 
rather than own its five ship fleet (including the separately 
branded Island Escape), he says that the vertical integration 
enables Thomson to exercise better quality control and 
provide a seamless service to customers. 

“Having the option of 22 UK regional airports means that 
our cruise holidays start within a hour or two’s drive of a 
large part of the population,” says Ellacott.

But it does leave the company exposed to the escalating 
cost of flying, particularly with the imposition of 
even higher air passenger duty (APD) from this year. 
This particularly affects its winter Caribbean flycruise 
programme.

“The last thing we want to do is just pass on these taxes 
directly to the customers,” says Ellacott. “The Caribbean is 
a very popular destination for us, and something we want 
to continue to offer in the future; but the APD rise has a big 
impact on the selling price. 

“It is a challenge – one of a number our travel industry 
faces – but we just have to be innovative to overcome 
such problems.”

Another problem is the escalating cost of marine fuel. “We 
have a total fuel management system that we operate with 
our ship-owning partners, and we are always looking at 
how efficiently we operate the ships and their itineraries. 

“Destinations are all-important, though, as we know 
they are a big decider for bookings. But we also have to be 
aware of the impact of the planned MARPOL requirements 
in 2015. We have a team looking at exactly what changes 
we will have to make.  

“Our stand is absolute support for regulations on 
sulphur, but we must be given enough time to develop the 
technologies. Devices like scrubbers need a lot more focus.”

Ellacott: “Our stand is 
absolute support for regulations 
on sulphur, but we must be 
given enough time to develop the 
technologies.”
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Fuel cost is inevitably a crucial operational area for brands 
operating older, usually less efficient, ships. Saga Shipping 
CEO Robin Shaw says of the Saga Cruises operation: “We 
are very focused on costs, as fuel is only likely to become 
even more expensive – both as a product and also with the 
new rules on using more costly, low-sulphur types.

“But our itineraries remain marketing-led, as there is 
no point in operating cruises with fewer ports if it means 
we have to lower prices to persuade people to book 
them. Losing a couple of pounds on the per diems soon 
outweighs any fuel cost saving.

“Our starting point is what our passengers want. After 
that we can tinker with a change of an hour here and there 
to departure times, but reducing time in port has to be 
weighed against passenger appeal and shore excursion 
revenues.

“It is always a fine balance, but I’ve seen seven-day cruises 
marketed with just three ports. I don’t think that is the way 
to go – it is taking fuel savings too far.”

But fuel cost was a factor in the short-lived nature of 
Saga’s move towards more regional departures a few years 
ago. The two ex-UK ships now cruise only from Dover and 
Southampton. 

“Also,” says Shaw, “we believe that our chauffeur car 
service to join ex-UK cruises, and our regional departures 
for the flycruises, effectively bring our customers to the 
ships instead of having to bring the ships to them.”

CMV’s Bastow adds: “Our itineraries are seeing a fair 
amount of modification to offset the rising fuel cost. 

“We used to have a lot of double calls, with a half-day in 
each port. These have all been cut out, but people come on 
our ships to go places so we can’t be seen to be dropping 
lots of calls. They simply won’t book a one-week cruise 
with just three ports.

“Onboard spending is important for us, though of course 
it is not at the level of the mega-ships. But fewer ports 

means fewer shore excursions to sell, and the revenue from 
them is very important to us.

“But – because of the high marine gas oil prices – even the 
time we spend in EU ports is now much more expensive 
because of new regulations. It is becoming almost as costly 
to be in port as to be at sea, and that is just not helpful.”

Ellacott says: “This whole regulatory issue is being 
considered within the strategic review into our whole cruise 
business that I initiated last year – especially as it impacts 
our decisions on the long-term disposition of the fleet. 

“We are also looking at the whole product and branding. 
This is going to result in some exciting developments 
for us, which we will make known later this year. The 
modernisation of the fleet, though, is certainly a long-term 
objective, although there are also many things we can do to 
enhance the brand on our existing ships.

“We have some key USPs – notably the no tips and 
service charges policy and our cruise-and-stay programme. 
In fact I believe there is a lot of scope to develop that part 
of the business.”

Traditionally lines have used cruise and stay to tempt first 
timers unsure about committing to a holiday which is solely 
a cruise. But now, says Ellacott, a new market is developing.

“Whereas first-timers would normally take the stay part 
first, we are now finding that – on port-rich itineraries such 
as our Red Sea one – our more experienced passengers are 
looking to add a few days at the end to chill out. I want to 
expand the flycruise and stay offer, and will look at where 
we might align with those sub-brands within the hotel side 
of our company.

“I am also excited about some of the future destinations 
we are going to bring into play. Libya is definitely one, as 
and when the situation stabilises there.

“But the real opportunity for us will come when our 
airline takes delivery next year of a new long-haul aircraft 
– the B787 – which has a fantastic range of up to 8,000 
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nautical miles. That means it can reach South America and 
Asia, which are out of the reach of our current long-haul 
planes. 

“In two or three years time these will be our new (mainly 
winter) destinations, and we will be firming up our plans 
over the next year or so.”

Although it has always promoted itself strongly as a no-fly 
cruise brand, CMV has never been averse to the idea of its 
own flycruise programme.

“It has always been in the plan,” says Bastow. “If we could 
get to the position of having a third vessel on a seasonal 
basis, we would operate it in the Mediterranean from 
spring through to autumn. 

“It is difficult to make money on a small flycruise ship, 
and we are not even thinking about it at the moment 
because of the prevailing high flight costs. But our 
intention is to expand; and we need flycruising to do that, 
because there is a limit to how far ships can reach running 
at 16 knots out of the UK.”

Bastow is also focused on the impact of the 2015 
regulatory changes. “We need to plan ahead, but what 
no-one can predict is how the markets are going to react to 
older, classic ships like ours a few years down the line.

“Inevitably some of the traditional market for them 
will literally be dying off, and we have to replace those 
passengers from somewhere. 

“We do pick up some business from second-timers – 
people who go on mega-ships first. They like the cruise 
concept but not the crowds, so switch to our smaller ships 
for their second cruise.

“But we can’t be sure whether that will continue much 
beyond 2015. It only needs another social revolution 
similar to that which has happened in the media for ships 
like ours to go out of fashion. 

“There will be opportunities to upgrade our fleet when 
the larger brands offload older (but still more modern) 
ships than ours, but we don’t want to go from an 800 to a 
2,000 passenger ship. The next step up should be to 1,200 
passengers, but there are not many ships of that capacity 
around. 

“For economies of scale, 1,500 passengers is probably 
best for us anyway; but that is still a big jump for our 
passengers. Would they accept it? They may have to, as the 
small-to-medium-sized ships could be less a niche than a 
distant memory by the end of the decade.

“That would be a shame, because there is nowhere else in 
the world with such a wide range of cruise products as in 
the UK.”

But the nature of the passengers attracted by the smaller, 
classic cruise ships is already changing in any case. Nigel 
Lingard, who stepped down as Marketing Director of Fred. 
Olsen Cruise Line (FOCL) at the end of last year, saw this 
at first hand during his 23 years with the company.

“Passengers have changed physically, becoming much 
fitter. People in their late 60s or early 70s now consider 
themselves late middle-aged rather than old. They are 
much more active and are up for a lot more in the way of 
thrills and spills, not just on land but also onboard. 

“They have to be offered a more active nightlife, as they 
are not all in bed by ten o’clock any more. But then you 

will need a larger ship to offer all the options at multiple 
venues, so that those who do want to be quiet and read a 
book can do so while those who want to go dancing can 
also be catered for.

“Middle England is also now much more adventurous in 
its eating. Lines cannot get away with just serving roast and 
two veg any more. 

“At FOCL we found with our older ships that to balance 
the less-than-wonderful tonnage we needed better software: 
four-star-plus food on a three-star-plus ship equals a four-
star rating.

“Passengers also have more enquiring minds now, and 
need a much more cerebral experience onboard than 
before.

“Things have not changed that much on the operational 
side, but the degree of measurement of compliance and 
the standards required for certification do make it more 
labour intensive. Lines can no longer simply say they are 
doing it – they need a department to produce a manual to 
demonstrate that they are complying, and that creates a 
larger overhead.

“On the other hand technology has moved on, so there 
may be scope for reductions in deck and engine crew; but 
these do need to be slightly better educated and trained 
than in the past. Fortunately the Third World is producing 
people with good education and technical skills, in an 
environment where there are limited job opportunities.”

As far as the passengers are concerned, it is not just their 
fitness levels that have moved on. The over-50s comprise 
the fastest-growing users of social media, and they have 
now become key players in the new digital age.

Saga Cruises, like its sister travel company Saga Holidays, 
specifically targets the silver surfers. “We now have a Trip 
Advisor-style feedback forum where people can tell us what 
they think of their cruises,” says Shaw. “And we welcome 
criticism so long as it is not offensive. 

Bastow: “Even the time we 
spend in EU ports is now much 
more expensive because of new 
regulations. It is becoming almost 
as costly to be in port as to be at 
sea, and that is just not helpful.”
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“On our new ship Saga Sapphire we are going to make 
iPads available, and there will be WiFi zones around the 
ship. Without trying to lead the way in this, we do need to 
be in the game.” 

Bastow agrees. “We can’t sit back at our company and 
wait for something to turn up; we have to make things 
happen,” he says. “That means increased public relations 
activity, including on the social networks. 

“We were Twitter and Facebook virgins until the end 
of last year, but we now have our PR agency tasked with 
handling it for us. Peer pressure has driven us, though I 
do wonder how we are going to measure it as it is such a 
global tool.

“The printed media still works for us but we accept 
that we need the cybermedia working for us alongside 
it. It is just like the mega-ships: you don’t have to like a 
development, but you do have to adapt to it.

“Our average passenger age is in the mid-60s. We used 
to assume that most did not have access to the Internet, 
and those that did lacked the propensity to use it to book 
something as high value as a cruise. Not any more. 

“We have had an online booking facility for a year or so, 
but it is only recently that we have been able to add cabin 
numbers. For discerning passengers this is a vital facility. It 
cost a fortune to add this to the booking engine, but it has 
had a dramatic effect and made it easier for the travel trade 
as well.

“We’ve also stepped up our direct mailing activity as we 
were lagging behind in database sourcing.

“We also need to advertise to raise our profile, as the 
most recent market research shows that brand strength is 
a significant factor in the decision to book. Saga, Thomson 
and FOCL all have decent brand recognition, so we need to 
work harder to keep our place in the market.”

Branding has also been on the agenda at Saga, where the 
Spirit of Adventure offshoot has been moved back under 
the Saga Cruises umbrella. “There was always going to 
be a limit to how much we could leverage that separate 
branding,” says Shaw. “Saga is such a strong brand, and 
most people knew that Spirit was part of it anyway.

“Many Spirit passengers had previously cruised on Saga 
classic cruises or travelled with Saga Holidays, so it made 
sense to bring them together and to give some of the Saga 
benefits (insurance etc.) to Spirit passengers.

“The key is to differentiate the two operations. We call the 
ex-UK programme ‘classic cruising’ and the flycruises are 
‘adventure cruising’. We are determined to keep pushing 
the envelope on the adventure itineraries, and those we are 
planning for 2013 are right at the edge of what cruise ships 
do.” 

Saga Sapphire is joining the classic fleet, which enables 
Saga to switch Saga Pearl II to become – as originally 
planned – Quest for Adventure, replacing Spirit of 
Adventure.

“Its larger capacity – 450 compared with 350 – does make 
it more viable and, having had a major refit in 2010, it 
offers higher quality, too,” says Shaw. 

“We have had people complaining in advance about 
the higher capacity, but it is very difficult to operate a 
350-passenger ship profitably.  We are confident we can 

deliver the same quality product at the larger size. We are 
keeping almost all the Spirit staff, as we certainly do not 
want it to feel like a Saga classic ship.” 

Like FOCL, CMV and Thomson, Saga Cruises carries 
almost exclusively British passengers; but Shaw believes 
that there is some scope to source from other markets. “We 
are always going to source primarily UK passengers, but it 
is an area with potential for us to exploit. I also think it is 
good for British passengers to have other nationalities and 
cultures onboard.”

Shaw was previously a senior executive at one of those 
mega-ship companies – Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. 
(RCCL) – so there has been something of a culture shock 
making the move to Saga.

“There is the same passion at Saga as at RCCL,” he says, 
“but the big difference is the scale, which means we can 
be a lot closer to the onboard teams. We communicate 
face-to-face a lot more, instead of having to rely on chains 
of e-mails.” 

Ellacott was a complete newcomer to the sector when he 
switched to Thomson Cruises last year from the airline side 
of the company’s business. “It was like when I started my 
aviation career 20 years ago,” he remembers. 

“There was a real sense of excitement and buzz in the 
sector. It punches above its weight as an industry, because 
everyone works together.

“If you look at the actual size of it – just 300 ships around 
the world – it is very small compared with aviation. About 
60 new aircraft roll off the production line every month, 
while we are now seeing just six to eight new ships a year.

“But I applaud the collaborative way the cruise lines work 
to attract new people into cruising,” says Ellacott. “This is 
something that has disappeared from aviation.” 

Lingard: “The degree of 
measurement of compliance 
and the standards required for 
certification do make it more 
labour intensive. Lines can no 
longer simply say they are  
doing it.”



Fernando Nascimento has been named president of the 
newly formed holding company Portos dos Acores, S.A. to 
coincide with a major new restructuring of the ports in the 
Azores. The company is a single port authority which now 
controls and manages 14 ports in the Azores. 

Filipe Macedo has been named as one of two new 
executive directors with the cruise business forming part 
of his brief. Already internal departments have been 
reorganized to improve the service delivery to the cruise 
industry – with André Moura named as cruise development 
manager. They are the ones to turn to at the port authority 
for all cruise industry matters.

New cruise terminal in Horta, Faial Island
A new terminal is to be inaugurated in Horta this coming 
July. This completely new development includes a new 
263m pier for cruise ships with a draft of 6.5m – the depth 
alongside is being increased to 8.5m by the end of the year. 
There is also a dedicated tender pier.

The streets of the vibrant port town of Horta are lined 
with whitewashed, well-tended houses, pretty town 

Newly formed Port 
Authority controls 14 
Azorean ports

Construction of new terminal in Horta



On board Disney Fantasy from left to right: António Silva 
(Azores Cruise Club President), Commandant Carlos Graça 
(Maritime Authority), Capt. Tom Forberg, Mickey, Filipe 
Macedo (Ports of Azores), Pedro Arruda (Azores Tourism 
Board) and André Velho Cabral (Ports of Azores).

squares, colourful gardens, bell-towers 
on churches housing art treasures, 
museums displaying whale bone 
carvings and fig pith, and the dark walls 
of the old fortress that once protected 
the town against pirates. Side by side 
with Faial is Pico Island dominated by its 
volcano, Portugal’s highest mountain – 
which is a UNESCO Heritage Site.

2012 forecast even better than 
2011’s record 
2011 broke all records for cruise calls 
to the Azores but now 2012 is forecast 
to easily surpass the 100 barrier for the 
first time with 133 calls already scheduled. This is estimated 
to bring 113,000 passengers and 53,000 crew members to 
the Azores this year.

The long-term commitment by the port authority to 
promote the Azores as an ideal stop-over on transatlantic 
voyages has certainly played a part in this positive outcome. 
Unsurprisingly the most visited island remains San Miguel 
with 66 calls to its capital Punta Delgada. Faial Island has 
21 visits to Horta, followed by 17 calls to Terceira Island and 
eight to Pico Island. 

P&O Cruises has the largest number of calls to the 
Azores, followed by Fred. Olsen Cruise Line, Holland 
America Line and Celebrity Cruises. Turnarounds are 
scheduled by Sea Cloud Cruises and Noble Caledonia, both 
with two during eight-day cruises.

The first maiden call of the new season was on February 
20. This is when Disney Cruise Line used the transatlantic 
crossing – from its German shipyard to New York – as a 
technical stop-over for the new Disney Fantasy. By virtue of 
its 340 metres length she was the longest cruise ship to have 
docked in the Azores, surpassing the 339 metres record set 
by Independence of the Seas in 2009.

In April the inaugural calls of Adonia, Nieuw Amsterdam, 
Island Sky and Norwegian Spirit, will take place on 4, 
10, 19 and 24 April respectively. Also on April 24, Ponta 
Delgada will host Royal Caribbean International’s Voyager 
of the Seas, Norwegian Cruise Line’s Norwegian Spirit and 
Fred. Olsend Cruise Lines’ Braemar on the same day. It is 
estimated that there will be a total of 6,000 passengers and 
2,500 crew members in the city on that day. 

Furthermore in October there is another scheduled 
maiden call for Phoenix Reisen’s Artania. In November 
Columbus 2 will make is first call and in December Saga 
Shipping has scheduled a visit from its latest acquisition, the 
beautiful Saga Sapphire.

Ships returning to Azores for the first time in a long 
while include P&O Cruises’ Oceana, Club Med 2, Oceania’s 
Regatta, Classic International Cruises’ Princess Daphne, 
Hansa Touristik’s Delphin and Holland America Line’s 
Rotterdam.

Azores double calls
An increasingly popular and financially rewarding 
development is to take advantage of a double call in the 
Azores. The proximity of some of the Azorean Islands 

to each other allows cruise lines to cut operating costs 
significantly by including two ports of call on their itineraries. 
It also means that passengers will enjoy two distinctively 
different island experiences during stay in the Azores.

On 10 April this year Holland America Line’s Nieuw 
Amsterdam will be making a double call as it visits Horta, 
Faial Island and Ponta Delgada, San Miguel Island. In 
October Phoenix Reisen’s Artania is not only making its 
maiden call to the Azores but she too is due to visit both 
Faial and San Miguel Islands.

Theme cruises
Another strategy that has helped develop tourism to the 
Islands is Active Tourism – a sector ideally suited to the 
climate and activities across the Azores archipelago. Whale 
watching, trekking, bird watch, diving, paragliding are 
examples of the popular activities enjoyed be increasing 
numbers of visitors. This enables the Azores to be positioned 
as an ideal destination for theme cruises involving these 
activities. 

The port authority’s data suggests that many more 
itineraries are being planned - by major cruise lines and 
operators such as Sea Cloud Cruises, Hapag-Lloyd, Noble 
Caledonia, Plein Cap and Kreuzfahrten Passa – that include 
active tourism activities for which the Azores is ideally suited. 

Disney Fantasy berthed at Punta Delgada on 20 February 2012
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Just in case you were labouring under any illusions – 
there really IS nothing new under the sun. You may 

think Chinese cruising is the latest big thing in cruising, 
but Nigel Lingard can tell you different.

“My first involvement in cruising came in 1982 with 
expedition brand Salen Lindblad. It was backed by the 
Salen family and was owned by the Scandinavian ferry 
company Tor Line, for which I had been working since 
1979.

“It operated two expedition ships – Lindblad Explorer 
and Lindblad Polaris – but then the family became involved 
with a joint-venture company setting up the first ever 
Chinese cruise line: China Cruising. 

“For a couple of years it operated the converted 
passenger/cargo ship Yao Hua, which had a very limited 
passenger capacity. We did get a good few groups out there, 
but it was very much in the exploratory days of China 
tourism. 

“We actually had to stay at Chairman Mao’s guesthouse as 
there were no hotels there then.”

Lingard later joined DFDS Scandinavian Seaways – 
another ferry company, but again one with an involvement 
in exotic cruising through its Pearl Cruises of Scandinavia 
brand.

His next move – in 1988 – was to yet another ferry company 
with cruise aspirations: Fred. Olsen. He joined as passenger 
director, later becoming marketing director of Fred. Olsen 

Cruise Lines (FOCL), a role he stayed in for more than 20 
years before stepping down at the end of last year.

During that time he also became a leading figure at the 
UK Passenger Shipping Association (PSA) where he held 
a number of key positions including the chairmanship. 
He has also been a board member of the European Cruise 
Council, and many a cruise conference panel has been 
enlivened by his forthright comments on the cruising issues 
of the day.

So who better to ask to look back on how cruising has 
changed over the past 30 years. And, as he remains firmly 
within the cruise world with consultancy roles at Reader 
Offers Ltd (an innovative UK cruise retailer) and All 
Discovery Cruising (the cruise arm of All Leisure Holidays 
with three brands – Voyages of Discovery, Swan Hellenic 
and Hebridean Island Cruises), he has strong views on 
what lies ahead for the industry.

“I think the generic efforts of the industry have been key 
to the growth of cruising in the UK, as they were in North 
America. It is no coincidence that in PSA the UK has the 
next most structured cruise trade organisation after North 
America (Cruise Lines International Association), and has 
enjoyed the best growth outside North America. 

“We had to battle to persuade companies that the market 
was potentially large enough for them to be able to remain 
competitive while co-operating with each other through 
PSA to help grow that market.

Regulators set to end 
cruising’s golden age?
Nigel Lingard tells Tony Peisley how cruising has changed over the past 
30 years of almost unbroken growth – and how it is facing up to what 
might be the greatest challenge yet to its inexorable rise.

Nigel Lingard
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“The joint public relations effort – using statistical data 
provided by the lines – has been particularly effective, with 
the industry receiving huge press coverage.”

But, if his 1982 self was transported into 2012, Lingard 
has no doubt what change in the industry would most 
surprise him.

“It is the scale. I would never have predicted ships 
would be built that could carry 6,000 passengers. I did 
not think they could actually get that big and function the 
way they do.

“Their satisfaction ratings are remarkably high, and it is 
no use saying that they do not have a demanding audience, 
because they are not a cheap product. They are a nautical 
equivalent of the A380 aircraft – they shouldn’t work, but 
they do.

“Looking ahead, though, I suppose I have this underlying 
worry that our inability to build smaller ships within a 
sensible budget means there is a real danger that – as the 
older ships get phased out – we are going to lose a whole 
piece of the product offering. 

“You may have to go from 200- or 300-passenger ultra 
luxury ships straight to 2,000-passenger-plus ships, with 
not a lot in between. That would be a pity. I may be being 
unduly pessimistic, and people will always build ships of 
smaller size; but I am really not sure.”

Lingard knows more than most that size matters in the 
cruise business. It was a constant issue at FOCL.

“The difficulty came with our decision to stay with fairly 
small ships, because it meant that newbuildings would not 
work,” he says. “Until the day I left we could not make that 
equation work: to build a small new ship and be able to sell 
the cruises at a marketable price in our part of the market.

“I think you would be very hard pressed to build 
anything with much less than a 2,000-passenger capacity 
to make that work now – we had enough to do to persuade 
our passengers that they would enjoy one as large as 1,300 
passengers (Balmoral). 

“Small newbuilds only seem to work if they are five star, 
and even the luxury brands often seem to be carried to 
some extent by their big parent companies. There are very 
few independent companies with small ships.

“Having said that, we were able to hold our own, build 
the fleet up, and slowly drive the public perception of what 
could still be accepted as small – while being on a more 
viable scale for us.

“Seabourn and Silversea have also shown that you can 
increase capacity and still deliver the same quality.”

When he joined FOCL the company had just one cruise 
ship (Black Prince) but, after the company sold its UK-
based ferry and cargo services, the board were persuaded to 
expand the cruise fleet, initially with Black Watch, in 1996.

“We spent a lot of time looking at our own target area, 
assessing the actual growth of the mature market,” says 
Lingard. “We quickly realised what the ‘baby boomer’ 
phenomenon meant: many years of secured growth in that 
sector of the market.

“You do have to be careful with market research, though, 
as most people – if asked – will say they want to cruise, but 
that does not mean it is easy to actually get them to book. 

But we felt that we were on fairly safe ground with our 
traditional market.

“Part of my concern for the future of the industry is the 
underlying lack of genuine competition. There are very few 
actual ship-owners, with half a dozen companies owning 
virtually all the cruise ships in the world.

“US waters, with their bizarre security regulations such 
as requirements for peepholes in the cabin doors, are cut 
off to all but the most modern ships. Antarctica is cut off 
to heavy fuel oil vessels, as the Arctic will also be; and the 
fuel regulations in the Baltic are likely to hike the cost of 
cruising there massively. 

“With all the various pressure groups and lobbyists, there 
is a real chance that regulation could price cruising out 
of whole chunks of the market. And with economies still 
struggling, and costs rising all the time, it may just be that 
we have come through a golden age for cruising – and now 
it’s over.” 

“I have this underlying worry 
that our inability to build smaller 
ships within a sensible budget 
means there is a real danger that 
– as the older ships get phased 
out – we are going to lose a whole 
piece of the product offering.”
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“You want to know how the economy is doing? Ask me 
tomorrow – because it will be worse by then. And the next 
day, and the day after that.”

Pullmantur Vice President and General Manager 
International Markets, Strategy and Business Development 
Ignacio Aguilera is not one to minimise the impact of the 
economic downturn on the cruise as well as every other 
business sector in Spain.

“Prices have been hit as much as they have for other travel 
products,” he says. “And although we managed to push up 
our average price by 2% in our financial year to October 
2011, this was not typical of the overall market where 
pricing continued to suffer.”

But he also identifies this trend as being one of the key 
reasons for the continued impressive growth in passenger 
numbers, which increased 10% to 645,000 in 2010. That 
represented a doubling of market size in six years, and 
meant that penetration was second only to the UK in 
Europe at 1.6%.

With something close to 700,000 passengers estimated 
for 2011, Spain is keeping pace with the equally fast-
growing German and Italian markets.

“If the more virulent discounting continues and prices 
stay this low,” he says, “the market will continue to expand 
fast. Cruises are much more accessible, reaching population 
segments who would not have thought of affording one in 
the past.”

The booking patterns have, though, been significantly 

affected by the downturn, according to Alfredo Serrano, 
General Manager of Carnival-owned Ibero Cruceros, which 
is the second largest – after Royal Caribbean Cruises-owned 
Pullmantur – cruise operator in Spain.

“There is more pressure on prices, because consumers 
are shopping around more than they did in the past. It is 
particularly challenging in the shoulder season as, where 
once they would be holidaying two or three times a year, 
now many are going just once – and that is usually in the 
summer.

“But, even while the overall outbound tourism market is 
struggling, we feel that cruising is the most robust travel 
product – and travel agents are confirming this. We are still 
getting those early bookings which make cruising unique 
in the Spanish travel market. 

“People are loyal to cruising – and it is clearly not just a 
passing fad as some people thought six or seven years ago. 
The product has solidified in the mind of the customer, and 
it is the value-for-money aspect that resonates with them. 

“A seven-day cruise includes far more than a resort 
holiday does, so people are moving away from other 
package holidays and coming to cruising. And as well as 
these first-timers we are increasing our repeat business, so 
the result is market growth – albeit at lower prices.”

Travel agents remain the main distributor, with bricks-
and-mortar and online outlets accounting for between 90% 
and 95% of sales. 

“The collapse of the third-largest agency network caused 
turmoil in 2010,” says Serrano, “but the retail sector has 
since realigned itself so that three main players control a 
large chunk – roughly 50%. 

“The three are vertically integrated with tour operators 
and airlines. In the past, the largest travel companies 
used also to own the main Spanish cruise brands. One 
(Orizonia) owned us, another owned Pullmantur and the 
other (Globalia/Travelplan) has owned a couple of smaller 
brands including Quail/Happy Cruises, which ceased 
operations last year. 

Cruising defies 
economic pain in Spain
There may be one or two EU countries suffering worse economic woes 
than Spain, but it’s hard to identify one that has been suffering them for 
longer. Yet during all that time the cruise market has continued to grow 
rapidly, as Tony Peisley reports.

Alfredo 
Serrano
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“Orizonia continues to run an airline, various tour 
operators and the Viajes Iberia chain of agencies. We still 
have a good relationship, but everything is done at arm’s 
length and we do not have any arrangement with them 
over and above what we have with the other agencies.”

Globalia is the number two group, owning Viajes Halcon 
and Air Europa as well as tour operators and hotels, while 
the largest travel group is El Corte Ingles – owner of the 
famous eponymous department store but also a major 
travel player, especially in the cruise retail sector.

Unsurprisingly, given the relative newness of the cruise 
sector in Spain, there are – as yet – very few specialist 
cruise agents. “Cruising is such a complex product that 
consumers still often need the intervention of a travel agent 
to help them book,” says Aguilera. “But we are not closing 
ourselves off to other channels. 

“Last year we opened a direct-selling online platform, but 
at the same time we have also invested in setting up a retail 
network – Nautalia – of 200 shops across Spain. 

“These sell all travel products and other cruise brands 
as well as Pullmantur, but they are clearly a good way 
of opening up our consumer reach and securing better 
margins. It also makes it easier for us to train the staff.”

Serrano notes that there was – not surprisingly – a 
negative trade reaction to Pullmantur’s direct-sell initiative. 
“But,” says Aguilera, “we expect agents to remain very 
important for cruise products, and we have always 
supported and understood their role. However we need 
to respond to today’s consumer needs – and these are 
increasingly multi, not single channel.”

The marketing process – as elsewhere in the world – is 
also having to adjust to the fast-changing media world. “A 
large part of our budget goes on co-operative marketing/
advertising with those three big retailers,” says Serrano. 
“Most of that goes on traditional print, which is still the 
predominant media, although the drop in rates has seen an 
increase in TV advertising both nationally and regionally.

“Radio is still very popular and effective for a certain 
segment of the Spanish population, but online promotions 
are growing quite significantly both for us directly and also 
as part of the co-operative campaigns with agents.

Aguilera adds: “Anything that has to do with generating 
word of mouth is key. Intervening in the social media 
process is relatively cheap, and has the potential to 
influence people’s perceptions about the cruise product and 
experience. 

“TV is good for branding but, for learning about a 
product, social media is more useful as there is more space 
and time to convey the intricacies. We still use TV, though, 
and other more conventional media outlets to generate the 
initial interest.

“We market in South America for the cruises we operate 
out there, but we do not generally market our European 
programmes outside Spain – at least, not on an FIT basis 
anyway. We might do a little for groups, and last year we 
chartered one ship for six weeks to a French operator.”

Pullmantur has a different approach. As well as operating 
a sister brand – Croisières de France – for the French 
market, it sells its own European cruises in Latin America 
and also in Mediterranean markets such as Italy and Turkey.

This makes its exact share of the Spanish market difficult 
to establish, but it is thought to be in the 28–30% range. 
Ibero Cruceros had 22% in 2011. Until its demise Happy 
Cruises had about 8% – giving the home-grown brands 
about 60% of the total.

That figure will drop this year, with the absence of Happy 
Cruises only partially offset by the withdrawal from the 
Western Mediterranean of Louis Cruises. 

An additional factor is Ibero Cruceros’ decision to reduce 
its fleet from four to three ships, with Grand Voyager to 
operate (as Costa Voyager) for parent brand Costa Cruises 
this year. But, because it is extending its European season 
by bringing the ships back from South America earlier and 

Port Authority 2010 2011 Var. (%)

Barcelona 2,344,925  2,642,493  12.69  

Baleares 1,540,866  1,614,499  4.78  

Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife

740,022  828,590  11.97  

Las Palmas 638,860  760,896  19.10  

Málaga 659,123  638,845  -3.08  

Valencia 253,743  378,463  49.15  

Bahía de Cádiz 334,162  374,217  11.99  

Vigo 233,644  253,637  8.56  

A Coruña 70,695  128,563  81.86  

Alicante 75,795  108,435  43.06  

Cartagena 104,294  88,081  -15.55  

Bilbao 43,394  77,345  78.24  

Almería 57,902  37,047  -36.02  

Sevilla 12,092  16,058  32.80  

Santander 13,939  14,207  1.92  

Ferrol-San Cibrao 640  9,423  1372.34  

Motril 2,335  8,998  285.35  

Gijón 11,431  7,297  -36.16  

Ceuta 4,952  4,841  -2.24  

Vilagarcía 4,373  3,126  -28.52  

Melilla 2,265  844  -62.74  

Tarragona 3,148  752  -76.11  

Huelva 0  650   -

Castellón 849  586  -30.98  

Bahía de Algeciras 37  0  -100.00  

Totals 7,153,486  7,997,893  11.80  

Cruise passenger 
numbers
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not repeating the French charter, it expects to offer about 
the same amount of capacity on the Spanish market.

“The economic situation here was a factor in the decision 
to switch Voyager,” says Serrano, “but the main reason was 
that Costa needed the ship to replace Costa Marina – and 
its configuration was, in any case, not entirely suitable to 
the Spanish market. We sell cruises to a lot of families, and 
this ship has very few cabins with third and fourth berths.

“We will look to expand the fleet again once the economy 
is better. There are plenty of ships within Carnival, and the 
finance is available, so we just have to make our case.”

But Serrano also points out that the barriers to entry are 
now so high that it is difficult for small start-ups to survive. 
“The way the market has developed, they need access to 
plenty of capital,” he says.

“But the market share of existing Spanish brands – 
ourselves and Pullmantur – remains robust, and I am sure 
both of us will grow when the economy picks up. Cruising 
is appreciated by Spaniards now, and is gaining market 
share. 

“We are attracting about 20% of first-time cruisers and 
our own repeat business has grown to about 45%. The 
number one sourcing region is Catalonia, followed by 
Madrid (or the Central Region in general), Andalusia and 
Valencia. Numbers from the rest of the country are much 
smaller. 

“Like Pullmantur we operate charter flights to 
embarkation ports outside Spain. For cruises operating out 
of Spanish ports like Barcelona, Málaga and Valencia, most 
passengers will drive or take the train.”

Aguilera says: “The two main drivers for sourcing are 
proximity (or good access) to the Spanish homeports and 
the economic wellbeing of the region. 

“Madrid and its environs is the chief source for us. This 
is mainly because of the area’s wealth, but it also has very 
good communications with high speed train, road and air 
links to our departure ports.

“Our repeat business is only about 10%. We consider 
ourselves the entry brand in Spain, not because we are the 
cheapest – as we are not – but because of our all-inclusive 
product which makes it easier for newcomers to know what 
they are going to spend on a cruise. That is why we attract 
such a high percentage of first-timers.

“Because of this the standard itineraries still work, and 
have a lot more mileage; but we do need to add a new one 
every couple of years – such as the Norwegian fjords this 
summer – to increase our repeat business.

“In 2008 22% of our business was international, and the 
rest Spanish; last year 49% was international as we have 
opened offices in Mexico, Venezuela, Panama and Brazil. 
And we not only take ships to Brazil in the winter but 
also have operations in Panama, Mexico and Colombia 
throughout the year.

“85% of our European business is Spanish, but it is very 
important for us to diversify to make us less dependent on 
Europe, given the economic situation here. Our onboard 
style includes food that is international but with a Spanish 
flavour. We do not want to turn our product into a tapas 
bar. 

“Spaniards do not want to eat the same food as they eat 

at home every day, but they do want to feel familiar with it. 
The entertainment follows the same pattern – Latin rather 
than specifically Spanish – with nightclubs open from 
11pm until 6am.”

Aguilera sees the increasing presence of international 
brands such as Costa, MSC Cruises and Royal Caribbean 
International as the main competition, but also a key driver 
for market growth – which he believes could be substantial.

Serrano agrees but also believes that the attitude of 
local, regional, national and international governments 
and regulators will be an important factor in how fast or 
how far the Spanish cruise market grows. “We are not 
necessarily looking for support, investment or subsidy; but 
equally we do not want to be hindered. As long as there is 
no unnecessary interference in our operations, we will be 
happy.”

With Spain – despite its lack of a cruise shipbuilder – 
now the fourth largest beneficiary of the European cruise 
industry’s operations, this should not be a forlorn hope. 

About 7.1 million cruise passengers visited Spanish ports 
in 2010 and a significant increase will have taken place last 
year. A total of 8 million would mean a quadrupling in just 
11 years – a period during which more than €160 million 
was invested in upgrading Spanish cruise ports.

And any industry which produces €1.2 billion in direct 
expenditure and generates 25,000 jobs – as cruising did for 
Spain in 2010 – is surely to be encouraged, particularly in 
the current economic climate. 

Aguilera:“In 2008 22% of 
our business was international, 
and the rest Spanish; last year 
49% was international as we 
have opened offices in Mexico, 
Venezuela, Panama and Brazil.”
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“Canada New England is family friendly, and very much 
open for business during the summer months” – this has 
become the call for members of the Cruise Canada New 
England Alliance. Individual cruise associations in the 
region – Cruise the St Lawrence, Cruise Atlantic Canada, 
CruiseMaine, Cruiseport Boston and NYCruise – have been 
extremely active and have shown great success in attracting 
vessels to the region during the fall. Now their objective is 
simply to convince cruise lines that the success they have 

consistently achieved with their fall programmes can be 
repeated during the summer months.

With Disney Cruise Line operating a maiden season here 
from June to September, all eyes will be focused on the 
feedback from families on their experiences ashore – as 
well as from the overall Disney service delivery.

Under the banner of the Canada New England Alliance 
(CNEA), the then-Chair René Trépanier (also Executive 
Director of Cruise the St Lawrence) commented: “We are 

Can summer 
cruising in Canada 
New England work?
Extending the cruise season is every destination’s objective – and for 
nowhere more than ports in the Cruise Canada New England Alliance, 
whose members have the unusual task of extending the cruise season 
into the summer months. Sue Parker reports.

René 
Trépanier

Gerry CahillSimon DouwesTom Spina Lynn Ledwidge
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much stronger when we work together to promote the 
region than we are single. It is a common goal that we all 
share: summer in Canada New England. We are working 
on a common promotion plan and strategy.” 

Tour operators in the region – Aquila Tours, 
Ambassatours and Intercruises – were invited to view 
presentations from each port on what shore excursions 
are available in the summer, and which of those are family 
friendly. “We have shown the people who do the tours what 

there is here in the summer; now they are looking at what 
they can do,” says Tom Spina, the new CNEA Chairman 
and Director of Cruise Operations for NYCruise.

The Alliance has also hired Management Consultant Berni 
Wood, formerly with Cruise Atlantic Canada, to build a 
marketing plan – which is due to be launched in March. 
CNEA is made up of a team of people who are savvy when 
it comes to seeing the cruise picture as a whole – everything 
from developing facilities to educating travel agents.

Trépaniersays it is not so much a question of creating 
more tours but getting the word out on just how much is 
already available. “As soon as we can define better branding 
around the summer, we are pretty sure it will work.” One 
example that the Alliance is keen to showcase to the cruise 
lines is the almost weekly festivals taking place in Montreal 
during the season. 

“We have to demonstrate that the cruise lines can make a 
lot of money if they come here for the summer. Some will 
understand that they can make as much profit as in other 
destinations if they plan the itinerary.” Trépanieradds that 
having more cruise passengers in the summer is a “piece of 
cake” for attractions, as all the staff are already in place.

There will be a lot of ‘noise’ around Disney Magic’s arrival, 
but Holland America Line is already operating Maasdam in 
the region from the middle of May to mid-October, albeit 
with a six-week break to Europe via Greenland half way 
through. And in 2013 Veendam will sail the entire season 
from May to October. 

Betty 
MacMillan

Priscilla NemeyNathalie 
Gaudet

Amy Powers Lise Nadeau Martin Lachance

Trépanier: “We have to 
demonstrate that the cruise lines 
can make a lot of money if they 
come here for the summer.”

Photo Marc Loiselle
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Carnival Cruise Lines has been sailing to Canada New 
England from New York for a number of years, and this 
year it is adding short cruises out of Boston to its schedule. 
Beginning in Boston on 10 June, 2,974-passenger Carnival 
Glory will then switch to New York from 1 August to 3 
September. Both homeports are convenient drive-to points 
for millions of north-eastern US residents. In addition 
Princess Cruises is operating Caribbean Princess and 
Emerald Princess in the region this September and October.

Disney, however, is seen as the cruise line that will 
really put the region on the map, given the strength of 
its brand worldwide. “I think it will be a great plus for 
Canada New England if it works, but it is their first test,” 
Trépaniercomments. “It is really important for Canada New 
England, as it is a symbol of family.”

Spina explains that the Alliance is working with Halifax, 
Nova Scotia and Saint John, New Brunswick to make sure 
the Disney season is a “blockbuster”. “I feel that if we can 
do it then everyone in the region will benefit. The rest will 
fall into place for the other lines.

“We are all banding together. We want to see Halifax 
and Saint John succeed for families in the summer. This 
hopefully will lead to more calls and a wider variety of 
itineraries. This is a really important year for us. We want 
to make sure that Disney is successful, and then get the 
story out there to generate more calls.”

It may be too early for Disney to comment, but Holland 
America Line’s Deployment & Itinerary Planning Director 
Simon Douwes says: “We have been very successful with 
our Canada New England programme, and many of the 
ports are among the highest-rated ports in the world.” 
However he warns that extending the season beyond 
mid-May to mid-October is “not advisable as the weather 
deteriorates quickly in this part of the world”.

“We have done reasonably well with that itinerary,” says 
Carnival President and CEO Gerry Cahill. “We have good 
response from our guests on these cruises. The four- to 
five-day cruises are very appealing to families, especially 
the younger ones. Can they do more for families? Sure, but 
that is the case with other places too.”

As to the implementation of the North American ECA, he 
says that it could have an effect on deployment. “If sailing 
in the ECA, costs will go up. How much guests will pay 
remains to be seen. It will be interesting to see over the 
next three years how this works out.”

It is a popular spot too for German cruisers. AIDA Cruises 
began sailing in the region in 2008, and this year has 
seven cruises on offer. “Our seven-day cruises in Canada 
New England are a destination our guests really enjoy,” 
says an AIDA spokesperson. Australians too enjoy this 
part of the world, and Carnival Australia Corporate Affairs 
Director Peter Taylor comments: “Canada New England is 
showing good potential for 2012. The Canadian market 
is particularly popular with couples aged over 55, given 
Australia’s swelling retiree ranks and the strong Australian 
Dollar.”

Certainly numbers for Cruise the St Lawrence are showing 
a massive increase, with 250,000 passengers expected 
this year compared to 140,000 in 2011. Turnarounds at 
Montreal and Quebec City are on the rise, which provides 

positive economic impact for these cities. Although the St 
Lawrence is too far from the homeports of Boston and New 
York for short cruises, it has been successful in attracting 
cruise lines to the nine ports in the Association. “When 
we all work together under one banner and send the same 
message to the cruise line executives it is beginning to 
work,” says Trepaniér. “This year we see it starting to work. 
OK they are not going to the St Lawrence yet, but visiting 
in the summer is beginning.” 

Ports continue to develop their facilities. New York, 
for example, is investing US$4 million in upgrading and 
modifying the fenders and gangways at the Manhattan 
Cruise Terminal in order to accommodate Norwegian 
Breakaway. “As the homeport for many cruises that travel to 
Canada New England, this will allow the region to remain 
competitive by attracting the newest state-of-the-art ships,” 
comments Spina. Meanwhile Boston has enjoyed its first 
full season of the US$11 million renovated Black Falcon 
Terminal, with 310,234 passengers passing through the 
port last year.

Halifax is excited about the arrival of Disney this season, 
with nine calls spread over the summer and fall. “New 
family products are being presented to best showcase the 
destination as a multi-generational destination,” explains 
Destination Halifax Director of Marketing Lynn Ledwidge. 
Tours include Learn the Ropes, on which children are 
invited to make a collection of sailor’s knots, visit the 
Maritime Museum of the Atlantic and hop and off the Big 

Halifax Citadel National Historic Site 
- Photo credit Parks Canada
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Pink Bus. Accompanied by Disney crew and museum staff, 
parents will enjoy 45 minutes free to explore on their own.

“Theodore Tugboat continues to be a great draw for 
children,” adds Ledwidge. “Tours of the ‘big harbour’ can 
be experienced live on the water or within the Maritime 
Museum of the Atlantic”.

Saint John already has 28 calls this summer season 
carrying 82,000 passengers, which Saint John Port 
Authority Business Development Manager Betty MacMillan 
says is “a little less than half of our cruise season”. Disney 
has just gone live with its tours, which include a myriad 
of offers from Family Fun Fundy – including Critters and 
Creatures, Catch and Release, and the Bay of Fundy Scenic 
Railway which stops right over the Reversing Falls rapids.

Whale of a Time features exclusive youth activity for Disney 
Magic passengers. As well as a hands-on learning experience 
about whales at the New Brunswick Museum, children have 
the opportunity to paint mosaic tiles which will contribute 
to a whale-inspired mural in one of the passenger terminals. 
Another exclusive is a tea party at Kingsbrae Garden where 
children will be joined by Alice in Wonderland.

Both Halifax and Saint John are partners in Cruise 
Atlantic Canada. Over 825,000 passengers and crew visited 
Atlantic Canada between April and November 2011; ACCA 
estimates that direct spending was about US$42 million 
which, when added to cruise line spending, gives a total 
economic impact to the region of US$82.4 million. 

Betty MacMillan, who is also Chairman of Cruise Atlantic 
Canada, says: “We are seeing the results of our marketing 

efforts, which have been incredibly effective. The number 
of passengers visiting our region and the associated 
economic impact continues to have a huge effect.” 

The Association is projecting consistent growth for the 
next three years and, MacMillan says, “We are confident 
that we can continue to increase our numbers even in the 
midst of these uncertain economic times.”

Further north along the St Lawrence, Montreal has put 
together a cruise committee which includes those most 
closely connected with cruising including the port and 
tourism office, the airport, the Hotel Association of Greater 
Montreal and the city itself. The committee’s objectives 
include increasing the local visibility of the cruise industry, 
offering cruise lines a larger variety of cruise destinations 
within the St Lawrence, and positioning Montreal as a 
world-class cruise destination.

The committee can help cruise lines with the “promotion 
of Montreal as an exceptional cruise destination”, says 
Montreal Cruise Committee Project Manager Nathalie 
Gaudet. It will also work with them to ensure any 
expansion into Montreal is successful, and assist in 
developing new pre and post tours as well as training travel 
agents.

As far as the summer season is concerned, further 
promotion of activities – such as the festivals, the Biodome, 
jetboating, biking tours, the Imax theatre, the Science 
Centre (which has a new exhibition this summer on Star 
Wars) and the Cirque du Soleil – is taking place.

Quebec City, which is hosting the Cruise Canada New 

McMillan:“We are confident 
that we can continue to increase 
our numbers even in the midst of 
these uncertain economic times.”

Bonaventure Island, Gaspesie photo Eric Lindberg
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England symposium in June, has run new advertising 
campaigns targeting travel agents since last year’s 
symposium, according to Quebec City Tourism Leisure 
and Media Director Martin Lachance. Alongside its 
internationally renowned festivals, this year the city is 
celebrating Bordeaux wines in September to commemorate 
the 50th anniversary of the two cities’ twinning.

Quebec also has a range of activities for children of 
different age groups. For example up to five years includes 
teddy bear workshops and pottery-painting during Explore 
Benjo’s; 6–11 year-olds can Reach for the Top at Canyon 
Sainte-Anne or visit the enchanted forest of La Vallée 
Secrète in the company of gnomes. For those between 12 
and 16 Canada’s biggest waterpark is on offer, as well as the 
Musée de la Civilisation.

Further afield, at Saguenay, work has taken place to better 
position the family and summer tourism product including 
new images, new videos and revising promotional tools. 
“We have been working with tour operators to develop new 
tours tailored to the family,” says Promotion Saguenay’s 
Priscilla Nemey, adding that the tourism offer in the 
summer is very diverse and important in the region, and 
that cruise passengers should benefit from this also. 

When it comes to the Gaspe there is a multitude of 
possible excursions for the whole family. Water activities in 
the summer include scuba diving, sea kayaking, sailing or 
just heading to the beach by bike with a picnic basket. For 
something different, fly-fishing for Atlantic salmon is on 
offer in one of three rivers on the outskirts of Gaspe. Forillon 
Park’s interpretation activities allow families to discover the 
treasures and mysteries that lie beneath the sea.

“We are currently working on building these tours by 
developing our infrastructures and equipment,” says 
Lise Nadeau of Escale Gaspesie. “We are working on a 
marketing plan with photos in order to persuade cruise 
lines that they should come in the summertime. The sea is 
our way of life. We want to share our culture, our heritage, 
which is in large part a maritime one. We are ready and 
waiting!” 

The first ship of the season arrives in Maine on 2 May, 
and the last on 31 October. There will be 325 calls 
carrying over 220,000 passengers to the member ports of 

CruiseMaine, according to Director Amy Powers.
One prestigious visitor is The World which will call at 

St Andrews by the Sea, New Brunswick for the first time, 
with tour options to Campobello Island. Then, crossing the 
international boundary in Passamaquoddy Bay and heading 
to Eastport, Maine the ship will clear US customs and visit 
the community’s attractions. This visit was only an idea 
just a couple of years back. The ship then sails south and 
will spend three days each in Bar Harbor, Rockland and 
Portland.

When it comes to new shore excursions, Powers says 
that Intercruises is working with Sunday River Resort 
– located in Bethel, near Portland, Maine – to identify 
opportunities that may include world-class golf, mountain 
biking, rides in the Chondola, zip line experiences and 
geo-caching. “These excursions will possibly feature on 
future itineraries,” she says. The company is also working 
to identify opportunities to explore several vineyards, a gin 
distillery and the farm-to-table movement as culinary tours. 

Active new shore excursions specific to Portland include 
a trip to Bath and the Maine maritime museum, a tour 
of Bath Iron Works to view the building of naval ships, a 
working lobster boat tour that includes pulling up active 
lobster traps, a working waterfront tour and a rented 
Segway tour round Portland.

It is clear that Cruise Canada New England is a region that 
is intent on listening to what is required, learning from it, and 
doing all it can to bring more business to the region.  

Nemey:“We have been 
working with tour operators to 
develop new tours tailored to  
the family,”

The Cruise the Saint Lawrence secretariat 
with representatives from its member ports 
and destinations: Montréal, Saguenay, 
Québec, Trois-Rivères, Sept-Îles, Havre-
Saint-Pierre, Îles de la Madeleine, Gaspesie 
and Baie-Comeau.



T
he Celtic Wave project, now in its third year, is a 
highly innovative initiative that aims to develop the 
Irish Sea as a cruise destination. The working group 
managing the project consists of a partnership 

between the three Welsh ports of Anglesey (Port of 
Holyhead), Milford Haven and Swansea, together and the 
three Irish ports of Cork, Dublin and Waterford. 

One of the project’s initiatives is to use familiarisation 
tours to provide cruise line planners with a real experience of 
the region, and a number have already been carried out. In 
this way senior itinerary planners can take advantage of the 
opportunity to experience all six ports, their facilities and the 
many local attractions on offer. The tours have given them 
a greater understanding of what each port can offer their 
passengers, and also provided the chance to evaluate the 
distances involved in any potential shore excursion offers. 
The feedback from these ‘fam’ trips suggests they have been 
highly successful. 

A typical visit can include a tour of Beaumaris Castle, 
Anglesey; a visit Blarney Castle, Cork; a guided visit to 
Dublin City; a visit to St David’s Cathedral, which is situated 
near Milford Haven; a visit to Oystermouth castle, standing 
on a hill in Mumbles overlooking Swansea Bay; or a tour of 
the Waterford Crystal Visitor Centre. 

Celtic Wave’s slogan ‘Developing a sea of smiles’ tells the 
story of this project in developing the Irish sea as a cruise 
destination – not just by creating a single managed brand 

to raise and promote the profile of the Irish Sea but also by 
ensuring that cruise passengers are greeted with a consistent 
welcome at all six ports. 

This consistency has been achieved in part through the 
training of qualified green badge tour guides, and many 
have gone on to establish themselves as self-employed 
guides and ambassadors for their area. The guides have a 
wide range of linguistic skills, including French, German and 
Spanish, which will enable the project to appeal to more of 
the European cruise market.

The next step in exploiting this resource is to provide each 
of the ports with the ‘Taxi Ambassadors’ scheme. Under this 
initiative taxi drivers are offered training to enable them to 
act as escorts and as local knowledge guides. The aim is to 
offer cruise passengers the highest quality of service that can 
possibly be provided at each destination. 

Local business community seminars continue to be 
developed at each of the ports to educate any local business 
that has contact with cruise passengers. These seminars 
are based around customer service, marketing, and how to 
deal with cruise passengers’ needs. This has all been put in 
place to raise the quality of the shoreside services that are 
delivered at all six ports. 

In essence, education and training form an integral and 
continuing part of the project – to ensure consistency of 
service delivery is achieved at each of the six ports of the 
Celtic Wave region.

Education and training 
integral to development

Blarney Castle, Cork



Tenby North Beach, Milford Haven

Portmeirion, Anglesey, Port of Holyhead

Kilkenny Castle, Waterford

Halfpenny Bridge, Dublin

Key attractions for cruise 
passengers visiting 
member ports include:
 
Wales
Beaumaris Castle
Tenby
Picton Castle
South Stack
Dylan Thomas Centre
Mumbles
 
Ireland
Blarney Stone
Cork City
Waterford Crystal Visitor Centre
Kilkenny Castle
Book of Kells
Guinness Storehouse

Dylan Thomas, Swansea
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“This summer is going to be down on last summer, and 
summer 2013 is set to be even worse than both of them.” 
Caribbean Shipping Association Cruise Committee 
Chairman Nathan Dundas is in no mood to pull any 
punches.

“Some individual cruise destinations like St Maarten and 
Jamaica are doing pretty well, but that is primarily because 
of cruise line involvement and investment in specific port 
developments. For most of the rest of the Caribbean it is a 
different story – at least it is during the summer season. 

“There will be just three ships cruising in the Eastern 
Caribbean this summer: Carnival Victory with a seven-day 
itinerary out of San Juan, Puerto Rico; Carnival Freedom 
which departs fortnightly from Fort Lauderdale; and 
Carnival Valor which we see once a month here in Antigua. 

“Ports like Barbados, St Lucia and St Kitts are just 
going to have Carnival Victory now that Royal Caribbean 
International is switching Serenade of the Seas to Europe 
for the summer.  

“So, while everybody is holding their own in the winter 
and retaining their usual level of cruise calls, the summer is 
going from bad to worse. I am looking for the governments 
to step up and be proactive in turning this situation around.

“This is what is lacking in the Caribbean right now: there 
is no combined regional focus by the governments towards 
cruise tourism. 

“We had hoped for more following the Caribbean Tourism 
Organisation (CTO) meeting with the Florida–Caribbean 
Cruise Association (FCCA) in May last year in Miami, but 
there have not been the follow-ups (such as meetings with 
the local stakeholders) that were promised.

“My understanding of what was supposed to come out of 
that meeting was that a focus group would be set up from 
among the destinations and another from the cruise lines 
to work together to come up with some ideas to improve 
the summer situation. I have not seen or heard anything of 
these to date.

“My concern is that we appear to be just waiting for the 
ships to come back in the summer, when we need to be 
proactive to make it happen. 

“I know that some of the European programmes did not 
do as well as some cruise brands had hoped last year, but it 
is not enough to assume that those ships will automatically 
be switched back here.

“The cruise lines are in business to make money. Some of 
them may have feelings – even a historical preference – for 
the Caribbean, but they are not so sentimentally attached to 
it that it overrides their business model.  

“So we need to be looking at ways to incentivise the 
cruise lines to return, including being more creative with 
our tariffs.”

Dundas is General Manager of Bryson’s Shipping in 
Antigua and also President of the Antigua and Barbuda 
Cruise Tourism Association, which has come up with its 
own ‘Stimulus Package’ for cruise lines. This includes a 
small reduction in the head tax for the winter season, and 
a much more substantial one for the summer season. For 
those calling year-round (i.e. making 52 calls) there is a 
larger discount in the winter head tax and a flat-rate port 
charge applicable all year.

And any ship calling first in Antigua and then in Barbuda 
the following day will not be charged for the second call. 

Particularly creative is the new permission for all cruise 
ships to open their duty free shops and casinos from 4pm 
until departure. “The ships are just sitting there with most 
if not all the passengers back onboard,” says Dundas, “so 
why not let them open their casinos and shops? This will 
not affect anyone trading on shore.

“I’m not aware of any other Caribbean country coming 
up with this kind of stimulus package in the past year. 
It was well received by FCCA, which asked us to make a 
presentation to member lines last September. 

Caribbean 
governments 
must act 
A clarion call for governments across the Caribbean to step up to 
the plate to revive the summer cruise season comes from Caribbean 
Shipping Association Cruise Committee Chairman Nathan Dundas.  
Tony Peisley reports.

Nathan 
Dundas

Ricky 
Skerritt
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“They felt it could be used as a model for other Caribbean 
destinations, and I believe that this should be being done 
collectively throughout the region, through the CTO with 
the support of the various governments.”

“You do need government behind you for this kind of 
fiscal initiative; but then, it is the country rather than 
the port which gains most economic benefit from cruise 
tourism.”

And clearly, if incentives are offered by all the ports in 
a potential itinerary, the offer is going to be much more 
attractive to a cruise line than if it is just the one.

“The whole idea is to bring the ships back in the 
summer,” says Dundas. “Cruise lines will always listen to 
governments more than to ports, because they know that 
governments have the real power to make things happen 
on a regional basis.

“Also, they should definitely be more proactive in terms 
of improving the tourism infrastructure. Even if they do not 
have the funds themselves, there are many areas where they 
could make the environment better for private investors. 

“Here in Antigua, for example, we have lots of old 
derelict sugar factories on government land which could 
be converted into tourist attractions – but private investors 
need to know that they can do it profitably.

“Tourism is very important to most Caribbean countries 
– it represents 70% of Antigua’s GDP, with cruising 
contributing about a quarter of that – with all its spin-offs 
in local entrepreneurship generating jobs.

“The concern I have is that, when I started in the 
business, the Caribbean had 60% of global cruise capacity 
and now it only has something over 30%. The Caribbean 
was viewed as the only year-round cruise destination. We 
believed it would remain that way, so did not upgrade the 
product to ensure that we held onto that niche. But Europe 
took a good look at our products, copied them and even 
looked to better them.

“And now it is not just Europe – it is clear that cruise 
lines will also deploy ships to Latin and South America and 
even to Asia. Surely this should be raising concerns among 
our governments.”

Especially, he points out, as land tourism is being badly 
hit – notably by the UK government’s Air Passenger Duty 
(APD) policy which has seen the levels raised this year and 
the hoped-for adjustment of the banding system (which 
arbitrarily penalises the Caribbean) failing to materialise. 
The CTO described this as “deeply disappointing” and its 
Chairman Ricky Skerritt called it “a slap in the face for all 
Caribbean people”.

Skerritt says of the summer cruise crisis: “The ships are 
going wherever they can get the best yield… and the cost 
of flying to the Dominican Republic or Barbados is so much 
higher for European passengers, especially those from 
Britain with its APD.

“We are constantly talking to the lines to see what we can 
do to stimulate demand, but it will be very difficult to bring 
them back overnight.”

Dundas says: “If San Juan homeport becomes active again 
during the summer, then the rest of the region – especially 
the Eastern Caribbean – will become more accessible for 
fuel-cost-effective seven-day itineraries.”

Although the summer downturn is a major concern, the 
Caribbean can take some comfort in its winter performance 
and the overall increase in cruise capacity it has achieved in 
the last couple of years. Equally encouraging was an online 
survey reported earlier this year by leading US cruise retail 
network Cruise Holidays which showed that the Caribbean 
still ranked number one with its consumers. 

It attracted 60% of bookings, with Europe a distant 
second on just 11%. Western Caribbean itineraries are 
the most popular, followed by the Eastern and Southern 
sectors.

The Caribbean also plays host to more mega-ships at 
any one time than any other region – in the wake of the 
Costa Concordia tragedy – Dundas is also calling for more 
specific disaster planning for the cruise sector. Antigua’s 
National Office of Disaster Services staged a workshop 
late in 2011 to make plans for dealing with incidents in 
the tourist industry, but Dundas now supports an annual 
disaster drill exercise specifically for cruising.

“We need to plan, and to know exactly what to do should 
one of the ships we host each year encounter a major 
disaster.” 

Skerritt: “The ships are going 
wherever they can get the best 
yield… and the cost of flying 
to the Dominican Republic or 
Barbados is so much higher for 
European passengers, especially 
those from Britain with its APD.”

Jamaica’s new Falmouth cruise port complex
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It has been one of the most successful sectors of the 
country’s tourism industry in recent years, but it was 
only at the beginning of this year that cruising was 
incorporated into Norway’s national tourism strategy.

Cruise Norway Director Wenche Nygård Eeg says: “We 
have been lobbying for this to happen for a long time as 
we have seen too many negative stories about cruising in 
the press, including some suggesting that Norwegian hotels 
lose business to cruising.

“But an economic impact study based on a survey of 
more than 2,000 passengers showed very positive benefits 
from cruising. We already knew this, of course, but the 
government was clearly unaware of them until then. 

“The study shows that not only does the satisfaction 
rating for Norway among cruise visitors stand at a very 
healthy 88%, but that the direct spending cruising 
generates runs at about NKR2 billion. This is 13% of all 
Norway’s tourism direct spending by foreigners.

“Cruising’s contribution is increasing all the time as 
we have seen an average annual growth of 11.5% in 
international cruise visitors over the period 2006 to 2011. 
Forecast for this year is a 15–20% increase in visitor 
numbers, based on a 20% growth in cruise calls to more 
than 2,000.

“Germany became our leading market last year for the 
first time, with a 34% market share. Britain had always 
been number one but its numbers have dropped by 8% 
over the past couple of years while Germany has seen 22% 
growth in that time.”

Pullmantur is also coming to Norway (for turnarounds in 
Trondheim) for the first time this year, and this is putting 
pressure on the destinations to provide enough guides with 
the right language skills.

“Sourcing German-speaking guides is certainly one 
challenge, but our biggest is to find enough who can speak 
Italian or Spanish,” says Eeg. “But it is very encouraging 
to see that, despite the problems in the Spanish economy, 
Pullmantur is bringing its passengers to a high-cost 
destination like Norway.”

The Spanish brand has said that it needs to offer its 
increasing numbers of repeat passengers somewhere new 
and exciting to visit. “The majority of our cruise visitors 
are repeat passengers, especially from the UK market,” 
she says. “The British are always looking for new ports, 
attractions and experiences, but fortunately we have more 
than 40 ports so there is always a new one to visit.”

She also points out that, although it may have conceded 
first place, the British market is leading the way in 
Norway’s newest product: winter cruises.

“It started with Saga three years ago when it had a very 
successful inaugural winter Northern Lights cruise. They 
have been followed by Cruise & Maritime Voyages and now 
Fred. Olsen, so all our winter calls are by ships serving the 
British market.”

“In fact the different nationalities all want different things, 
with the Germans much more active than the British – they 
want to hike, bike and kayak. One of Norway’s strengths 
is that we have the standard bus and train tours but can 
also offer the active options. We are always pushing our 
members to develop more excursions, more products.”

Cruising 
comes in 
from the 
cold in 
Norway
Cruising is now part of the 
national tourism strategy in 
Norway – and not before time, 
as Cruise Norway Director 
Wenche Nygård Eeg tells  
Tony Peisley.

Wenche Nygård Eeg
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And being part of the national tourism strategy means 
that ports and destinations will have new funding to help 
develop these new attractions.

Of Innovation Norway’s NKR242 million marketing 
budget, cruising gets NKR3 million for product 
development and marketing.

“The North American market remains small but stable at 
just 50,000 passengers,” says Eeg. “Our survey shows that 
they spend a lot more per head than other nationalities, 
so we are keen to have more; but it has been difficult to 
achieve this on our very limited marketing budget.

“NKR3 million is not a huge sum but, if we achieve good 
results, hopefully we will receive more in the future. The 
important thing is that we are now part of national tourism 
strategy, and therefore part of its overall marketing.”

High pilotage costs mean that Norway’s generally low port 
charges cannot be raised, so there is not a lot of revenue 
coming in that can be used to develop the infrastructure. 
Nonetheless there has been a steady flow of new piers and 
passenger facilities at a variety of Norwegian ports in recent 
years, and more are on the way this year and beyond.

Developments include Hammerfest opening a refurbished 
berth to handle the largest ships from this year, and 
Ålesund extending a berth so that it can handle two large 
ships at a time from this summer. There are also new piers 
for Tromsø and North Cape, and Alta is extending one of 
its three berths in time for the 2013 season. 

Cruise Norway has now put in place a Cruise Calendar 
which allows cruise brands to see an overview of planned 

calls by ships at Norwegian ports (excluding the opted-out 
Oslo and Stavanger) for up to three years ahead. “The 
cruise lines say it is a very useful tool,” says Eeg.

She identifies the main challenges ahead as those that 
apply to most cruise regions. “We can see that some lines 
may start missing out certain ports to save fuel; on the 
other hand, some may stay longer in port for the same 
reason, and this is good for our members. 

“There is already a trend for ships to stay overnight – 
AIDA ships spent about 40 nights in Oslo last year, and 
Azamara Club Cruises is spending a couple of nights in 
some Norwegian ports. 

“This is usually when there are special events on ashore 
and we now have a list of such events on our website so 
cruise lines can plan their itineraries around them.”

Eeg is confident that the recent growth in cruise tourism 
is set to continue, but Cruise Norway recognises that this 
growth needs to be sustainable. 

“We need to protect nature, and our members need to 
maintain their quality and high level of service; so we are 
now looking at whether we should place limits on the 
numbers of ships and passengers in port simultaneously 
to ensure that each port and destination can continue to 
deliver its high standards. 

“The cruise lines want this and, although we do not want 
to tell our members what limits they should impose, we 
will encourage them to decide – in association with their 
local communities and destination companies – whether 
they are appropriate.” 

Cruise Norway organises an international conference 
every year so that important themes such as quality, 
environment and product development can be 
discussed. The next conference takes place in 
Trondheim on October 16.



As a World Heritage City and European City of Culture, 
Bergen offers world-class experiences and culture. The 
gateway to the Norwegian fjords, the Bergen region has the 
ideal combination of nature, culture and interesting urban 
attractions – all year round.

As a cruise destination Bergen is the leading cruise port 
in Norway; it receives more than 330 calls during the season, 
bringing in nearly 500,000 passengers. It is ranked as one of 
Northern Europe’s top ports, and last year was nominated as 
a finalist in Seatrade Insider’s Port of the Year Awards. 

The city, with its 250,000 inhabitants, is surrounded by 

seven mountains overlooking the sea. The museums and 
galleries of the historic old parts of town keep both its art 
and its ancestral heritage alive.

The central cruise berths of the port are within walking 
distance of the city centre, from where it is easy to 
experience Bergen’s living history. Passengers coming ashore 
at the Jekteviken/Dokken dock – round the corner from the 
central berthing locations – benefit from free shuttle buses, 
including for disabled passengers and wheelchair users, to 
the city centre and back.

BERGEN – the historic 
gateway to the Fjords  
of Norway
Bergen is an international city packed with history and 
tradition, but with small-town charm and atmosphere. 



BERGEN likes visitors – and 
BERGEN is worth a visit!

What to see:
•	 Bryggen in Bergen – the very first buildings 

in Bergen were alongside the harbour 
called Bryggen. This old Hanseatic wharf is 
architecturally unique and is listed as a UNESCO 
world heritage site of history and culture.

•	 Fløibanen – the funicular – offers an eight-minute 
ride to the top of Mount Fløyen (altitude 320m), 
where there is a magnificent view over Bergen 
and the suburbs. It’s an ideal place for mountain 
walks where you can stroll like a Norwegian in 
the magic woods with their trolls. There is also a 
children’s playground. 

•	 Ulriken643 – The Ulriken643 Panoramic Tour 
takes you by cable car to the highest of Bergen’s 
famous ‘Seven Mountains’.

•	 Troldhaugen – home of composer Edvard Grieg 
(1843–1907) and his wife Nina. Grieg lived here 
for 22 years and composed many of his best-
known works in the little garden hut looking out 
over a picturesque lakeside setting.

•	 Bergen Aquarium – experience the great 
atmosphere and the most extensive collection of 
marine fauna in Europe. 

•	 VilVite – Bergen Science Centre – is an interactive 
visitor centre for the whole family.

•	 Fish Market – Bergen’s picturesque and lively Fish 
Market is one of Norway’s most visited outdoor 
markets. It has a charming location in the heart 
of the city, between the fjords and Bergen’s 
Seven Mountains.

Port facilities 
The Port of Bergen can accommodate four or five ships 
of medium size simultaneously. Professional maritime and 
technical services, provisions, supplies and consumables, 
transport and operations, tourism, shore excursions and 
support organisations are all readily available.

Bergen is an ideal choice for a part or full changeover 
of passengers, as the city has good infrastructure within 
sheltered waters – and a turnaround here will save more 
than two days North Sea crossing. This will provide 
passengers with more time to enjoy the scenery and 
cultural life of this great city. 

Contact details 
PoRT oF BERGEN 
Nøstegaten 30, Po Box 6040 
N-5892 Bergen 
Norway
+47 5556 8950 
bergen.havn@bergen.kommune.no 
www.bergenhavn.no
www.visitBergen.comBERGEN’s recently appointed Port 

Director Mr. Inge Tangerås
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It is too early to say whether Costa Concordia proves a 
‘defining moment’ in the industry’s history, as opined 
by Royal Caribbean International President and CEO 
Adam Goldstein on his blog. 

As I write (in February) the search for bodies is still 
continuing, the salvage operation is yet to start in earnest, 
and official offers of compensation have just been drafted as 
European and US lawyers circle.

The full inquiry is months away, and only then will the 
full story of what happened emerge but it is possible to say 
two things now:

• One – that the majority of the reports which have 
appeared in the traditional and online media have been 
confused and, inevitably, sensationalised – particularly 
about the alleged deficiencies of the crew – especially given 
that more than 4,000 souls were evacuated safely to shore 
in hugely difficult circumstances.

• Two – that this was clearly a long way from being the 
cruise industry’s finest hour. Clearly mistakes were made by 
individuals, but the key will be whether the official inquiry 
shows any systemic weaknesses in the safety procedures 
before or after the accident, or any flaws in the design of 
the ship that compromised safety.

If the inquiry reveals either of these scenarios, then it 
could well prove a ‘defining moment’. But, even if this is 
not the case and the accident is attributed primarily or 
entirely to human error, then it will mean the industry 
has questions to answer about its recruiting, training and 
monitoring procedures. Either way, though, I am not sure 
that it would be entirely fair to suggest that this will have 
constituted a ‘wake-up call’ as has been suggested in some 
quarters.

Over the nearly 40 years that I have been reporting on the 
passenger shipping sector, I have seen the focus on safety 
issues increase exponentially. At the beginning I did see 
some ships and crew for whom safety was an optional extra 
rather than core to their operation. This had to change – 
and it did. 

Although some of this improvement has been forced or, 

at least, prompted by growing regulatory pressures, there 
has been a definite step-change in the approach of the 
companies themselves. 

In fact I have never known a time when safety has been 
higher on the industry’s agenda. This, I suspect, is largely 
because the building of such large capacity ships has given 
many executives sleepless nights, considering just the 
nightmare scenario that Costa Concordia represented.

This story is not untypical within the sector, and I have 
no sense that the level of safety focus has diminished in 
recent years – if anything the reverse. Therefore I do not 
believe that this tragic accident will wake anyone up to 
dangers of which they were not already fully aware.

But there may be a change of emphasis. In recent times 
we have read (and written) much about the way the mega-
ships were being designed to ‘be their own lifeboat’. so they 
can return safely to port under any circumstances.

If nothing else, Costa Concordia has proved that you 
cannot design anything 100% against disaster. What will 
certainly happen – and indeed is already happening – is 
that there will be renewed focus on safety drills and on 
how to make them more effective when most passengers 
are (understandably) bored by the whole process. 

How much impact Costa Concordia will have on the 
industry’s global drive for growth is hard to estimate, as 
much will depend on what emerges from the inquiry, 
and the sector’s response to it. But history tells us that 
consumers are resilient in these circumstances.

Given cruising’s strong safety record until now, any fall-off 
in bookings – and at the time of writing, this appeared to 
be largely confined to Costa – should be short term. More 
threatening to the industry, I suspect, will be the response 
of those in lobby groups and in some governments already 
opposed to cruising. 

There have already been murmurings of further 
restrictions on where ships should be allowed to cruise 
and, if these turn into reality, that kind of development 
has the capacity to do more damage to growth than a few 
cancellations. 

Costa Concordia – a 
defining moment?
Was the Costa Concordia accident a tragic one-off – or does it provide 
the industry with an overdue wake-up call?

Tony 
Peisley
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The captain’s responsibility onboard is well 
documented in international maritime law. It 
leaves no doubt that once the captain has taken 
his command he has total responsibility for the 

ship, her crew and the ‘cargo’, and the fact has rarely been 
disputed. This of course means that the relationship between 
the captain and the owner/HQ has to be one of Trust. 

For my first 20 years at Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd, 
which I joined in 1971, each captain established his own 
routines for the navigational and other operations of his 
ship. It was easy then, as the company operated just three 
ships during the 1970s; a fourth was added in the early 
80s. In those early days captains were required to be 
onboard for ten months at a time, but this was gradually 
cut to six months. The system worked well, and the 
relationship with HQ was very good indeed.

As the company began to expand, starting with the 
Sovereign of the Seas in 1989 – then the biggest passenger 
ship in the world – followed by many more and even 
larger ships, our time onboard was cut even further. Today 
captains spend 12–14 weeks onboard, followed by the 
same length of time ashore. 

This change meant we could not carry on as before, 
because there was the danger of routines being changed 
too frequently as captains came and went. This would 
have resulted in the potential to cause confusion and 
misunderstanding in the safe operation of the ships.

The marine office at HQ became involved and together 
with the sailing captains started to establish general routines 
which could be followed by all ships, no matter where they 
sailed and no matter who was captain at the time. 

Then more detailed routines were established for 
operating in specific waters. These are constantly updated 

at the captains’ meetings, which are held at regular intervals 
through the year. These have become very important 
forums for the sailing captains to fully share their views 
with HQ. As an example, one outcome was that bridge 
routines were established to provide briefings between the 
captain and his officers for arrival and departures at all 
ports, with emphasis being placed on an open dialogue on 
the bridge at all times.

As the ships became much larger over time, their 
manoeuvrability changed drastically with a lot more power 
being needed for them to be handled safely in all weather 
conditions, especially in port. This called for new and 
more intensive training of the captains and bridge officers. 
So when I moved to a shoreside office-based role as Vice 
President and Fleet Captain for the company it invested 
in building a bridge simulator. Together with Captain Bill 
Wright – now Senior Vice President for Marine Operations 
– and various manufactures of nautical equipment – a fully 
integrated bridge was built. This enabled films of most 
ports and their approaches to be projected in 360°. This 
development allowed officers to practise sailing in and out 
of virtually any port the company used around the world, 
or rehearse docking procedures.

In essence what I have tried to convey is that all these 
necessary operational changes meant that the captain 
was adapting to company-set procedures, which had 
been agreed and set up with the full cooperation of the 
captains. This, I am sure, has enabled HQ to maintain an 
excellent relationship with its captains, as it was when I 
was active – and, from the messages I receive from our 
ships, it still exists. 

One thing has not changed: The captain has the 
responsibility. 

Trust and 
responsibility
Former Royal Caribbean International captain Tor Stangeland describes 
the way the company adapted to the new era of larger fleets of much 
larger ships, and how the relationship between the company and its 
captains evolved. 

Tor 
Stangeland
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When Tim Marking was appointed 
secretary general of the ECC in January 
2011 and Christine Duffy stepped in to 
lead CLIA two months later the cruise 

industry was coping well with the economic crisis. 
Courtesy of a value proposition that has proven every 

bit as decisive as the cruise industry had hoped, the cruise 
vacation continued to take market share from land-based 
resorts.

Prices may have come under pressure, and margins with 
them, but by and large ships were sailing at close enough 
to capacity and there had been few company failures, and 
none of them major. 

As the year progressed there was though mounting 
concern with respect to the potential cost of regulatory 
reform in addition to the continuous rise in fuel costs and 
port fees. 

Yet for anyone who needed reminding that these are 
volatile and uncertain times, the opening months of this 
year will have provided a reality check like no other. 

There were already concerns as 2012 opened that, with 

the eurozone in chaos and the US economy only limping 
back to health, this might be the industry’s toughest year 
yet: rising unemployment, shrinking disposable income 
and mounting consumer fears over the future would surely 
combine to hit demand.

The dramatic scenes off the island of Giglio on the 
evening of Friday, January 13, broadcast worldwide and for 
several weeks thereafter to a shocked global audience, did 
nothing at all to improve the industry’s prospects.

One month on, the jury is still out on just how severe 
the impact of the Costa Concordia tragedy will be to the 
industry’s fortunes, and over how long a period.

What can be said, however, is that through CLIA and 
the ECC, the industry’s response to a crisis that has severe 
implications for its public image and long-term prospects 
has been swift, sober and responsible. 

Indeed, in combining concern for the victims with 
a refreshing willingness to reassess procedures and 
regulations, and a convincing defence of the industry’s 
safety record, both CLIA and the ECC have emerged as 
impressive public advocates for the industry.

As Tim Marking, the ECC’s secretary general, puts it: “The 
first reaction was shock. But we very quickly came together 
with CLIA to develop a concerted industry voice. 

“We couldn’t have done it on our own,” he adds. “Quite 
obviously, it was a global issue. The accident itself, we left 
to the company and the individuals concerned. But there 
was a much wider industry perspective - wider issues 
including regulatory factors.  

“We quickly organised media briefings around the world. 
And as that process continued, inevitably the regulatory 

Swift, sober  
and responsible
Christine Duffy and Tim Marking have been at the helm of Cruise Lines 
International Association (CLIA) and European Cruise Council (ECC) respectively, 
for a year – much has happened in that time. Chris Ashcroft reports. 

Tim Marking Christine 
Duffy
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side emerged and the regulatory implications. It is still very 
early days but CLIA in particular, because it has a seat at 
the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), approached 
the IMO and called for a review of safety issues. That call 
has been taken up by the secretary general, and there will 
be a meeting on safety issues in May. 

“For our part, we contacted European officials and 
legislators immediately. They appreciate the fact that the 
industry has a very good safety record and that it is a major 
economic contributor and they didn’t want to make a knee-
jerk reaction. They wanted to see how they could improve 
things. They support the IMO approach. There is also an 
ongoing review of Passenger Ship Safety that is mainly 
related to ferries but that is also going to look at cruise.”

In terms of the speed and effectiveness of the industry’s 
response to the accident, it may be no coincidence that 
both the ECC and CLIA have gone through changes over 
recent years that have made them more focussed and 
professional.

CLIA’s great leap forward came in 2006, when it merged 
with the International Council of Cruise Lines and added 
regulatory and policy expertise to its own mandate to 
promote cruising and train travel agents. The arrival of 
Christine Duffy as president and chief executive last year 
marked another advance.

Duffy, who previously headed Maritz Travel, describes 
her job at CLIA as “the right fit. At Maritz, I was able to 
witness first-hand how quickly an entire industry could be 
adversely affected by a few misinformed comments about 
the benefits of business travel. That stimulated my interest 
and participation in the political process.

“Cruising is a fascinating and complex industry, and 
it is critical that we get our messages out on an ongoing 
basis. CLIA provides the opportunity for me to stay in the 
travel industry while also participating in the public policy 
process.”

Both roles are critical, Duffy says. She remarks that CLIA 
has “deep expertise on both the maritime and the travel 
side of the business,” and adds that: “Since joining the 
association, I have placed new emphasis on the importance 
of a strong cruise industry presence in Washington to keep 
pace with the industry’s growth and economic importance.”

In Europe, meanwhile, the ECC is also spreading its 
wings. As Marking describes it, the organisation “was 
set up under the umbrella of the European Community 
Shipowners’ Associations in 2004, and I was assigned to 
look after it. As the industry grew, and as it became clear 
that there were a whole range of issues to deal with, the 
industry felt it needed a more focussed voice.” 

At the beginning of last year, the ECC was duly 
established as a permanent organisation, with Marking as 
its first full-time secretary general. He says of its response 
to the Costa Concordia accident that “it would have been 
impossible to have a European perspective without a 
permanent ECC, and the links we have established with 
regulators and legislators.”

As a small operation dealing with a broad and varied set 
of issues – related not just to shipping but to passengers 
and leisure – the ECC “relies heavily on the expertise of the 
cruise companies,” according to Marking. “They are very 

involved. Their commitment is one of the striking things 
about this industry.”

He notes that the ECC now has six sub-committees run 
by leading industry executives and focussing on such 
issues as environment and safety, health and hygiene and, 
most recently, labour issues “because it is clear that this is 
coming into focus in the European Union.” 

He notes that the ECC is working to ensure European 
rules on Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watchkeeping (STCW) and the enforcement of the 
maritime labour convention reflect international norms. In 
the same area, the ECC is working to find a solution to the 
problem of securing visas for crewmembers from outside 
the EU.

That unity of purpose within the industry could also 
prove a vital asset going forward. As Duffy describes 
it, responding to the Costa Concordia accident is the 
industry’s most immediate challenge. Specifically, she says 
CLIA’s task is “to ensure that the public and policy makers 
fully understand and appreciate that cruising continues to 
be one of the safest of all vacation choices.”

She notes that “immediately following the incident, CLIA, 
on behalf of the global cruise industry, launched a Cruise 
Industry Operational Safety Review in order to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of the critical human factors and 
operational aspects of marine safety.

“As best practices are identified, they are being 
shared among CLIA members and any appropriate 
recommendations will be shared with the global maritime 
community via the IMO,” Duffy adds. 

“We will learn from this event and apply all best practices 
to ensure cruise vacations remain among the safest, best 
and most desired leisure vacation options. We will continue 
to innovate and grow.”

Marking adds that the Operational Safety Review’s task 
force, of which (ECC Director for Technical, Environment 
and Operations) Robert Ashdown is a member “will be 
looking at navigation, evacuation, emergency training, and 
operating factors to identify best practices. The first one to 

Marking: “The ECC relies 
heavily on the expertise of the 
cruise companies. They are very 
involved. Their commitment is 
one of the striking things about 
this industry.”
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have been adopted is related to muster policy.”
Costa Concordia aside, Duffy notes that the industry faces 

other challenges this year, from global economic conditions 
– and here she argues that cruise lines “will need to 
continue to develop strategies that benefit both consumers 
and the industry” – to maintaining “a high profile among 
governments and policymakers at home and abroad to 
ensure that the cruise industry’s interests are protected.”

The expansion of the industry in a globalised world will 
also pose challenges going forward. Duffy notes that “the 
fastest growing market segment is internationally sourced 
customers. Increasingly, the industry is required to address 
regulatory and other policy issues on a global basis.”

That in turn will require even closer international 
cooperation. “In the past,” she notes, “the industry has 
been represented by a number of regional associations 
largely operating independently around the world. In 2012, 
we will be exploring a potential new framework where we 
collaborate even more closely among these associations, 
enabling the global industry to speak effectively, and 
operate, with a truly unified voice.”

Noting that the industry is faced with an array of other 

Duffy: “In 2012, we will be exploring 
a potential new framework where we 
collaborate even more closely among 
these associations, enabling the global 
industry to speak effectively, and 
operate, with a truly unified voice.”

regulatory challenges, Marking too stresses the need for 
international over regional regulation. “This issue has been 
around almost since I have been in Brussels,” he says, 
observing that the latest problematic case in this respect is 
proposed European rules on sulphur limits in marine fuel 
that omit certain safeguards contained in IMO regulation as 
enshrined in MAPOL Annex VI.

“On the whole, the EU has taken on board international 
rules and sees its role in an ideal world where an 
international rule is acceptable as using EU mechanisms 
to ensure it is properly enforced. We have seen that with 
the STCW and the International Labour Convention, for 
instance. We hope to see it with the new rules on sulphur 
and MARPOL Annex VI, where everything is still to play for.”

Marking believes the industry is making progress 
in Brussels, just as Duffy is fighting the good fight in 
Washington. “One of the things we have been trying to do 
for years is to make it clear to the European Commission, 
the European Parliament, and so on that the cruise industry 
makes a positive contribution to Europe in terms of 
destinations and jobs, shipbuilding and goods and services. 

“We want to ensure that they realise this is a significant 
industry in its own right and that they take that into 
account when they legislate. That work is now being 
recognised. It is evident in their measured response to 
Costa Concordia, but also in the debates on passenger 
rights and taxation.”

As Duffy notes, the industry’s financial performance 
through the downturn speaks of an industry that has the 
fundamental strength to continue to grow. “Even during 
the recent recession, our members sailed at an average 
occupancy rate of 103% and exceeded total passenger 
projections,” she notes.

“In 2010, CLIA member lines carried 15m passengers. 
We expect 16.3m for 2011, exceeding our forecast. And 
looking ahead, because less than 20% of American adults 
have taken a cruise, there is a huge untapped market of 
potential cruisers, so we expect growth to continue.

“The industry is also investing in the future, with 25 ships 
due to join the global fleet between this year and 2015, 
representing an investment of more than $10bn, and this 
after the introduction of 13 ships last year.” 

As the industry grows, the effectiveness of CLIA and the 
ECC will be judged by the success of their coordinated 
global response to such incidents as well as by their work 
at regional level. 

Cruise line* ECC CLIA
AIDA •  

Azamara Cruises • •

Carnival Cruise Lines • •

Celebrity Cruises • •

Compagnie du Ponant •  

Costa Cruises • •

Croisières de France •  

Crystal Cruises •

Cunard Line • •

Disney Cruise Line • •

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines •  

Hapag-Lloyd Cruises •  

Holland America Line • •

Hurtigruten • •

Iberocruceros •  

Louis Cruises • •

MSC Cruises • •

Norwegian Cruise Line • •

Oceania Cruises • •

P&O Cruises •  

Paul Gaugin Cruises •

Pearl Seas Cruises •

Phoenix Reisen •  

Princess Cruises • •

Pullmantur •  

Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises

• •

Royal Caribbean  
International

• •

Saga •  

Seabourn Cruise Line • •

SeaDream Yacht Club •

Silversea Cruises • •

Star Clippers •  

TUI Cruises •  

Windstar Cruises  •

Member lines of  
ECC and CLIA

* Excludes river cruise companies



Chairman: Bert Swets, Disney Cruise Line

The European Cruise Council is gathering 
experts from a variety of fields to present port 
representatives with the detailed knowledge they 
need to take informed decisions on whether to 
install shoreside power. The main issues are:

•	 Harmonising voltages and frequencies 

•	 How do local authorities fit in?

•	 What is The European Commission’s 
current stance?

•	 Energy companies need to provide 
certainty – in terms of liability as well. 

•	 What common standard are ICE and 
IEEE trying to achieve?

•	 Cruise ships now have a common 
standards – what are they?

•	 What is the cost of installation and 
operation?

•	 Will the regulator subsidise energy 
supplies?

COLD IRONING 
TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE

Venice, Thursday 26 April 2012 09.00-16:30

Programme: Background and drivers behind shore-
side power; Is shore-side power the right environmental 
solution for ports?; Technical requirements (case study); 
Differences between cruise and ferry ships -onboard and 
onshore; Utilities, equipment, construction; The view from 
the European Commission and European Parliament; Safety 
Issues; Cost to port and ship owner: Equipment (supplier), 
operation and maintenance; Energy supply – capacity, cost 
(including taxation); Seasonality; Berth availability/allocation.
 
Speakers: Pierro Susino, Princess Cruises; Robert Ashdown, 
ECC; Michael Watts, Cochran Marine and Luciano Corbetta, 
Cavotec will be joined by representatives of: ECC member 
lines ; European Commission DG Move, DG Energy; European 
Parliament; Equipment suppliers; Energy companies and 
Ports to provide case studies and current thinking and 
developments.
 
*Programme and speakers subject to change.

To register go to: 
www.ashcroftandassociates.com



 25 June 2012

2nd Ports 
Forum
ECC Ports sub-committee members and representatives from 
other ECC member lines descend on Brussels to meet the port 
community during a period when the economic reality cruise 
lines face is underpinned by these factors:

Fact 1 – Increased Ports Costs

Fact 2 – Increased Fuel Costs

Fact 3 – Reduced Ticket Prices

The action already taken by cruise lines will be presented - 
supported by statistics - at the Ports Forum. It is expected 
that the details to emerge from the presentation will lead 
to a wide ranging debate on the role and relationship ports 
have with the cruise lines – who see this as a critical moment 
during a period of economic uncertainty.

Two panels, one objective 
ECC member cruise lines are eager to listen to port officials – 
so that together this important partnership can come up with 
ideas and solutions to the real challenges that exist in Europe. 

ECC Ports Sub-committee: Neil Palomba, MSC Cruises, 
(chairman); Burkhard Mueller, AIDA Cruises; Robereto 
Ferrarini, Costa Cruises; Luigi Pastena, MSC Cruises; Bjorn 
Hansen, Norwegian Cruise Line; John Tercek, Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.; Enzo Visone, Silversea Cruises; and Tine 
Oelmann, TUI Cruises

26 June 2012

6th Annual 
Conference

BOOk EARLy 
Only 200 delegate 
places available to 
non-ECC members. 

Conrad Hotel Brussels

Chairman 
Manfredi Lefebvre, 
Silversea Cruises

Vice-Chairman 
Pierfrancesco 
Vago, MSC Cruises

Michael Bayley, 
Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.

David Dingle, 
Carnival UK

Michael Thamm, 
AIDA Cruises

Andy Stuart, 
Norwegian Cruise Line

Event programme:
25 June – Ports Forum 2.30pm-5.30pm
25 June – Reception 7pm-8pm
25 June – Conference speakers and delegates  
                dinner 8pm-10.30pm
26 June – Conference programme 9am-5pm

Join the Executive Committee (above) and board members 
of ECC Member lines as they gather in Brussels to exchange 
views with the European Commission on the key issues of the 
moment: Economic impact and consumer confidence; state of 
the European cruise industry; safety; regulation; environment; 
port partnerships and ECC meets the EU involving speakers 
from European Institutions and member states.

For up-dated information and to register go to:  
www.ashcroftandassociates.comSponsored by



The 
World 
View

BAlTImoRE, USA

“In these tough economic times, 
there is no more important 
goal than creating jobs. Since 
beginning year-round cruises 
three years ago and introducing 
our new state-of-the-art 
boarding bridge, the port has 
seen a remarkable increase in 
cruise business which is good 
news for jobs and provides a 
boost to our state’s tourism 
industry.” 
 
Maryland State governor Martin o’Malley 
on news that Baltimore had attracted a 
record 213,000 cruise passengers in 2011.

mExICo CITy, mExICo

“After three decades, the 
Mexican Riviera needs to 
relaunch its product.”   
Mexican Tourism Undersecretary Fernando 
olivera. Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 

“A state-of-the-art cruise 
terminal would greatly leverage 
Abu Dhabi’s positional and 
island geographies, strengthen 
our case to become the leading 
regional cruise hub over the 
next five years, and place Abu 
Dhabi’s inbound hotel guest 
target on a firm course. The 
aim of this feasibility study is 
to provide a clear and robust 
strategy to the government 
towards the transformation of 
the emirate’s cruise industry.” 
Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority Director 
General Mubarak Al Muhairi on their 
ambition to construct a purpose-built, high 
specification, cruise terminal.

CANAVERAl, USA

“At a time when our cruise 
business is surging dramatically, 
the capability of Customs to 
service our passengers has 
dropped off dramatically. The 
numbers don’t work.”  
Canaveral Port Authority Chief Executive 
Officer J.Stanley Payne, reflecting on the 
negative response of the local Customs 
representatives to the news that Carnival 
had agreed to homeport a third ship at 
the port.

ThE BAhAmAS

“We estimate there are going to 
be 2.4 million cruise passengers 
who come here to the port 
of Nassau this year. Cruise 
passengers spend more time 
on land in the port of Nassau 
than any place else in this entire 
region. So the opportunity to 
sell, the opportunity to earn 
from the cruise passenger 
coming to the Bahamas is 
unequalled to anywhere in this 
region.”
The Bahamas Minister of Tourism and 
Aviation Vincent Vanderpool-Wallace 

JAmAICA

“We examined several issues 
which are of concern to The 
Jamaica Hotel and Tourist 
Association, such as the upkeep 
of resort areas, cruise tourism, 
tax reform, marketing, and 
strengthening the linkages 
between tourism and other 
sectors.” 
Jamaica’s recently appointed Minister of 
Tourism and Entertainment Dr. Wykeham 
McNeill after meeting the JHTA. 



CAIRNS, AUSTRAlIA

“While the Rhapsody of the Seas 
was able to navigate Trinity Inlet 
(at Cairns) safely, it was at the 
limit and edge of its physical 
capabilities and the larger 
Radiance of the Seas will have 
to moor off.”   
Royal Caribbean Cruises Managing Director 
Australia Gavin Smith on why the shipping 
channel and swing basin at Cairns needs 
to be dredged even though the cost might 
outweigh the economic benefits.

GIGlIo ISlANd, ITAly  

“This tragedy has 
called into question 
our company’s safety 
and emergency 
response procedures 
and practices. While 

I have every confidence in the 
safety of our vessels and the 
professionalism of our crews, 
this review will evaluate all 
practices and procedures to 
make sure that this kind of 
accident doesn’t happen again.”
Micky Arison, Chairman and CEO of 
Carnival Corporation & plc

“All of us in the 
industry, who are so 
devoted to providing 
safe and exceptional 
vacations to millions 
of people around 

the world, are devastated and 
humbled when something like 
this happens.”
Richard Fain, Chairman & CEO Royal 
Caribbean Cruises Ltd

“Costa has a net worth 
of several billion euros. 
The company is solid. 
Costa Cruises will 
not fail as a business 
but it might fail as a 

brand because the media has 
massacred the brand. We will 
work hard to ensure that these 
negative feelings are reversed 
within a reasonable time. The 
last thing I want is for the brand 
to disappear.”
Pier Luigi Foschi, Chairman & CEO Costa 
Cruises SpA

“We operate all of 
our vessels to meet 
and exceed the 
requirements of the 
Safety of Life at Sea 
(SoLAS) convention 

and the International Safety 
Management Code maritime 
standards, the international 
safety requirements which 
govern the cruise industry. Every 
crew member is well trained 
in the company’s stringent 
safety protocols, participating 
in weekly safety drills on board 
every one of our ships.”
Kevin Sheehan, President & CEO 
Norwegian Cruise Line

hoNG KoNG 

“The Asia-Pacific cruise industry 
is expected to grow in leaps 
and bounds and Star Cruises 
is well-positioned to take the 
lead in further developing and 
expanding the industry.”  
Star Cruises Chief Operating Officer 
William Ng, on Star’s $25m investment in 
upgrading SuperStar Virgo.

mAlAySIA

“In Asean, we do not have a 
network of connectivity for 
this product [cruise]. The time 
has come for Asean countries 
to develop this segment of the 
tourism industry for the benefit 
of the region.”  
Malaysia Minister of Tourism H.E. Dato’ Sri 
Dr. Ng Yen Yen 

GIGlIo ISlANd, ITAly  

“Given the international 
nature of the 
cruise industry the 
International Maritime 
organisation is the 
right body to deal 

with the safety debate after the 
Costa Concordia incident. I am 
therefore pleased that the IMo 
Secretary General has included 
an additional item on Passenger 
Ship Safety on the agenda of the 
IMo’s Maritime Safety Committee, 
which meets for its 90th session 
from May 16-25, this year.”
Manfredi Lefebvre d’ovidio, Chairman 
European Cruise Council and Chairman 
Silversea Cruises

“We should wait for 
what comes out in this 
investigation….We are 
very happy about the 
professionalism and 
commitment of the 

Italian authorities.”
Siim Kallas, Vice President of the European 
Commission and Commissioner for Transport

“This tragedy was 
thankfully a one-off 
incident in a highly 
regulated industry 
with an otherwise 
outstanding safety 

record. Statistics, in fact, prove 
beyond doubt that cruising is an 
incredibly safe holiday option. 
The industry, however, must 
now redress the impact of the 
accident on public consciousness 
and confidence, particularly in 
European markets.  We at MSC 
Cruises will do all we can to 
reassure our guests that, given 
our 40 years’ shipping experience, 
safety has always been our 
overriding priority.”
MSC Cruises CEO Pier Francesco Vago
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“Tourism is, and will be, the driver of 
our economy; the largest employer, 
the highest generator of revenue, 
the larger propellant of growth and 
the key contributor to our quality of 
life. With that knowledge, we want 
to continue to make responsible and 
clear policy and strategic choices in 
regards to Aruba’s tourism industry. 
Aruba has been a popular destination 
for cruise passengers for over fifth 
years. Our cruise visitors are valued 
clients of Aruba and an increase in 
the cruise visitor arrivals is part of 

our policy and strategic choice we 
have made in moving forward. At the 
same time, we are investing heavily 
in making our cruise visitor stay as 
pleasant as possible.”

Minister otmar E. oduber Aruba 
Minister of Tourism, Transportation 
and Labour

Increase in cruise tourism is strategic choice

oduber: “Tourism is the key contributor  
to our quality of life”

“We consider the cruise industry to be a generator of 
wealth and well-being – and even the global crisis is not 
preventing growth in cruise tourism. In Valencia Port, we are 
very proud to be the home port for companies such as MSC 
Cruises, Royal Caribbean International, Costa Cruises and 
Iberocruceros. Equally we are proud of the fact that cruise 
lines like Aida Cruises, Seabourn Cruise Line, P&O Cruises, 

Sea Cloud, Oceania Cruises, Holland America Line, Celebrity 
Cruises, Silversea Cruises, Windstar Cruises, Thomson 
Cruises and Crystal Cruises use the city as a transit port – 
and so we are committed to continuing to invest in this 
sector. This year we will construct a wharf for cruise ships 
that will be located in the northern extension of the Port. 
This infrastructure, which has been planned in response to 
the increase in traffic, includes the construction of two new 
berths. This project is possible as a result of our collaboration 
with Bermello Ajamil Partners, who has developed the Port 
of Valencia’s Master Plan for cruises. Last year Valencia Port 
achieved a 49% increase in passenger number compared 
to 2010, with a total of just over 378,000. We would like 
to sincerely thank the industry for their business and we 
promise to continue to work hard to provide you with the 
best possible service.”

Rafael Aznar,  
President of the Port of Valencia

Aznar: “Thank you for a record year”

Valencia continues to increase capacity

Part of the Port of Valencia Master Plan 
by Bermello Ajamil and Partners Inc.
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“We were very pleased with the 
success of our collaboration with 
MSC Cruises when, on 4 February 

2012, we arranged to have The 
Symphony Orchestra of Tenerife 
perform a concert in the theatre of 

MSC Fantasia. We believe that this is 
the first time a 70-piece symphony 
orchestra has been involved in 
such an event anywhere in Europe. 
Over 1,700 people enjoyed the live 
performance which included works 
by Mozart, Rossini, Grieg, Beethoven 
and Strauss. The concert was also 
broadcast on screens in cabins and 
throughout the ship.”

Pedro Rodríguez Zaragoza, 
President of the Port Authority of 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife 

A first for Tenerife

Zaragoza: “This was an extraordinary  
and successful event.”

“In a time when most cruise line announcements entail a 
shift of ships to Europe, a call center opening in Australia or 
penetrating the new, growing markets of Asia or the Middle 
East, it would be understandable for a Caribbean destination 
to worry about their role in the cruise industry, which they 
have starred in for so long. Well, we are glad to announce 
that the spotlight is still on them, as the Caribbean 
continued to rank as the dominant cruising destination in 
2011, accounting for 39.8% of all itineraries, versus 41.3% 
in 2010, 37.02% in 2009 and 37.25% in 2008. 

This shows that the consistency is still present for the 
Caribbean. Of course, this steady percentage of itineraries 
means an increase of passengers to the destinations, as 
the cruise lines’ fleets continue to grow. In 2011 alone, 
six new ships debuted from FCCA Member Lines, some of 
them tipping the scales at 130,000 GRT (Disney Dream and 
Carnival Magic) and 122,000 GRT (Celebrity Silhouette). 

These new ships bring an extra passenger capacity of 
over 17,000. 

This extra capacity goes hand in hand with the new 
developments throughout the Caribbean, such as Carnival 
Corporation’s investment in Roatan, Honduras and Royal 
Caribbean International’s venture in Falmouth, Jamaica. 
Besides providing boosts to these destinations economies, 
these projects are a good sign for all Caribbean destinations, 
as they show that the cruise industry plans to continue its 
dominant Caribbean presence for many years to come.”

Michele Paige, President Florida-Caribbean  
Cruise Association

Paige: “In 2011 alone, six new ships  
debuted from FCCA Member Lines.”

Caribbean remains dominant 

Curacao – location for this year’s FCCA Conference
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“Cruise Europe predicts that the 
European cruise market will continue 
to grow, reaching 10 million 
passengers by 2020. Cruise Europe 
ports are key to this growth with 
many investing in facilities either to 
enter the market, or to cater to the 
increasing number and size of vessels. 
The turnaround ports have invested 
in state-of the art terminals that can 
service the large number of passengers 
cruise ships carry today. Furthermore 
the region has a great diversity of 
ports from east to west, north to 
south. An itinerary can easily be 
planned from one of the turnaround 
ports to the Baltic, the Norwegian 
Fjords or one of the other regions of 
Europe. 

Cruise Europe’s 100 member ports 

cover Northern and Atlantic Europe 
which has now become a year-
round cruise destination with ports 
welcoming cruise ships for Christmas 
Markets in December and for theme 
cruises to see the Aurora Borealis in 
February. 

Northern & Atlantic Europe is a 
politically stable region with short 
sailing distances from source markets 
such as the UK and Germany. This 
gives the region an advantage as the 
sheer number and close proximity of 
its port options answers the itinerary 
planners need to take into account 
increasingly high fuel costs. 

The popularity of the region 
is reflected in the growth of its 
passenger numbers. Cruise Europe’s 
member ports welcomed close to 

seven million passengers in 2011 from 
over 5,000 calls – more than a 200% 
increase on 1994 when statistics were 
first collected by Cruise Europe. This 
ranges from a few hundred passenger 
arrivals at some of the smaller ports to 
820,000 on 368 calls in Copenhagen. 
Today Cruise Europe numbers 100 
member ports compared to the 21 
founding members of 1991.”

Jens Skrede, Managing Director 
Cruise Europe 

Cruise Europe sailings ideal for reducing fuels costs

Skrede: “Now a year-round destination.”

“SeaWalk is a totally new concept that allows cruise 
ships to land passengers in existing ports and even new 
destinations from a mooring up to 100 metres from shore 
without the need to use tender boats. The concept has been 
developed based on the experiences in smaller Norwegian 

ports where it has been difficult to justify the cost of 
constructing what are extremely expensive piers. SeaWalk 
provides an economically sound alternative with payback in 
a commercially manageable period. Cruise ships are fastened 
bow and stern to strong and safe moorings and a remotely 
activated system propels the gangway, which is secured to 
floating pontoons eight metres wide, towards the ship. The 
first SeaWalk will be used at Skjolden in Sognefjord this 
summer and the designers are confident that there will be a 
great deal of interest from ports around the world looking 
for a cost effective solution to developing their berthing 
facilities.”

Arthur Kordt, Managing Director Cruise Ventures

Kordt: “The first SeaWalk will be used at  
Skjolden this summer.”

Innovative floating gangway can stretch 100 
metres from shore
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The Belgian port of Zeebrugge has 
responded positively to criticism from 
some cruise lines – and also from 
comments made in a Port Welcome 
review in this magazine – which 
highlighted a lack of guidance, 
information and transport for cruise 
passengers, particularly those going 
ashore independently.

During the past year it has 
introduced a free 38/52-seat shuttle 
bus service from the dock to a point 
outside the port area close to the 
marina, where passengers can take 
the coastal tram (every 15 minutes) 
to Zeebrugge, Ostend, Knokke 
or – the most popular choice – to 
Blankenberge station to catch the half-
hourly train to Bruges. While on the 
shuttle passengers are given brochures 

and other information on things to do 
in the region.

There is now talk – from the Mayor 
of Bruges – of a shuttle transfer all 
the way to Bruges, and the range of 
other shore excursions has also been 
expanded.

“Being a UNESCO World Heritage 
city, Bruges is the main tourist 
destination for passengers,” says 
Zeebrugge Port Authority Chairman 
and Managing Director Joachim 
Coens. “But not everyone books 
an excursion there. Other West 
Flemish destinations such as Ostend, 
Blankenberge, Knokke-Heist, Ypres, 
Oudenberg, Lissewege, Stene, 
Damme, Raversijde and Zwin, as well 
as cultural cities like Ghent, Brussels 
and Antwerp, also interest them as 

places to visit.”
In 2009 the port authorities of 

Zeebrugge and Ostend joined forces 
as the Belgian Coast Cruise Project. 
There has been steady growth in 
cruise traffic ever since, with more 
than 250,000 cruise visitors to the 
ports in 2011 compared with 196,000 
in 2010. “Both ports now want to be 
more than just ports of call. The region 
offers sufficient logistical facilities to 
promote both as turnaround ports.” 
says Coens.

A passenger building is being 
constructed at Zeebrugge, next to the 
Swedish Quay terminal. This should be 
operational by the middle of next year 
and will offer a luggage storage area, 
tourist information and fully weather-
protected zones.

Zeebrugge acts on criticism

Coens: “We now want to be more  
than just ports of call.”

The importance of ports working proactively with cruise lines 
to find solutions to problems down the line was underlined 
by MSC Cruises Corporate Operating Officer (and Chairman 
of the European Cruise Council’s Ports sub-committee) Neil 
Palomba at the recent Cruise Baltic Steering Group meeting 
in Stockholm.

“We operate the ships but we need ports, who are the 
experts shoreside, to make recommendations to us. Working 
three to five years ahead is essential,” he added, urging 
Cruise Baltic port members to lobby their own cities and 
councils and to identify those who are the real decision-
makers in each destination.       

Former Thomson Cruises General Manager and now 
Managing Director of Travelyields David Selby made it clear 
that ports must “expect the unexpected” and have standard 
incident procedures in place at all times.

Cruise Baltic Director Bo Larsen said: “It is essential 
to face head-on all the current market challenges being 

presented from the issues of safety and the environment to 
fuel and climate change.  This is why we invite experts from 
the industry to speak to our members.”   

One of the experts, ECC Secretary General Tim Marking, 
told delegates that “the landscape has changed and 
the emphasis is now on Brussels where the subject of 
operational safety legislation is being reviewed and will be 
on the agenda for months to come.”

His colleague as ECC Director of Technical, Environment 
and Operations Robert Ashdown said that the introduction 
of Emissions Control Areas is the biggest challenge facing 
the industry and that the impact of the higher costs involved 
for cruise lines within the Baltic “is still a guessing game” at 
the moment.

At the end of the meeting - attended by more than 40 
delegates - Larsen presented provisional results from the 
Cruise Baltic Review 2012 which will be presented in full 
during Cruise Shipping Miami.

Larsen: “It is essential to face head-on  
all the current market challenges.”

Cruise Baltic ports asked to identify local 
decision makers 
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T
he names of the ports and destinations that have 
impressed cruise line executives during 2011 show 
a fascinating mix of large and small and reflect the 
global nature of the industry. A total of 87 are listed 

here as winners – with 22 receiving more than one award. 
In recognition of the often hidden work of those who 

understand the importance of team work a new award 
category has been created: Best Local Initiative – for those 
initiatives that involve the partnership of two or more 
organisations who together go the extra mile to deliver a 
product or service that has or will enhance the delivery of 
their cruise product. 

Congratulations to all winners - destinations, ports and 
terminals - from marquee cities such as Barcelona, Istanbul 
and New York City to the names appearing for the first time 
like St Jean de Luz and Trois Rivieres. Each has shown that 
they have made a contribution to the most important part 
of the local product offer – to provide special experiences to 
cruise passengers, whether on tour or on foot, to a level that 
leaves them wanting to return. Special congratulations also 

go out to the guides who are so important in the delivery of 
a destination and to the onshore experience.

There is though much that continues to impact the way 
in which cruise lines plan their itineraries. These include 
the consequences of slower speeds initiated to save fuel 
– something which has already had a significant impact in 
ways that have yet been officially made known by cruise 
lines. This will change at the European Cruise Council’s 
Ports Forum to be held in Brussels on 25 June when Neil 
Palomba, ECC Chairman of the Ports Sub-Committee, will 
reveal what has actually happened and how this has - and 
will continue to impact on ports. The Ports Forum will help 
port representatives understand better the challenges that 
lie ahead as well as provide a forum for expressing their 
own views. 

In the meantime our task remains to give recognition to 
the ports and destinations who have delivered their product 
or service in a commendable way – which we have been 
delighted to do for many years. 

2011 Ports and 
destinations Awards
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Ajaccio, Corsica, France 
Most Improved Port Facilities

Akaroa, New Zealand 
Best Local Initiative  
-  strong proactive community 
involvement in response to 
earthquake in Christchurch

Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Antalya, Turkey 
Best Turnaround destination

Auckland, New Zealand 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation

Bali, Indonesia 
Best Shoreside Welcome

Barcelona, Spain 
Best Destination Experience  
(Independent Sightseeing) 
Best Turnaround Destination

Barcelona, Spain 
Most Improved Port Facilities  
Most Efficient Port Services  
Most Responsive Port  
Best Turnaround Port Operations  
–  very communicative and 
responsive to requests as well as 
being great partners when it comes 
to resolving issues

Basseterre, St Kitts 
Most Improved Destination 

Belfast, Northern Ireland 
Most Improved Port Facilities

Bergen, Norway 
Most Efficient Port Services

Bilbao, Spain 
Most Responsive Port  
– efficient and proactive port 
authority; variety of tours; smooth 
operations

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Best Turnaround Destination

Cape Town, South Africa
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours) 

Mindelo, Cape Verde Islands 
Most Responsive Port  

Cesme, Turkey 
Most Improved Destination

Charleston, USA 
Most Responsive Port  
–  efficient and proactive port 
authority; variety of tours; smooth 
operations

Charleston, USA 
Best Turnaround Destination

Cobh, Ireland 
Best Port Welcome  
Best Tour Guides 

Copenhagen, Denmark 
Most Responsive Port 
Best Turnaround Port Operations  
–  efficient and proactive port 
authority; variety of tours; smooth 
operations

Costa Maya, Mexico 
Most Responsive Port

Curacao 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Dover, United Kingdom 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Improved Port Facilities 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Dublin, Ireland 
Most Responsive Port  
- excellent team work with little 
notice of arrival 

Dublin, Ireland 
Best Tour Guides

Falkland Islands 
Best Destination Experience 
- hospitality of the locals and 
amazing land discoveries

Falmouth Jamaica
Best Local Initiative
- an amazing coming together of 
port authority, government and 
stakeholders to deliver a new cruise 
port

Falmouth, United Kingdom 
Most Improved Port Facilities

Flåm, Norway 
Best Destination Experience

Port Everglades, USA 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Gran Canaria, Canary Islands, 
Spain 
Best Tour Guides

Greenock, Scotland
Best Shoreside Welcome  
- amazing staff and the terminal, 
albeit a tent, works well

Grenada 
Most Improved Destination 
Best Destination Experience 
(Organised Tours) 
Best Tour Guides  
- expanded shore options and 
better infrastructure. Excellent tour 
guides.

Halifax, Canada 
Best Shoreside Welcome 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Hamburg, Germany 
Most Improved Port Facilities 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Responsive Port 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Helsinki, Finland 
Best Destination Experience 
- a destination that achieves 
continually high ratings 

Honningsvag, Norway 
Most Improved Destination
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Istanbul 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours) 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Istanbul 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation

Kiel, Germany 
Most Efficient Port Services  
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Responsive Port

Kusadasi 
Best Destination Experience 

La Romana, Dominican Republic 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Improved Port Facilities 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

La Romana, Dominican Republic
Best Turnaround Destination

La Spezia, Italy 
Best Local Initiative 
- unique agreement between the 
bus company, tender company 
and private enterprise to provide 
a docking facility which creates a 
seamless experience and transfer

Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, 
Canary Islands 
Most Improved Port Facilities 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Madeira, Portugal 
Best Shoreside Welcome 

Madeira, Portugal 
Best Tour Guides

Mahon, Balearic Islands  
Best Destination Experience

Malaga, Spain 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Marseille, France 
Most Responsive Port

Miami, USA  
Most Efficient Terminal Operation

Montevideo, Uraguay 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours) 
Best Tour Guides

Montreal, Canada 
Most Responsive Port 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Montreal, Canada 
Best Turnaround Destination

Muscat, oman 
Most Improved Destination

Nanaimo, Canada 
Most Improved Destination

New York City, USA 
Best Turnaround Port Operations 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Improved Port Facilities (pier 88)

New York City, USA 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Palma de Mallorca, Balearic 
Islands 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Palma de Mallorca, Balearic 
Islands 
Best Turnaround Destination

Paranagua, Brazil 
Most Efficient Port Services 

Punta Arenas, Chile 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Punta del Este, Uraguay 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Quebec, Canada 
Most Responsive Port 
Most Efficient Port Services

Quebec, Canada 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing) 
Best Tour Guides 

Reykjavik 
Best Destination Experience 
Best Tour Guides 

Rome, Italy 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Rostock/Warnemunde, Germany 
Best Turnaround Destination

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
Most Responsive Port

Saint John, New Brunswick, 
Canada 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation

Salvador de Bahia, Brazil 
Best Shoreside Welcome

San Francisco, USA 
Best Local Initiative 
- collaborative team approach in the 
design of the new cruise terminal

Santa Cruz, La Palma, Canary 
Islands
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Shanghai, China 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours) 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

2011 Ports and 
destinations Awards
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Singapore 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Best Turnaround Operations

Singapore 
Best Turnaround Destination

Skagway, Alaska, USA 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Southampton, England 
Best Local Initiative 
Best Turnaround Port Operation 
- amazing co-operation between 
ABP and CPS when ship was 
detained

St. Jean-de-Luz, France 
Most Improved Destination 
- together with Bayonne and Biarritz 
deliver fabulous excursions

St. John’s, Newfoundland, 
Canada 
Best Shoreside Welcome 

St. Maarten 
Most Improved Destination  
- improvements to both its 
infrastructure and guest experiences

St. Petersburg, Russia 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Stockholm, Sweden 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation 
Most Responsive Port 
- efficient and proactive port 
authority, variety of tours and 
smooth operations

Sydney, Australia 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Tallinn, Estonia 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain 
Best Turnaround Destination

Thessaloniki, Greece 
Best Tour Guides

Travemunde, Germany 
Best Destination Experience

Trois Rivieres, Canada 
Most Improved Port Facilities

Ushuaia, Argentina 
Most Efficient Port Services

Valetta, Malta 
Most Responsive Port 
Best Turnaround Port Operations 
- high quality port facility with 
senior leadership that are constantly 
soliciting feedback on how to 
improve. Highly rated Segway tour.

Valparaiso, Chile 
Most Responsive Port 
- efficient and proactive port 
authority, variety of tours and 
smooth operations

Vancouver, Canada 
Best Turnaround Port Operations

Venice, Italy 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Victoria, Canada 
Best Destination Experience 
(Independent Sightseeing)

Villefranche, France 
Best Local Initiative 
- an excellent job in managing guest 
flows at its tender terminal as well 
as local vendors providing very high 
quality tenders 

Volos, Greece 
Best Tour Guides

Warnemunde, Germany 
Most Efficient Port Services 
Most Improved Port Facilities 
Most Efficient Terminal Operation

Waterford, Ireland 
Best Destination Experience  
(Organised Tours)

Yalta, Ukraine 
Best Shoreside Welcome

Lighthouse on Grenada island
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Michael 
Bayley

Giani OnoratoChristina Siaw Roberto Giorgi Rama 
Rebbapragada

A gamechanger  
for Asia
by Susan Parker

This May’s arrival in Asia of Royal Caribbean International’s Voyager of 
the Seas (3,114 lower berths) is being seen as a major stepping stone in 
the development of cruising in the region. 

Bayley: “We are coming into this 
market because of the significant 
opportunity but we need a little 
more local, national and regional 
co-operation about the costs being 
passed on. It is a challenge.”
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bling. Allegra was not bling. New hardware down here will 
be a gamechanger.”

Costa Cruises has been in the region since 2006. Vice 
President Sales & Marketing Pacific Asia Operations Dario 
Rustico explained that when the company first arrived it 
made the ship Chinese, but soon realised that what was 
wanted was an international product. 

This year the company is bringing Costa Victoria to Asia. 
“Costa was the first international cruise line out of China 
for the domestic market,” said President Gianni Onorato. 
“We think it is time to introduce the biggest ship we have 
ever had in the region to the market. This shows a sign of 
commitment from us.”

Both Costa and RCCL are now intent on maintaining their 
brand identities while tailoring their products to Asian tastes. 
The desire for greater and newer tonnage in the region was 
palpable, but both lines explained that, while committed to 
developing the markets, there were certain constraints.

“Many of us are losing money as we develop these 
markets,” said RCCL’s Bayley. “We have higher operating 
costs in terms of port clearances and operations. We 

Indeed ‘gamechanger’ was the word used to describe 
her arrival by a number of those attending the Cruise 
Shipping Asia conference in Singapore in November. 

Certainly the potential of this market is enormous, 
as Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd (RCCL) Executive Vice 
President International Michael Bayley commented. “I think 
we will see huge growth in the Asia market, and at some 
stage it will outstrip North America,” he said. “I just don’t 
know when that is going to happen.”

One of the reasons the arrival of the largest cruise ship to 
call in Asia means so much to the region has to do with the 
Asian culture, and what is deemed important. Singapore 
Cruise Centre CEO Christina Siaw explained: “If I was a 
first-time cruiser, would I go on an old ship or wait for a 
new one with all the modern gadgets? In a way modern 
technology is tied to self-esteem [in this part of the world].”

This was corroborated by Ecruising Group Founder and 
Chairman Brett Dudley, who told conference delegates: 
“When Costa Cruises brought Costa Allegra down here it 
damaged the market a bit. I know a lot of people went on 
that ship, and would not go again. We all know Asians like 
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are coming into this market because of the significant 
opportunity but we need a little more local, national and 
regional co-operation about the costs being passed on. It is 
a challenge.”

Costa’s Onorato said that up until now operating in 
the region has been an “investment period” which, he 
explained, normally means a company is not making 
money. He added that the rate of growth will depend on a 
ship having a “financial performance equal to or better than 
other places in the world”.

Port infrastructure, travel agent distribution systems, 
visa restrictions and shore excursion delivery were some 
of the items cited as being challenging. At the official 
launch of the Asia Cruise Terminal Association the same 
week, the seven members – Port of Kobe, Sakai Port, Port 
of Keelung, Shanghai Wusongkou International Cruise 
Terminal Development, Singapore Cruise Centre, Subic 
Bay Metropolitan Authority and Port Klang Cruise Centre – 
detailed facility developments and showed a willingness to 
share best practices in their commitment to play their part 
in creating a “captivating cruise playground”.

Whatever the challenges, there was no doubt in anyone’s 
mind that not only will national cruise lines emerge in 
the short term but that cruise ships will be built in Asia. 
“By the end of the decade I think there will be a Chinese 
company, and cruise ships being built in China,” said 
Bayley.

“Mitsubishi Heavy Industries made an incredible price 
for AIDA,” added V.Ships President Roberto Giorgi. “Today 
the know-how is mostly in Europe. I think there will be a 
move where yards in Asia will play a major role in building 
passenger vessels. It is only a question of a few years.”

As far as China is concerned, Royal Caribbean Cruises 
(Asia) Managing Director Rama Rebbapragada pointed out 
that China has a five-year development plan. “This is the 
twelfth five-year plan, and in this one the cruise economy/
industry is going to be a major focus. We can see that in the 
development of structure in states like Tianjin.” He pointed 
out that until recently the ports have only been able to 
accommodate the smaller ships; but that has changed, with 
Shanghai taking the lead. 

Singapore is a major hub in the region, with Singapore 
Cruise Centre undergoing a S$14 million refurbishment 
and the two-berth Singapore International Cruise Terminal 
due to open in the middle of this year.

Star Cruises is carrying about 400,000 passengers 
from the Asia Pacific source market, according to Senior 
Vice President Sales Michael Goh, who estimated that 
other brands are carrying between 100,000 and 150,000 
passengers a year. The company’s new venture with Sanya 
Phoenix Island International Cruise Terminal in China 
has got off to a promising start. The company began 
homeporting SuperStar Aquarius there for the first time in 
November. 

Meanwhile Mitsui OSK carries between 175,00 and 
200,000 mostly Japanese passengers annually. And though 
China was the most talked about, there are many other 
source markets in the region – such as Korea and India, 
each having its own distinct culture. In other words one 
size does not fit all. 

MSC Cruises has yet to place a ship in the region, but has 
witnessed 60% annual growth since 2009 in Asians joining 
its ships elsewhere in the world. Managing Director Hong 
Kong and South East Asia Stephen van Wormer said: “Our 
joint venture with Shanghai International Port Group, the 
government-owned number one port operator in China, 
has given us a gateway into political relationships. We 
definitely want a presence in Asia.” 

That presence would also be true to MSC Cruises’ product 
offer, but modified to Asian tastes. “The Chinese want to be 
on a European product,” said van Wormer. “They like to be 
on a tour. They want someone to support and guide them. 
They don’t want to sit by the pool and lounge; they want to 
make the most of every day. As soon as the bus stops they 
have to do everything. On the ship they run, run, run.”

Perhaps the region must learn to walk before it can run, 
but running is certainly in its sights. 

Siaw: “If I was a first-time 
cruiser, would I go on an old ship 
or wait for a new one with all the 
modern gadgets?”

Singapore Cruise Center’s new terminal 
scheduled to open this spring
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There is no turning back the clock. The 
environment is an agenda-topping issue for 
cruise companies, and one that comes with many 
different strands.

As well as ensuring compliance with the ever-expanding 
raft of environmentally-based regulations, there is the more 
opaque question of how this all sits with those who book 
the cruises.

Do some people not go cruising simply because they 
do not think it is ‘green’ enough? Do others not book a 
particular line for the same reason? And most importantly 
from the line’s point of view: if this is happening, is there 
anything it can do to change potential passengers’ minds?

One possibility being increasingly mooted by a range of 
organisations with variable environmental (and charitable) 
credentials is that of giving passengers the option of paying 

Who wants to  
pay a green fee?
Would passengers feel better about booking a cruise if they were paying into 
a ‘green’ fund to offset their share of its carbon footprint?  
Cruise.co.uk asked the question – and Tony Peisley interprets the answers.

Robin Shaw Sebastian 
Ahrens

Alan BuckelewRichard 
Bastow
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a separate fee to help offset a cruise’s carbon footprint. As 
well as being an environmentally friendly thing to do, the 
argument goes that this could also give the cruise line a 
marketing edge by offsetting any consumer guilt that may 
be affecting booking decisions.

One company, Atmosfair, invited German cruise operators 
to a presentation of this concept at the ITB travel exhibition 
three years ago. Hapag-Lloyd Cruises (HLC) was among 
them and, says Managing Director Sebastian Ahrens, “We 
listened, did some due diligence, and decided that it was a 
genuine and professional not-for-profit organisation. 

“With all the money that is turned over in this area these 
days, it is bound to attract the kind of outfit where there is 
someone in the middle of it all making a profit out of the 
‘administration costs’. So we first checked all the income 
statements to confirm that Atmosfair’s overheads were 
reasonable, and that no-one was skimming.”

The two companies then worked out an online cruise 
calculator device with which passengers can see the exact 
per-person carbon emissions of their particular cruise and 
be told the payment that should be made to offset it (e.g. 
for a seven-day cruise in a standard double cabin it comes 
to €31 per passenger). HLC pays 25% of this, with the 
passenger paying the rest.

The money goes into a fund for climate-protecting 
projects, such as one which provides solar lamps in rural 
parts of India.

“We were the only one of the cruise lines to go forward 
with Atmosfair,” says Ahrens, “and as far as I know we are 
still the only line offering its clients this kind of option.”

It has now been running for more than a year, but 
the jury is still out on its effectiveness – as either an 
environmental or a marketing tool. Passengers have so 
far been voting with their feet – and not in a positive 
way. “Personally, I would have expected the take-up to 
have been higher,” says Ahrens. “It is running well below 
10% of passengers, and there is no sign yet of it growing 
significantly.”

This is despite the amount being very small, given the 
wealth of its average passenger. But Ahrens has no plans to 
switch from the current contracting-in to a contracting-out 
system to achieve a better result.

“I know hotels do that when they automatically add 
charitable donations to individual bills. But I believe people 
should be allowed to decide for themselves whether or not 
to contribute in this way. 

“Despite the low take-up, we will stay with the 
programme. We don’t do this kind of thing half-heartedly, 
making a big PR splash out of it and running it for a year or 
two before letting it die quietly.

“For us this is a principled commitment. We did think 
that maybe some people might be attracted to book 
our cruises because of it, but it was more a question 
of awareness building. I would not call it altruistic – 
more eco-rational – and it also fits into the ethos of our 
operation, particularly the expedition cruises sector of it.

“The low level of uptake may simply be a gauge of the 
true current public readiness to act on the issue.”

Ahrens is talking about the German market, where the 

public are generally considered to be among the most 
environmentally conscious in the world. After all, this is 
a country where one environmental group (NABU) gave 
AIDA Cruises and TUI Cruises the ‘dinosaur of the year’ 
award for their ‘negative effect on the environment’ in 2011 
when both – and AIDA in particular – could hardly have 
been more environmentally aware.

So how would this concept play in North America, which 
is somewhere near the other end of the scale compared 
with Germany on such green issues? 

“Carbon offsets are hardly setting the agenda on this 
side of the Atlantic,” says Princess Cruises President Alan 
Buckelew, “and even interest in global warming ebbs and 
flows. It is currently on the back burner. 

“When this (Obama) administration first came into power 
there was a lot of pressure to do something about carbon, 
but nothing materialised as it couldn’t persuade Congress 
to do anything. It does seem to be a topic that lacks any 
traction.

“If other businesses were offering something like this, 
we would monitor it to see whether it was something we 
should do – but they aren’t. 

“Australia has recently introduced a carbon tax, so I can’t 
see cruise passengers there appreciating being asked to 
contribute again. It appears to be a European issue just 
now, and I have heard more discussion on it in the UK 
market than in North America.”

In the UK, Cruise and Maritime Voyages Operations 
Director Richard Bastow believes it would not work at the 
three-star end of the market. “However,” he says, “it might 
have some traction on those cruises we do to eco-tourism 
destinations, like Spitzbergen and the Amazon. Because of 
the type of eco-aware passengers they attract, it could just 
work.” 

Saga Shipping CEO Robin Shaw believes it could be 
an interesting idea for Saga Cruises. “The key is that the 
company must also be seen to be contributing. On that 
basis we might well look into offering our passengers this 
kind of option.”

It might, though, be a very hard sell if a survey last 
month by leading UK online cruise retailer Cruises.co.uk is 
anything to go by. This revealed that a third of respondents 
believe cruising to be already more environmentally 
friendly than a land-based holiday, with only one in seven 
rating it less so. But the most enlightening response was 
that a quarter of them “did not really care either way”.

Equally, the growing popularity of UK–UK cruising over 
flycruising is not due to any major green agenda, as for 
nearly 90% the reason for that choice is either to avoid the 
stress of airports or because of a fear of flying.  

And you can count on the fingers of one hand the number 
that watch out for environmentally unfriendly practices 
by ship’s crews, query where food has been sourced from, 
or take only ‘green’ shore excursions.  The overwhelming 
majority “simply take everything as it comes and enjoy 
their holiday”.

So perhaps carbon offset fees are solving a problem that 
doesn’t even exist – or, at least, not yet – in the major 
markets. 
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The British may be a pernickety lot, famous for 
fussing about the quality of their tea and the 
provenance – and temperature – of their beer, 
but come up with what they want and they could 

be yours for life. 
A survey of 1,214 frequent cruisers conducted in the UK 

last November by online travel agency BonYoyage.com 
found more than half (52%) said they were loyal to one or 
two cruise lines, while nearly a fifth (19%) had only cruised 
with one operator – and 16% of them claimed to have 
stayed loyal to one particular ship.

What keeps them coming back for more? Quality and 
price, it seems. Of the 19% who’d stayed loyal to one 
operator, 23% cited a high quality cruise experience as the 
main reason, while 18% said it was because their favourite 
cruise line was ‘cheaper’ than any other. 

Of those who’d stayed loyal to one particular ship, 24% 
said the ‘luxury’ of the onboard experience was what had 

captured their hearts. But it’s not just the ship or even 
the price that keeps travellers coming back; a substantial 
12% of all those surveyed said they’d stayed loyal to one 
particular cruise route, returning time and again to get a 
different ‘take’ on the same ports of call each time.

Though confined to one source region, the survey will 
provide food for thought to cruise lines desperate to grow 
share in an increasingly competitive global market by 
converting first-time users of their brand into loyal, long-
term repeaters.

Loyalty clubs, offering a range of rewards and perks to 
passengers who re-book, are a key weapon in the fight to 
retain business. But here again, competition is increasingly 
ferocious as lines strive to distinguish their offering from 
everybody else’s.

“We’re currently involved in a big push for more business 
from Europe – particularly Germany and Switzerland – 
and this is reflected in tweaks to our onboard product like 

A question  
of brand loyalty 
In an increasingly cut-throat international marketplace, cruise line 
loyalty clubs are seen as crucial in the fight to protect repeat passenger 
levels. But could they become more unwieldy and troublesome than 
they’re worth? And what really keeps travellers coming back for more? 
Maria Harding reports.

Nitsa Lewis Nigel Lingard Graham Sadler Mark Conroy Francis Riley
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multilingual in-suite directories, newspapers, DVDs and 
TV channels,” says Graham Sadler, Managing Director UK 
and Europe for luxury sector operator Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises (RSSC).

“In terms of our loyalty club, we don’t see much 
difference in response between different nationalities. 
Our offering is consistent across all markets, but upscale 
passengers generally want loyalty offers to be kept fresh, 
with new perks – like free Internet use – introduced on a 
fairly frequent basis.”

And the key ‘perk’ for people of all nationalities, he 
believes, is recognition. “People like to feel special – that 
the captain knows their name, as well as the barman. 
So at our end of the market, training staff to offer highly 
personalised service is all important,” says Sadler. 

“Special offers and perks certainly play their part, but 
what I believe really keeps passengers coming back is that 
they’re made to feel like part of a family.”

RSSC President Mark Conroy, who oversees the line’s 
global operations, agrees; and adds that, regardless of 
nationality, past passengers want to feel they are on the 
‘inside track’ with a company, kept informed about what is 
happening – and heeded when they offer feedback.

“Giving your business a human face, listening to your 
passengers and encouraging them to invest emotionally 
with you is as important as any number of deals and 
discounts,” he says. 

That said, the deals and discounts must keep on coming, 
and cruise lines can take inspiration from loyalty schemes 
in other business sectors, like airlines and supermarkets. 

The latest initiative from Norwegian Cruise Line is the 
introduction of “Latitude Rewards”, an air-miles-style 
system whereby passengers earn points for every cruise. 
They can use these to gain ‘treats’ of their choice – from 
complimentary wine to in-cabin canapés, or even a pass for 
priority disembarkation.

“This is fairly new for us, and still evolving,” says 
Norwegian Vice President (International) Francis Riley. 
“We’re now looking at how we might generate more 
engagement through third-party relationships, so that our 
passengers’ points can be used not only with us but also 
with other companies.” 

He adds that the points system can also be useful for 
moving stock tactically, with supermarket-style ‘bonus 
points’ offers on certain sailings.

But when it comes to expanding your passenger base 
by persuading existing repeaters to introduce family and 
friends to your product, nothing, it seems, works quite as 
well as hard cash. And in a competitive market, rewards for 
introducing new customers – particularly upscale ones – 
are becoming more substantial. 

Crystal Cruises Marketing Vice President Nitsa Lewis 
describes the line’s Crystal Referral Rewards – which 
gives past passengers up to US$1,000 cash for referring 
new guests – as “our most generous referral programme 
ever”, and it’s certainly a step up from Crystal’s Share The 
Experience programmes, which offer shipboard credits of 
up to US$400 pp to repeaters who refer and travel with 
new-to-Crystal guests. 

But in a harsh economic climate in which many cruise 

lines struggle to maintain – let alone increase – ticket 
prices, how much can they reasonably afford to invest in 
keeping their passengers loyal? And can a too-generous 
rewards system work against a company’s best interests by 
generating a ‘gimme more, or I’m off’ sense of entitlement, 
which makes it unsustainable in the long term?

“Loyalty clubs have always been something of a double-
edged sword,” says UK cruise industry veteran Nigel 
Lingard, who is now a consultant to the All Leisure Group.

“They’re a proven mechanism for customer retention, 
and the undoubted backbone of any database marketing 
strategy; but loyalty clubs can be very expensive to operate 
properly, as modern passengers are savvy and want 
something genuinely special, not just to be part of a club in 
name only.”

So getting it right means investing in labour-intensive 
activities like dedicated loyalty help lines and – for upper-
echelon repeaters – goodies like in-cabin ‘welcome back’ 
gifts of bubbly, fruit, flowers or whatever. 

“You have to factor in not just the cost of gifts, but the costs 
in staff time of delivering them and monitoring the loyalty 
club membership to check who’s onboard when, and that 
perks are delivered to the right people,” Lingard says.

Priority embarkation and disembarkation can also become 
a problem. “You have to ask yourself who should get 
priority – a repeater who always books a low-grade cabin, 
or a first-timer who takes a top suite?” And canny repeat 
customers will soon realise if your loyalty club ‘offers’ are 
simply an attempt to shift distressed stock.

With this in mind, Lingard predicts that the shape of 
loyalty clubs will change in years to come, with lines 
either reducing the number of ‘tiers’ and/or raising the 
qualifications for membership – for example to people 
who’ve cruised three times with a line, rather than just once. 

This could work if rewards are sufficiently special to make 
travellers want membership, but Lingard warns that forward 
planning is essential. “Any company running a loyalty 
scheme has to be careful about what it offers from the start,” 
he says. “Once you give passengers something for free it will 
be very hard indeed to take it away from them.” 

Conroy: “Giving your business 
a human face, listening to your 
passengers and encouraging them 
to invest emotionally with you is 
as important as any number of 
deals and discounts.” 
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Now here’s a hot tip for cruise lines striving to 
build share in non-US markets: if you want 
to sell cruises to the British or Australians, go 
easy on gratuity levels.

The rising level of service charges on ships owned by 
US-based mass market operators like Carnival Cruise Line, 
Norwegian Cruise Line, Holland America Line (HAL) and 

Royal Caribbean International is increasingly becoming a 
bone of contention as lines vie for business in the UK. For 
Britons are notoriously resistant to tipping, and certainly 
to tipping big – as is evidenced by the low gratuity level 
recommended by UK-based lines serving the local market.

UK market leader P&O Cruises recommends a moderate 
tip level of £3.10 per person per day – less than half the 

The tipping point
US cruise lines’ drive to build international share has revealed major cultural 
differences in spending patterns and a marked reluctance – particularly among 
British and Australian passengers – to buy into the crew tipping system which has 
kept the cruise industry afloat for so long. Maria Harding reports on a growing 
rebellion over the automatic levy of gratuities…

Roger Allard Carol MarlowRichard 
Bastow

Fraser Ellacott Alan Buckelew Barbara 
Muckermann
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US$11–12 (£6.50–7.00) expected on some American ships. 
The line also keeps drinks around UK pub prices, with no 
service charge added. 

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines also keeps tips low – around £4 
pp per day – and Cruise & Maritime Voyages charges £5 on 
short cruises, £4 on sailings of 16 nights or more.

And both Thomson Cruises and All Leisure Group’s 
Voyages of Discovery – together with other All Leisure 
brands Swan Hellenic and Hebridean Cruises – include tips 
in the price of the cruise. 

All Leisure Group Chairman Roger Allard says this 
strategy is worthwhile when courting British bookings, 
even if it means lead-in prices will be higher in a 
competitive market. 

“UK customers are savvy and want to know up front 
what’s included in the price and what isn’t – and the fact is 
that the British don’t like tips,” he says. “Ending a long-ish 
cruise with a bill that can run into hundreds of pounds 
leaves a nasty taste, and can put consumers off returning to 
your line.”

Thomson Cruises Managing Director Fraser Ellacott 
agrees. “A ‘no tipping required’ policy is one of our USPs, 
as very few others offer that in our part of the business,” he 
says. 

“This means that to keep service standards high we have 
to make sure our crew are well looked after, and since 
we can’t offer the same levels of crew accommodation as 
companies with new ships, we have to work harder to get 
staff on side. But we have been successful in doing so, and 
it’s part of our value proposition.”  

That said, Ellacott believes the British are not as mean as 
they’re painted. “Our passengers are 95% British, and some 
still tip their favourite waiter or stewardess, even though it’s 
not solicited,” he says.

Richard Bastow, Operations Director of UK-based Cruise 
and Maritime Voyages, estimates that only around 18% 
of passengers reduce tips or don’t pay them at all, which 
suggests that tipping systems are worth persevering with if 
they enable lines to be more competitive in a market driven 
by price. Even so, his experience is that British cruisers 
prefer to have some say in the matter of whether they tip, 
and by how much. 

“We switched from discretionary tipping – the old 
envelope system – to automatically adding tips to bills, and 
the backlash was horrendous,” he said. “It’s taken two years 
for the furore to settle down.

“Tipping will always be an issue with the British; it’s 
nothing to do with service, they just don’t like it in 
principle.”

This could mean bad news is in store for P&O Cruises 
when it, too, switches to an automatic tipping system in 

April. But Managing Director Carol Marlow is optimistic 
that, provided tip amounts stay low, their addition to cruise 
bills will be accepted. “It’s important to keep both tips and 
drinks prices at a level the British find comfortable,” she 
says.

However controversial tipping may be with the Brits, it 
seems the majority will still largely go along with it. But 
in Australia high tipping levels are a much harder sell – so 
much so that Carnival Cruise Lines waived tipping onboard 
the Carnival Spirit when it started Australia-based cruises 
last October, despite raising tip levels on the rest of its fleet 
by 15% to US$11.50 pp per day.

Princess Cruises has also had to abandon tipping on its 
Australian operation. “In that market, people simply do not 
tip,” says President and CEO Alan Buckelew. 

“It’s a cultural thing. Tipping is common practice in North 
America, but in other markets it can be an issue. To add 
tips automatically in a resistant market only leads to lines 
of passengers at reception on disembarkation day asking for 
them to be removed, and that’s not consistent with what we 
are trying to do as a brand. 

“When a large percentage of your passengers are not going 
to tip, it makes no business sense to try to force it on them. 
But Australia is the only market where we do this.”

Australia and the UK are not, however, the only markets 
in which tips need to stay moderate. Barbara Muckermann, 
Chief Marketing Officer of Italy’s MSC Cruises, says that 
while the line’s US guests are used to tipping throughout 
the service industry, the practice is less widely spread in 
Europe and needs to be explained.

“Cruising is a relatively new concept in many European 
countries, and market penetration is still low; so the industry 
can help by giving passengers guidelines,” she says. 

Buckelew: “When a large 
percentage of your passengers 
are not going to tip, it makes no 
business sense to try to force it  
on them.”

Adam 
Goldstein

Graham SadlerNigel LingardFrancis Riley David Dingle Steve Odell
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And it’s important to keep tip levels reasonable. Though 
not as low as on British lines, gratuity levels on European 
ships are lower than on US-owned vessels, with MSC 
recommending between £5 and £6 pp per day. Costa 
Cruises sets the bar slightly higher, at up to £6.50. 

Within Europe there are regional variations; Pullmantur 
– aimed at the high-spending Germans – charges upwards 
of £8 a day, but includes wine and drinks. And Cunard 
Line, which attracts a mix of British and American guests, 
charges much higher per diem tips (£7.00–8.50, depending 
on accommodation category) than its UK-oriented 
sister brand P&O, while HAL – which once catered to 
the tip-resistant Dutch with a no-tipping policy – now 
recommends a gratuity level of £7 a day.

These may be acceptable to HAL’s American clientele, 
but it remains to be seen how far they will be tolerated on 
ships with a higher quota of British and Dutch passengers; 
the acid test will come, perhaps, when the line tries to 
woo locally based Benelux passengers onto cruises out of 
Rotterdam this summer.

It seems that lines with US-scale tipping levels really run 
into trouble when they try to build share by dedicating 
ships to other markets without recognising that people 
within those markets have different expectations.

“For us, tipping is more of an issue in the UK than 
anywhere else,” says Royal Caribbean International 
President Adam Goldstein. “We work very hard with 
our travel agent partners to communicate the role of our 
gratuity system to our UK passenger base, but still not 
everyone tips. 

“Enough do to make it still workable, but it is a 
continuous challenge for us on any ship on which the 
majority of passengers are British.”

With plans to boost European capacity by 40% this year 
– and an ensuing drive for growth from key local markets 
including the UK – Norwegian Cruise Line is being forced 
to face the issue of tip-resistance head-on.

“It’s a growing issue for us,” says Norwegian’s Vice 
President and General Manager (International) Francis 
Riley. “In North America, and even South America, tipping 
is part of the culture and there is no problem with onboard 
gratuities. But in Europe the issue has more impact, and 
the British are the nation most likely to reduce or remove 
service charges from their onboard bills.”

Like Royal Caribbean, Norwegian has been incentivising 
its European travel partners to help sweeten the pill in 
various ways. The company asks its travel agents to educate 
passengers about the rationale behind tipping as part of the 
sales process, and offers a reduced per-diem rate (of US$10 
rather than US$12) to travellers paying their tips in advance. 
And it encourages wholesalers and tour operators packaging 
its cruises to build gratuities into the upfront price. 

But still it’s a hard sell, and passengers continue to press 
for service charges to be reduced or removed from their 
bills, often before their cruise has begun. 

Is there a solution? Not an easy one, says former Fred. 
Olsen UK Marketing Director Nigel Lingard – now a 
consultant to the All Leisure Group.

“New systems of pre-charging or adding tips 
automatically to passenger bills may improve the level of 

take-up, but they won’t solve the underlying problem – 
which is that the British feel tipping shouldn’t happen,” he 
says. “And it’s not as easy as people might think to create a 
crew pay scheme which doesn’t involve tipping, as good, 
professional crew earn more with tips than they would on a 
standard pay scale. 

“But as cruising becomes increasingly global, it may be 
necessary for lines to create crew contracts which account 
for an absence of tips.” 

What do nationalities 
spend big on?
Cruise lines seeking global growth are finding that 
nations differ in more ways than just attitudes to tipping. 
They also vary in terms of how much they spend onboard 
– and what on. Here’s what the cruise lines say…

Francis Riley, Vice President and General Manager 
(International), Norwegian Cruise Line: “Americans and 
Asians spend most on shore excursions, particularly when 
they’re far from home, while the British and Germans 
spend more on wine and bar drinks and – like the 
Scandinavians and Southern Europeans – like to do their 
own thing ashore. Americans also spend more in the 
ships’ spas.”

Barbara Muckermann, Chief Marketing Officer, MSC 
Cruises: “We find onboard spend to be more itinerary-
based than nationality-based. Our European cruises 
attract the highest spend on shore excursions, particularly 
in headline destinations like Rome, Venice and Barcelona, 
while on Caribbean runs we see more spending onboard, 
particularly in the casino.

Graham Sadler, UK Managing Director, Regent Seven 
Seas Cruises: “We include drinks and most excursions in 
the price, but notice that mainland Europeans are more 
likely to go beyond the lead-in prices and book higher up 
the ship, while the British still seek a bargain.”

David Dingle, CEO, Carnival UK: “Different nationalities 
seek different things from a cruise. The British enjoy their 
drinks and wine with dinner, while Americans spend 
more on spa treatments and shore excursions.”

Steve odell, Senior Vice President UK Europe & Asia 
Pacific, Silversea Cruises: “We find that national spending 
patterns vary widely. Asians, Americans and Australians 
are much more into spas than Europeans. Continental 
Europeans – particularly the Germans and the French – 
are likely to go beyond the included wine and ask for 
the connoisseur wines list. The Japanese like formality 
and fine dining, while the British like to keep it casual 
and tend to be happy with house wine and the standard 
restaurant offering. We include tips, but lines which 
don’t won’t have any problem in Asia – tipping is second 
nature there, even among the Chinese, who accept that 
tips subsidise people on low salaries.”
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In February 201 travel retailers around the world 
reeled at Carnival UK’s decision to chop British travel 
agents’ commission to a base rate of 5% across its 
three Complete Cruise Solution (CCS) brands (P&O 

Cruises, Cunard Line and Princess Cruises).
Reaction was immediate and powerful, and certainly not 

confined to the UK; online travel trade forums buzzed with 
indignation, with many agents threatening to dump CCS 
brochures from their racks and cross-sell their customers 
onto other cruise lines. 

And as travel agents globally braced themselves for 
similar moves from Carnival Corporation subsidiaries 
in their local markets, a backlash threatened to affect all 
Carnival Corp brands. As one Canadian agent put it: “Royal 
Caribbean and Celebrity still pay fair commissions, so why 
sell Carnival?”

A year down the line, the situation has calmed down 
somewhat and the effects on agents struggling to survive in 

Was the 
first cut the 
deepest?
A year on from Carnival UK’s announcement of a dramatic cut in 
travel agent commission, Maria Harding considers the effects… and 
listens to agents’ fears that things could get even worse for them.

a difficult market have been less dramatic than was feared 
– not least because, in October, Royal Caribbean Cruises 
Ltd (RCCL) announced that it would not follow Carnival 
UK’s lead (or at least, not imminently) but would maintain 
10%-plus commission levels throughout 2012 in exchange 
for agents’ loyalty and support.

RCCL UK Managing Director Dominic Paul said he had 
seen increased agency support for all three RCCL brands 
(Royal Caribbean International, Celebrity Cruises and 
Azamara Cruises). “What we are saying to our business 
partners is not that we are never going to make any 
commission changes,” he told the UK travel trade, “but that 
it’s up to them and the business environment whether we 
make any in the future.”

Carnival UK, meanwhile, claimed the commission cut 
achieved what it set out to do, allowing it to regain control 
of its products’ pricing and reduce cut-throat discounting 
by giant call centres which could compensate for narrow 

Dominic Paul Francis RileyEdwina 
Lonsdale

David Dingle Andrew Gardner
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margins by making big volume sales.
“There was a shift in distribution after the (July 2011) 

collapse of Gills Travel, and since then we’ve seen smaller 
agents doing more business with us,” says Carnival UK 
Chief Executive David Dingle.

“One-outlet agencies are coming forward now, as they 
have more of a fighting chance and can feel assured that 
any effort they make in selling our cruises isn’t lost because 
their expertise is undercut on price.”

Some agents agree that the outcome of the commission 
cut has been largely positive. “By getting control of their 
pricing and stopping big call centres giving commission 
away on discounts, Carnival has made life less stressful for 
smaller, specialist agencies and their clients,” says Edwina 
Lonsdale, Managing Director of London-based specialist 
Mundy Cruising.

“It means clients can book with an agency which 
has served them well and with which they feel safe 
and comfortable, rather than having to go with a big, 
impersonal, volume-driven call centre agency because 
they can get a cheaper price. This makes it worthwhile 
for agents to invest time and energy in selling cruises 
professionally.”

And Complete Cruise Solution Head of Sales Mark 
Pilkington has claimed that the contention that Carnival 
UK’s revised commission structure helps small- to medium-
scale agencies retain – or regain – clients is not just talk, 
but is backed up by sales statistics. 

CCS research shows that, of customers booking its cruises 
through small and medium-sized agencies between 2008 
and 2010, only around a third returned to the same agency 
for future bookings, while another third went on to book 
with a larger agency which could afford to offer better 
discounts by giving away more commission and relying on 
volume.

The CCS argument, therefore, is that the new commission 
structure makes its cruise pricing more consistent – and 
large-scale discounting a thing of the past. Indeed, some 
UK agents report that, as clients have started to realise 
there is no price advantage to shopping around and 
making agencies vie on price, they are beginning to form 
relationships with and stay loyal to local travel agents who 
offer them good service.

But not everybody is happy. Some say the commission 
cut has straitjacketed them in a tough sales environment, 
limiting their ability to be flexible on price or create added-
value offers which can clinch bookings for their agency 
without shredding its profit margins. As one agent put it: “I 
can give my clients all the service in the world, but I can’t 
make a profit.”

The upshot of all this turbulence has been that some 
agents are now cosying up to other cruise brands that 
are trying to gain more of a foothold in the UK market. 
Norwegian Cruise Line – hungry for UK bookings to help 
fill its 40%-bigger European capacity this year – is one 
such brand; and Vice President and General Manager 
(International) Francis Riley is delighted to find a travel 
trade eager to look beyond the traditional UK market 
leader for business. 

“In terms of UK sales, 2011 has seen our strongest 

demand for three or four years,” Riley says. “More potential 
UK travel partners are now reaching out to us to help build 
their cruise business, as the feeling is that Carnival UK 
works well for some but not for others. So we certainly 
have no plans to change our 10%-plus commission levels at 
the moment.”

And Norwegian is not the only UK market share-seeker 
to benefit from the Carnival UK move. Andrew Gardner, 
Chairman of top-selling online retailer Cruise.co.uk, says 
that – in an early 2012 market devastated both by recession 
and the headline-hitting Costa Concordia disaster – lines 
which have been seen as supportive of the UK travel trade 
will win most business, and names Celebrity Cruises and 
Norwegian-owned but UK-based Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines 
as the companies most likely to succeed in growing sales 
through retailers.

“I reckon our CCS brand sales are down around 
20% year-on-year, as other lines are offering a higher 
commission incentive,” says Gardner. “This is a good 
climate for lines to make real headway against the UK 
market leader. 

“Though the overall market is down, largely as a result 
of the recession, we are seeing growth in luxury and river 
cruise sales. People who can afford high-end products are 
less affected by the economic downturn, and are attracted 
to products which include more in the up-front price.”

There is potentially a fly in the ointment, though. 
Covertly, many UK agents are anxious that the Carnival 
UK commission cuts might flag up an intention for CCS to 
build more direct business with consumers and cut them 
out of the picture – since, as one agent points out, if there 
is no price differential between travel agent and principal, 
why need clients use travel agents at all?

But Mundy Travel’s Lonsdale remains sanguine. “I can’t 
see Carnival UK or any cruise line cutting agents out,” she 
says. “Agents keep clients loyal with good follow-up service 
after they’ve been on their cruise – and for a cruise line to 
do the same would mean a massive increase in sales and 
support staff.” 

Gardner: “I reckon our CCS 
brand sales are down around 
20% year-on-year, as other lines 
are offering a higher commission 
incentive.”
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Bob Nelson Gary 

LaGrange

“If the other ports, destinations 
or source markets in the cruising 
region are not performing well – 
or even if those in other regions 
are simply doing better – then 
it will also be bad news for the 
high-rated port.”
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The first thing that an aspiring cruise port needs 
to know is that cruise companies can be fickle 
friends.

Their first loyalty will always be to their owners 
or shareholders and Royal Caribbean International (RCI) 
President Adam Goldstein probably speaks for all his 
counterparts when he says that it is his job to ensure each 
ship in the RCI fleet is operating in the place that brings 
the best returns to the company.

But knowing this about the cruise lines is not the same 
as liking (or being able to handle) the downside of the 
deployment truism that, however highly rated a port may 
be by lines for its investment in service infrastructure, 
location and passenger appeal, it does not mean that ships 
will not be sent to a potentially more profitable location 
elsewhere. In fact the chances are that this is exactly what 
will happen.

When pitching to lines for their ships, ports have slowly 
come to recognise the reality that one port does not 
make an itinerary. And this interdependence has serious 
implications even after the cruise ships have been attracted. 
If the other ports, destinations or source markets in the 
cruising region are not performing well – or even if those in 
other regions are simply doing better – then it will also be 
bad news for the high-rated port.

Take San Diego. Just over a decade ago it recognised the 
growth in the cruise business and the enduring popularity 
of the Mexican Riviera as a destination, and saw an 
opportunity to develop from simply being a transit call 
for ships to becoming a fully fledged homeport. With the 
support and encouragement of cruise companies including 
the largest – Carnival Corporation & plc – it first expanded 
its infrastructure at the existing facility (B Street) and then 
added a new one (Broadway Pier).

Things went even better than projected, with traffic 
increasing rapidly from 2005 onwards to peak in 2008 
with 916,000 passengers on 254 sailings. This compared 
with 191,000 passengers in 2001, representing an average 
annual increase of 27%. But three years later, in 2011, 
passenger numbers had fallen by nearly two-thirds.

Where had it all gone wrong? The fact is – as a study it 

What happens 
when the ships 
disappear?
Cruise companies say that having mobile assets (ships) gives them an edge over 
their land-based vacation competitors – but this can be bad news for ports which 
have bet the farm on the cruise sector. Tony Peisley reports on this and other 
aspects of the North American cruise port experience.

commissioned (from Bermello Ajamil & Partners) last year 
concluded – the main factors were all effectively outside 
San Diego’s immediate control.

These included: 
• the collapse of the Californian economy, which 

affected obtainable cruise ticket prices
• crime issues (real and perceived) in Mexico, together 

with a lack of new ports and attractions making the 
Riviera cruises less popular

• the distances between ports in the region making 
the itineraries less cost-competitive, at a time of 
escalating unit costs for fuel and exacerbated by new 
regulations requiring more expensive fuels.

The decision that had to be made was whether to 
continue to invest in the sector or – as, for example, 
Philadelphia did a couple of years ago – to pull out 
altogether.

San Diego spent US$28 million on its Broadway Pier 
Pavilion terminal (designed by Bermello Ajamil) which 
opened at the end of 2010 – the same year the port lost its 
only year-round ship when Carnival Cruise Lines (CCL) 
switched it to Mobile, Alabama. 

The port is also committed to further investment in 
upgrades to B Street Pier to enable it to handle two mega-
ships simultaneously from 2014. Not surprisingly, then, it 
remains determined to press on.

At a special event to market the arrival of three ships at 
the start of its current cruise season, Port Commissioner 
Bob Nelson acknowledged the fall-off in cruise business 
and predicted just 104 calls and 307,000 passengers for 
2011/12.

“But.” he said, “these will still have an economic impact 
on the San Diego region of about US$200 million, with 
each homeporting ship worth US$2 million per call, and 
each transit call bringing in US$1 million.”

Numbers are likely to fall again in 2012/13 with CCL ship 
Carnival Spirit being lost to the Australian market year-
round from the end of this year, and another ship (Holland 
America Line’s Oosterdam) being lost for half the year to 
the same market. 
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These losses will be partially offset by increased sailings 
by Celebrity Cruises, but the likelihood is that total calls 
will fall below 100 for the first time in a decade.

The commissioning of last year’s study was designed to 
help the port create a strategy to attract more ships. “The 
cruise industry will come back,” says Nelson, “and, when it 
does, we will be prepared.”

While it waits for the Californian economy to recover, the 
Mexican Riviera’s image to improve and to see whether the 
new North American Emissions Control Area/ECA (from 
which Mexico is thus far excluded) is a positive or negative 
for the port, San Diego has an action plan, which was 
recommended in the conclusion to last year’s study.

This includes upping its marketing efforts to the cruise 
lines and consumers, creating more interport cooperation 
in Mexico and along the US West Coast, encouraging new 
port development in the Baja Peninsula, and continuing to 
upgrade its own facilities, particularly to handle the larger 
ships.

The Port of Los Angeles has also decided to continue 
investing in the cruise sector despite its own traffic being 
effectively halved in three years. It has been suffering from 
the same factors that have affected San Diego, but also 
from the emergence of nearby Long Beach as a CCL-backed 
cruise homeport.

Its confidence was boosted by the Disney Cruise Line 
(DCL) decision to commit there for at least two years 
(with an option for three more) from 2011. DCL has, 

though, cancelled its LA sailing to the Mexican Riviera this 
December, with a switch to the Caribbean reported. On the 
upside, Norwegian Cruise Line (NCL) is returning to LA 
and the Mexican Riviera for winter 2013/14.

There was also better news for Seattle. Until 2008 this 
US port had benefited from the Alaskan cruise boom 
and its success in attracting cruise lines away from the 
leading homeport Vancouver because of its cheaper costs 
and flights from US gateways. But then it saw the Alaskan 
market suffer a three-year downturn in cruise capacity, 
thanks to the delayed reaction to the hefty head tax 
imposed from 2006.

For 2011 Seattle expected its passenger numbers to drop 
from 2010’s 932,000 to just over 807,000; but the final 
total was only 48,000 down at 886,000. This meant about 
US$425 million direct revenue, and 447,000 jobs were 
still generated. A similar total can be expected this year – 
880,000 passengers are expected thanks to a new port user, 
DCL, offsetting some lost calls. 

DCL is switching from Vancouver, where its presence 
last year helped boost the Canadian port’s calls to 200 
compared with 177 in 2010. And its switch to Seattle will 
mean 20 extra calls for Canada’s Victoria, as US cabotage 
rules mean that Alaska cruises from a US port have to 
include a foreign port.

On the Gulf Coast, New Orleans continues to rebuild 
its cruise traffic which was decimated in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005. It gained the CCL ship from 

“The Port of Los Angeles has 
decided to continue investing in 
the cruise sector despite its own 
traffic being effectively halved in 
three years.”

Port Pavilion on Broadway Pier, San Diego
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Mobile which that port had taken from San Diego and, 
although the NCL 18-month experiment with a year-
round programme from the port ends this May 2012 with 
the brand reverting to a seasonal operation and the ship 
switching to Europe for the summer, the port has still 
added a couple of winter ships from RCI and CCL.

New Orleans is also positioning itself to be the homeport 
of choice for the first North American-oriented brand to 
operate to Cuba, if and when travel restrictions for US 
residents are sufficiently relaxed.

This is part of the reason the city is continuing to invest 
in its infrastructure. Having completed a US$17 million 
expansion of its Julia Street terminal – converting two 
terminals into one mega-terminal – it is still looking for 
finance for a US$25 million project to expand the Poland 
Avenue facility.

“If we don’t build it, the ships won’t come; so we want to 
have the facilities available says,” the port’s President and 
CEO Gary LaGrange. “Poland Avenue could be the home of 
that first cruise ship to call on Havana from the US.”

The Florida ports continue to thrive with Port Everglades 
– boosted by having both of RCI’s Oasis class ships – 
posting a record year in 2011. Its 3,664,000 multi-day 
passenger movements were an 11% increase on the 2010 
figure. 

It will, though be losing one client – MSC – to its Florida 
neighbour, Miami from next year. The Italian brand has 
signed a three-year deal effective from autumn 2013 to 
operate from what remains the world’s most popular 
homeport, with more than 4 million passenger movements 
in 2011.

Along the Eastern Seaboard, Charleston continues to 
battle for the hearts and minds of the locals as preservation 
lobby groups try to talk down the cruise business and 
persuade the authorities – without success so far – to 
further restrict the numbers of ships and passengers 
allowed to visit.

There are no such problems for the leading East 
Coast ports of Boston and New York, which have both 
been maintaining strong cruise traffic to back up their 
investment in expanded and enhanced infrastructure.

Last year was the first full year of operation of Boston’s 
newly renovated Black Falcon terminal, and more than 
310,000 passengers benefited from the US$11 million 
upgrade. This was marginally down on the 2010 total, 
but included a 2% increase in the number of homeporting 
passengers.

This year should see another increase in homeporting 
numbers at Boston as CCL deploys Carnival Glory for a 
summer series to New England and Canada for the first 
time. 

Another CCL deployment promises even greater reward 
for New York as – from next month (April) – Carnival 
Miracle will begin operating year-round from the 
Manhattan terminal and, in so doing, generate an extra 
US$13 million in direct spending. There will be a range of 
itineraries to the Caribbean and Bahamas.

The new DCL programme to Canada and New England 
will be almost as lucrative for New York; the 20 calls from 
Disney Magic at the port should generate another US$11 

million this year. As part of the pre-promotion for this 
programme, DCL was due to name its new ship Disney 
Fantasy in New York at the beginning of March.

Looking ahead to next year, NCL is making New York 
the year-round homeport for the first of its new class of 
ship: the 4,000-passenger Norwegian Breakaway. It will be 
the largest cruise ship to homeport in the city and should 
attract 140,000 embarking passengers to Manhattan – 
worth some US$35 million in direct spending over the two 
years to which it is initially committed.

With other calls from Norwegian Gem and Norwegian 
Star, NCL expects to see a total of 285,000 embarking 
passengers, generating US$70 million for the city. This 
would be about half of the total amount spent by cruise 
passengers and crew in 2010, according to the last NYC 
Economic Development Corporation-commissioned survey.

The 2011 figure will have been higher with passenger 
numbers having increased from 2010’s 583,000 to about 
645,000 as cruise call numbers having risen from 241 to 
264, That total is expected to increase again both this year 
and next.

Norwegian Breakaway’s programme includes a summer 
series to Bermuda which will go some way towards 
offsetting recent cutbacks to the island by other brands. 
CCL cancelled its 2012 programme while sister brand 
Holland America reduced its sailings and cancelled them 
altogether for 2013. Another Carnival brand, Princess 
Cruises, also reduced its Bermuda departures to just one in 
2013. As a result Bermuda now expects a decline of 30,000  
in cruise visitors to 363,000 this year.

The lack of availability of the right berths on the right 
days was proffered as one reason for the cutbacks, and the 
long-standing negative of the ban on gaming onboard ships 
when docked overnight is also thought to be a factor.

At least these are both issues within the control of the 
island to resolve if it so wishes. If only, as San Diego and 
Los Angeles might say, this was always the case for ports 
suffering from the vagaries of the cruise business. 

LaGrange:“If we don’t build 
it, the ships won’t come; so 
we want to have the facilities 
available.”
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A brand new 
approach
As Norwegian Cruise Line drops the NCL tag to rebrand itself around its name 
and the message ‘Cruise Like A Norwegian’ and Celebrity Cruises launches its 
new ‘Modern Luxury’ brand platform, Maria Harding assesses the impact of these 
initiatives – and considers the prospects for other cruise brands.

Francis Riley Alan BuckelewJo RzymowskaLisa Kaufman Adam Goldstein Kevin Sheehan
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Rebranding is a funny old business. Get it right 
and it can rocket-fuel your product, send it 
soaring ahead of the competition and even 
– if your dreams really come true – make it 

a household name. But get it wrong and it could cost 
millions in misplaced investment, confused customer 
perceptions and lost sales.

You don’t need to look far for examples of this. Take 
Royal Mail, the UK’s centuries-old – and once much 
revered – postal service. In 2001, some bright spark at 
the helm decided it was a good idea to bin 350 years of 
tradition and rename it Consignia. 

Just over a year later the rebranded enterprise, having 
sustained losses of more than £1 billion, reverted to calling 
itself Royal Mail and the Consignia episode became a 
horror story which can still raise the neck hairs of the most 
confident brandmeister.

Eight years after that the makers of Tropicana orange juice 
moved rather more quickly to reverse the disastrous affects 
of their rebranding, which swapped the classic Tropicana 
‘straight from the fruit’ symbol of an orange with a straw 
stuck in it for a less distinctive style of packaging. 

Launched in January 2009, the rebranding was reversed 
by the end of February after sales spectacularly nosedived 
by 20% in two months.

The message is clear: whether you go the whole hog with 
a new name or just launch a new marketing platform, you 
mess with your brand at your peril. 

So Norwegian Cruise Line, hungry to build international 
business and make its name globally, has taken a very 
bold step in dropping the ‘NCL’ identity to put faith in the 
strength of its name to represent its brand. It is making 
the legend ‘Cruise Like a Norwegian’ the cornerstone of its 
marketing message on both sides of the Atlantic. “We are 
Norwegian Cruise Line globally. We believe that our name 
better represents our brand and strong seafaring traditions 
– I never felt that three letters described us well,” says 
Kevin Sheehan, President and Chief Executive Officer. 

The campaign’s other taglines – such as ‘Surf like a 
Hawaiian’, ‘Dine Like a Parisian’, ‘Chill Like a Jamaican’ 
and ‘Party Like a Brazilian’ – are intended to convey the 
breadth of experience onboard Norwegian’s ships, says Vice 
President (International) Francis Riley.

He describes the new brand platform, now being rolled 
out in the UK and Europe after a successful launch in 
the US, as an attempt to make the concept of ‘Freestyle’ 
cruising – a fun, flexible cruise experience offering multiple 
dining and entertainment options – understandable across 
a range of international markets.

“Research told us that the term Freestyle made people 
think of our competitors as well as us, so our new platform 
flips the equation,” Riley says. “Instead of ‘Freestyle + 
Norwegian = a great holiday’, we’ve simplified the message 
to ‘Norwegian = a great holiday’.” And, he says, the new 
brand image has been well received in North America, 
where Norwegian has four times the share it has in Europe 
and a much higher level of consumer awareness. 

Getting the message across in Europe, where the line’s 
sales activities are largely B2B based, has been more of a 
challenge. “But it has achieved what we set out to do – 

it’s started a conversation between our European travel 
partners and their customers about who we are and what 
we are about,” Riley says.

With four ships based in the Mediterranean and Northern 
Europe this summer and 40% extra capacity to fill, the 
line’s management know that raising Norwegian’s profile 
with Europeans is all-important. 

“In trying to build share in the UK and Europe the 
challenge is that we are going in behind national brands 
like P&O Cruises, AIDA Cruises and Pullmantur. And we’re 
also taking on lines like Royal Caribbean International, 
which have an established presence,” Riley says.

So in rebranding it was vital to deliver a punchy message 
which could be easily understood in different countries. 
“Agents in the UK , Spain, Germany and Italy are now 
starting to ‘get it’, but it’s a slower process as we don’t work 
with the whole travel agent community.”

To some extent, though, a slow-burn understanding is part 
of the plan, Riley says. “One aim of the new platform is to 
create a buzz of excitement around the brand, the ‘clubbish’ 
sense of being ‘in the know’ about something new and 
different – what ‘Cruising like a Norwegian’ means.”

It remains to be seen what impact the new Norwegian 
look will have on global bookings, as it’s not the only up-
and-coming cruise line that is rebranding in an attempt to 
build a bigger name for itself outside the US.

Celebrity Cruises, which has been steadily establishing a 
stand-alone presence in key non-US markets over the past 
few years, now hopes to take a giant leap forward with 
a new worldwide brand campaign identifying itself with 
‘Modern Luxury’. 

And rather than adopt a global, ‘one message fits all’ 
approach, it plans to give regional sales and marketing 
teams autonomy to work with local focus groups and tailor 
the message to their own particular markets.

Marketing Vice President Lisa Kauffman says the core 
‘Modern Luxury’ concept was based on consideration of 
brands – like Apple Computers, W Hotels, Audi cars and 
Michael Kors fashions – which have resonated with people 
all over the world.

“First we looked at what modern consumers are being 
attracted to in terms of brand messages, and then tried 
to distil the essence of what Celebrity can offer them,” 
she says. “We came up with the term ‘Modern Luxury’ to 
epitomise an experience which is distinctively different, 
contemporary and aspirational, but also accessible.” 

Sheehan: “I never felt that 
three letters described us well.”



Marseille-Provence will host over 400 cultural events during 
its year as European Capital of Culture in 2013– the year 
when nearly one million cruise passengers will visit Marseille. 
Already a major European tourist destination, the region 
will showcase European and Mediterranean artistic creation. 
There will be unconventional, unexpected and surprising 
events with exhibitions of great painters and sculptures 
alternating with contemporary art, shows, parades, festivals, 
cuisine and design.

Marseille attracts new turnaround 
operations 
MSC Divina will be christened in Marseille on 26 May 2012
From April, CDF Croisières de France’s new flagship Horizon 
will begin turnaround operations Norwegian Cruise Line will 
operate weekly cruises from Marseille every Saturday from 
30 June to 1st September with Norwegian Epic

Royal Caribbean International will use Marseille for 
Grandeur of the Seas’ Mediterranean cruises

New port developments 
The Port of Marseille and the terminal operator Marseille 
Provence Cruise Terminal are continuing to invest in facilities 
and infrastructure to meet the requirements of the cruise 

lines. A new cruise terminal is being built, for completion by 
the end of 2012, for turnaround calls utilizing berths 162 
and 183 (6000 m² for luggage and check-in, plus car park). 
The existing cruise terminal for transit and turnaround calls 
at berth 2/3 and 186 will be enlarged and improved in time 
for the 2012 season. The northern passage into the port is 
scheduled to be extended soon to enable access into the 
port for the largest cruise ships. 

New terminal for luxury cruise ships 
A new terminal is being developed alongside two berths 
for use by luxury cruise ships. This will provide their guests 
with direct access to the historic city centre where they 
will be able to enjoy a unique environment - thanks to 
the transformation of the cultural part of the Old Port to 
coincide with Marseille Provence’s year as European Capital 
of Culture in 2013.

New drydock for even the largest 
cruise ships
The Port has finalized the tender process for its drydocking 
project which, when completed in late 2014, will provide the 
largest dry dock area in the Western Mediterranean as it can 
accommodate cruise ships up to 450m in length.

www.marseille-cruise.com

Marseille, France's leading cruise port, is delighted to host the 9th

Seatrade Med Cruise & Superyacht Convention, 27-29 November 2012
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European Capital of Culture 2013
More than 1 million cruise passengers in 2013
2 new cruise terminals for larger ships in 2012 next to the Marseille Provence Cruise Terminal
5 mega ships simultaneously from the end of the year 2012
1 new cruise Terminal for luxury cruise ships nearby the city center in 2013
Ship repair facilities : 2 dry docks in operation handled by CNM, San Giorgio del Porto
Opening of the biggest dry dock in the Med (465mlx12,5draft) in 2015

a UBM plc event

Presse Cruise Insight 216x154,5  17/02/12  9:21  Page 1

The cultural event of 
the decade in France
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Kaufmann believes that keeping the core message simple, 
direct and universal is all-important to a rebranding. “It’s 
a balancing act, as you want to define your product in a 
way which attracts new customers without alienating your 
existing client base.” But then, with ‘Modern Luxury’ as its 
‘essential DNA’, the message can be customised to different 
markets. 

In the US the new Celebrity campaign focuses on ‘belief’ 
statements, like “Because we believe every moment of your 
vacation should be measured by just how far it takes you 
from the ordinary”. 

“Americans get less holiday time than other nations. 
So we wanted to convey that their precious time will be 
well spent with us, and we emphasise the quality of the 
staterooms and dining as that’s what’s most relevant to 
American travellers – that they’ll go home relaxed and 
restored,” Kaufmann says.

For other markets, Celebrity emphasises other aspects of 
its onboard experience. The British, says Kaufmann, are 
particularly responsive to innovations like the AquaClass 
spa and I-Lounges, while the German campaign uses the 
English words ‘Modern Luxury’ to convey a standard of 
excellence which is universally recognisable.

“The elements we specify in different markets are 
not linked to spending patterns, but to ‘proof points’ 
– emotional benefits of our vacation experience which 
will particularly resonate with people in that market,” 
Kaufmann explains.

Royal Caribbean Cruise Line Associate Vice President UK 
and Ireland Jo Rzymowska was a key member of the team 
in charge of translating Celebrity’s new brand message for 
the UK market. “We feel the ‘Modern Luxury’ tag does ‘just 
what it says on the tin’ in conveying what Celebrity is about 
– sleekness of design, high-quality artwork and innovative 
facilities,” she says. 

“For the British market we’ve translated the concept 
into a series of ‘When’ statements like ‘When the moment 
becomes the memory’ and ‘When the journey becomes the 
destination’”.

The arrival of the new Solstice Class ships – and ongoing 
retrofitting of Solstice facilities onto Celebrity’s Millennium 
Class vessels – has helped enormously in defining the brand 
and ensuring consistent delivery of its values, Rzymowska 
says. “It means we can introduce the new brand campaign 
confident that the whole fleet is line with it.” 

Celebrity is investing heavily in its new brand platform, 
which is being rolled out across a range of media and via 
a series of special events for the international travel trade. 
When the new Celebrity Silhouette – which showcases key 
Solstice Class features – was launched last year, thousands 
of travel agents were invited to explore the ship in a series 
of two-day events in New York, Hamburg and Rome. 

“Travel agents are our lifeblood, so getting trade support 
and feedback is vital,” says Kaufmann. And alongside 
advertising in mainstream consumer and trade press, it 
was important to get the message across to the online 
community with a revamp of Celebrity Cruises websites 
and new multilingual content for the line’s Facebook 
pages, which attract a following of 300,000 ‘fans’ in North 
America alone.

So how are other cruise lines reacting to the Norwegian 
and Celebrity rebrandings? Should they be looking to their 
laurels?

Princess Cruises President and CEO Alan Buckelew 
thinks not. “We are pretty confident that we have identified 
what Princess offers to its passengers, and that we deliver 
consistently across our fleet,” he says. “We have our brand 
pillars, around which we build our communications in 
both mainstream and social media, and at the moment this 
works well for us.

“Everybody can see themselves as a marketing expert, and 
it’s easy to second-guess any campaign or tagline as their 
success is very hard to measure. But we regularly discuss 
whether we’re communicating our brand message in the 
best way possible, and so far we believe that we are.” 

Royal Caribbean International President Adam Goldstein 
also rests content – at least for the time being.

“It’s not our desire to change our branding with any great 
frequency,” says. “We had ‘Get Out There’ for almost a 
decade – a considerable lifespan for a marketing platform. 
We then changed to ‘The Nation of Why Not?’ We’ve had 
that for three years, and only now changing for 2012.” 

RCI’s new core brand message is ‘The sea is calling – 
answer it Royally’ and it has evolved, says Goldstein, after 
much consultation with the brand’s international sales 
force. “We realised that, over the three-year run of our 
‘Why Not?’ campaign, our source markets had become 
increasingly global – so much so that more or less 50% 
of our revenues now come from markets outside North 
America,” he says. 

“So we decided we really needed to look at something 
more global for our messaging – something that resonated, 
with relatively little tweaking, across all our markets.”

‘The sea is calling: answer it Royally’ came up trumps over 
12 months of testing. So RCI started to roll out the new 
tagline, translated into many languages, from January 2012 
– first launching it on the Internet and then following up 
with TV campaigns.

Goldstein hopes that – like ‘Get Out There’ – this brand 
platform will have long legs. “Our aim is to leverage this 
platform for many years to come,” he says – and given the 
high investment involved in a major branding exercise, 
that’s hardly surprising. 

Kaufmann: “The elements 
we specify in different markets 
are not linked to spending 
patterns, but to ‘proof points’ – 
emotional benefits of our vacation 
experience.”
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Cruise lines have not been the only beneficiaries 
of the post-credit crunch consumer desire for 
more transparency about the inclusivity of the 
prices they pay for their vacations.

Surveys in both the UK and North America have shown 
a substantial upsurge in sales for land-based all-inclusive 
resorts over the past three years – particularly those 
operating in the premium sector, which has most in 
common with the cruise product offer. The question is: 
does this pose a new threat for cruise lines, especially at a 
time when – outside its own Luxury brands – the level of 
inclusivity in their prices is reducing rather than increasing 
with the advent of a range of pay-extra services onboard 
such as alternative dining and exclusive sunbathing areas?

The most dramatic findings came in a 2010/11 UK 
holiday market survey commissioned (from GfK Ascent) 
by the pioneer of all-inclusive resorts, Club Med, which 
has recently been investing heavily to concentrate on the 
premium end of that market. 

Against a background of declining package and other 
overseas holiday sales – leisure travel from the UK was 
down 5% in 2011 – the stand-out results of the Club Med 
survey include the facts that:

Growth 
in all-
inclusives 
challenges 
industry
It is generally accepted that cruise ships 
were the original inspiration for all-
inclusive resorts. So it would – as Tony 
Peisley reports – be ironic if the pupils 
came back to haunt their mentors.

Mark Conroy

Fraser Ellacott

Adam 
Goldstein

Alan Buckelew

Sebastian 
Ahrens
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• Two in every five package holidaymakers are now 
choosing the all-inclusive option.

• One in every six consumers is looking for an all-
inclusive holiday “where we can pay upfront and 
there are no hidden extra costs”, and one in 14 wants 
a premium version. 

• Overall, all-inclusive holiday sales are growing by 
20% per annum, but premium resort sales have been 
increasing by 40% and now represent a third of the 
all-inclusive market.

• More than half of UK consumers have already taken 
an all-inclusive holiday, and that share rises to two-
thirds of families with children and of those in the 
£25,000–£60,000 income bracket. 

• One in every eight families is looking for an all-
inclusive holiday in 2012 and nearly one in three of 
those households earns more than £100,000.

• Two in five of people earning £100,000-plus are 
looking for a premium all-inclusive holiday in 2012, 
and one in nine of those earning between £60,000 
and £100,000. It is the quality and range of facilities, 
service, spa and wellness and sports activities option 
– all part of the cruise product offer – that distinguish 
premium from other all-inclusive products.

Crucially the study also highlighted the fact that all-
inclusives are voted the most stress-free holiday choice – 
well ahead of the second-placed option: cruising. 

The Tourism Intelligence group has reported that UK sales 
of all-inclusives grew by 32% over the five years to 2010. 

Quoting its own similar internal growth in sales of the all-
inclusive option to 65% of its total sales this year, leading 
UK tour operator First Choice decided to switch to a 
100% all-inclusive product range from 2012. Interestingly, 
though, its sister brand Thomson Cruises has moved 
away from a full-time all-inclusive cruise ship to offering 
all-inclusive pricing as an optional extra or as a reward for 
early booking.

When market research company YouGov asked people to 
select the least stressful holiday type, all-inclusives were the 
clear winner with 28% of the votes. Cruising was second, 
but some way behind at 19% – although it did beat all-
inclusives among the over-55s.

A North American survey by Amadeus also highlighted 
just how neck-and-neck all-inclusives are running with 
cruises as aspirational holiday choices. Cruising came top 
of the list with 94% picking it first, but all-inclusives came 
a close second with 84% (under 45s) and 76% (over 45s).

Cruise Lines International Association research also shows 

Conroy: “More people simply 
want to know what they are 
going to be spending on their 
holiday before they book it.”
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all-inclusives only just behind cruising – 43%, compared 
with 45% – on the North American consumer’s list of 
preferred vacations.

Ever since it moved to include shore excursions in the 
cruise price, Regent Seven Seas Cruises has been generally 
accepted as the most all-inclusive of all cruise brands. 
President Mark Conroy says: “We have seen the benefit of 
all-inclusivity in this economic climate. 

“When the credit crunch hit in 2008, our decision to 
add excursions to our already long list of price inclusions 
enabled us to recover quicker than anyone else in our 
sector of the market.

“More people simply want to know what they are going to 
be spending on their holiday before they book it.

“About 85% of our passengers are experienced cruisers, 
so we do not particularly target resort clients. But our 
largest US producer is also one of the largest producers for 
Ritz Carlton and Four Seasons and, if someone – agent or 
consumer – does question our pricing, we just tell them to 
try buying a drink at one of those hotels and see what that 
costs them...”

Clearly that is not a comparison that can be made to the 
same advantage with the new premium all-inclusive resorts 
but, he says, “They may have copied the pricing from us 
but we didn’t invent the concept – that really came from 
our river cruising counterparts, which are now coming 
right back at us.”

With many of its brands in the middle of major 
newbuilding programmes and simultaneously moving 
towards more all-inclusive pricing, Princess Cruises 
also believes that river cruising is more of a concern as 
a potential competitor for passengers than land resorts, 
however all-inclusive. 

“River cruising is a genuine rival,” says CEO Alan 
Buckelew. “The brands have added the features on their 
new ships that make them more like ours. They have 
upped the ante in the quality of the product, in both dining 
and accommodation. And although they still can’t compete 
on entertainment, they can go to places we cannot reach – 
including some major cities.

“In fact it is a little surprising that more ocean cruise 
companies have not added river cruising to their 
portfolio, although this is probably because there has 
been so much growth in the ocean sector that they have 
been too busy to diversify. 

“River cruising is a very different experience to ocean 
travel, but you could offer it as a separately named product 
to avoid issues with the main ocean brand.” 

But Royal Caribbean International President Adam 
Goldstein says: “I would say we are more conscious of 
competition from all-inclusive land resorts than standard 
resorts. We have clearly found that, as a result of the 
economic turmoil, people at all levels of income and wealth 
are more aware of value, rather than just price, than they 
used to be. 

“All-inclusive land resorts and cruise operators have both 
benefited from this, even though the overall situation has 
still been challenging for all of us. 

“In our sector of the cruise marker we have always been 
relatively inclusive by offering most food and entertainment 

as well as accommodation within the price. We have never 
been entirely all-inclusive, but then I don’t think any of the 
‘all-inclusives’ have ever been fully all-inclusive either. 

“There are always things like helicopter trips or a proper 
massage that cost extra, even in the top-end resorts. In 
any case, there are simply not enough all-inclusives to 
fundamentally change the vacation scene. 

“They also tend to be relatively concentrated in the 
Caribbean and not spread out in any numbers around the 
world.

“And, while we respect what they offer their guests, all-
inclusive is certainly not synonymous with inexpensive. 
There is often some ‘sticker shock’ out there as their prices 
can be very expensive. People may be impressed with 
what’s included but are still unable to see beyond that high 
price. Even if there are some elements of our experience 
which have extra cost, we are still – if you put the total cost 
of a cruise with the extras alongside the price of a typical 
all-inclusive holiday – definitely competitive.”

Thomson Cruises Managing Director Fraser 
Ellacot actually believes that all-inclusives are more 
complementary than competitive. “I think that the increase 
in demand for all-inclusives will continue,” he says, “but 
I believe the cruise-and-stay concept means that we can 
package our cruises with all-inclusives ashore and give very 
good value. 

“We have quite a number of sub-brands within the hotel 
side of our parent TUI Travel’s business, and will be looking 
to work with them.” 

But, whether the all-inclusives are rivals or potential 
partners, the concept of all-inclusivity is likely to loom ever 
larger in the Luxury cruise sector, according to Hapag-
Lloyd Cruises Managing Director Sebastian Ahrens. “In the 
current economic crisis, it is just too tempting to go ever 
further down the all-inclusive route as a way of avoiding 
discounting,” he warns.

“You can never get away from all-inclusivity once you have 
gone there. But the economies of scale that are being created 
in the upscale sector will compensate for the negatives. 

“Using this pricing concept to grow the overall market – 
by persuading people away from land resorts to cruising – 
should drive our recovery back to 2008 levels.

“But we do need to be more creative, and not just allow 
‘all-inclusive’ to become a euphemism for simply handing 
back money to the customer.” 

“Leading UK tour operator 
First Choice decided to switch 
to a 100% all-inclusive 
product range from 2012.”
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If, as a child, you used to be told off by your mother 
for playing with your food, you’re tailor made for a 
career in catering for the cruise industry.

For as cruise lines strive both to differentiate 
themselves from the competition and to boost onboard 
spending levels, playing with food – how it tastes, how it 
looks, and where and how it is presented – is the name of 
the game.

“The variety of dining experiences offered on our ships 
– some included in the price, some at an extra charge – 
has been a key element of our success, both in retaining 
existing passengers and moving into new markets,” says 
Norwegian Cruise Line Vice President International Francis 
Riley.

Norwegian was in the vanguard of developing the concept 
of multiple restaurants, with revolutionary – and revenue-

Food for thought
Alternative dining – at a supplement – is a weapon in cruise lines’ drive to boost 
onboard revenues. But in these straitened times, how special does a restaurant 
have to be for passengers to part with extra cash to eat there – or pay more upfront 
to cruise on a ship which features it for free? And which are the trends to follow? 
Maria Harding investigates.

Francis Riley David DingleSteve OdellNitsa Lewis Jacques van 
Staden
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earning – features like Japanese teppanyaki counters and 
sushi bars, French bistros, Italian trattorias and Spanish 
tapas bars making an early appearance on its ships.

“A varied and imaginative food offering has long been a 
defining element of our Freestyle proposition – and that 
will continue to be the case since, in our experience, the 
more exciting and unusual the facilities onboard, the higher 
the level of passenger spend,” Riley says. 

But as rival cruise lines have caught up by developing 
their own range of onboard ‘goodies for foodies’, 
Norwegian has had to look to its laurels and seek further 
afield for inspiration.

Riley says one of Norwegian’s most popular innovations in 
international cuisine has been The Moderno Churrascaria, 
a US$20-supplement Brazilian-style steakhouse which was 
introduced onboard Norwegian Epic and has since been 
retrofitted onto Norwegian Dawn. “It’s gone down well 
because it’s unusual. Guests help themselves at a salad bar, 
and can sample a variety of skewered meats presented by 
tableside passadors. 

“And there’s a signalling system on each table; showing a 
green sign means ‘keep feeding me’ and red means ‘I’ve had 
enough’. So it’s fun and, because it’s presented in traditional 
Brazilian style, it gives our passengers the chance to 
experience a little slice of South America afloat.”

When it comes to persuading passengers to pay extra for 
onboard restaurants, it seems that keeping the experience 
fun, offbeat and, ideally, interactive is the key to success.

That is something Celebrity Cruises, which has a variety 
of extra-charge alternative restaurants on its ships, achieved 
in spades with Qsine, a ground-breaking concept which 
Vice President of Culinary Operations Jacques van Staden 
and his team dreamed up for the company’s latest-
generation Solstice Class vessels.

In response to Celebrity President Dan Hanrahan’s request 
that he create “something that doesn’t exist”, van Staden 
found inspiration in the shapes of dishes and played with 
ideas around the type of food which would fit in them.

The result was spring rolls nestling in coiled springs, 
fish and chips served in cones of newspaper, and sushi 
designed like children’s lollipops in a topsy-turvy ‘Alice in 
Wonderland’ environment where classic national dishes 
are given an imaginative twist, food choices are presented 
on iPads, and there are no set courses. Guests design their 
own burgers, tacos or cupcakes with guidance from the 
‘culinary tour guides’, who replace what in more traditional 
restaurants might be known as waiters.

Qsine, which made its debut onboard Celebrity Eclipse in 
2010, is now a key Celebrity signature and a cornerstone 
of the line’s drive to present itself as a brand which, as van 
Staden puts it, “is to cruising what Apple was to computers; 
a game-changer”.

Is it the most imaginative restaurant at sea? Well, it has a 
few challengers.

Disney Cruise Line’s cartoon-themed Animator’s Palate 
restaurants are not only included in the cruise price but 
are arguably more spectacular, particularly onboard the 
new Disney Dream, where the walls gradually turn into 
the bubbling underwater setting of the hit movie Finding 
Nemo. These restaurants were also the first to encourage 

guests to design their own puddings by ‘painting’ them 
with sauces. 

And Seabourn Cruise Line has also given dining an 
exciting modern twist on its most recent newbuildings 
Seabourn Odyssey, Quest and Sojourn with Restaurant 2, 
a 40-seater no-charge (but reservation-only) dining club 
where ‘food guides’ steer guests through a set tasting menu 
of dishes like shellfish cappuccino with beef crostini and 
ginger jello, and rhubarb espuma with strawberry jam – all 
presented in offbeat serving dishes shaped like test tubes or 
even brassieres.

But though it has its rivals, Qsine arguably combines 
more unusual features than any other restaurant afloat. Not 
only are guests happy to fork out US$30 a head to dine 
there, they have been known – quite literally – to fight to 
get in.

And the concept can be taken further. “There are many 
more things I’d like to do with it,” says van Staden.  “One 

van Staden: “I think in 
future we could see cruise lines 
doing away with big main 
dining rooms and creating an 
environment where people can 
have a completely different 
culinary adventure every night.”

The vestibule for the 
Todd English restaurant 
onboard Queen Mary 2
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thought is to introduce ‘boozecream’ carts on which 
alcoholic ice cream lies on a smoking bed of liquid 
nitrogen, or spectacular carts with room for several 
different flambé dishes to be prepared at the same time. But 
of course we are limited both by space and by health and 
safety considerations.”

To some extent this is cramping his style, as plans to 
present puddings in branches of bamboo have been 
shelved. He’s not allowed to use the real thing, and plastic 
bamboo just doesn’t cut the mustard either visually or 
texturally. “But new materials are evolving all the time, so 
I’m working on it,” he says. 

“In the meantime one thing’s for sure; the way ahead for 
ships’ restaurants is to become ever more unusual and 
imaginative, to give people a complete experience that’s 
something they couldn’t find ashore. 

“I think in future we could see cruise lines doing away 
with big main dining rooms and creating an environment 
where people can have a completely different culinary 
adventure every night of their cruise. Some would be 
included in the fare, and others would be special enough to 
pay extra for.”

That day has already arrived, according to Oceania 
Cruises. The premium-plus operator has long made its 
culinary offerings a key selling point, and will step this up 
a gear in April when it launches its new 1,250-passenger 
Riviera, which it is touting as a ship ‘purpose-built for 
Epicureans’.

The new ship will have ten dining options in all – four 
more than its predecessor, Marina – though Marina did 
have a revenue-earner in the shape of the Bon Appetit 
Culinary Centre, a hands-on cooking school with 24 
workstations for passengers to cook under the guidance of 
top chefs.  

And Frank Del Rio, Chairman and CEO of Prestige Cruise 
Holdings – parent of both Oceania and its luxury sister brand 
Regent Seven Seas Cruises – has said both ships will reinforce 
Oceania’s reputation as “a brand appealing to foodies”.

It has taken some dedication of space and facilities to 
create this brand identity. “The key to making it work is 
having separate galleys close by for all the restaurants, and 
this is what we have designed,” says Del Rio.

Complimentary dining options on the new Riviera will 
include speciality French and Italian restaurants, a classic 
grill room, and a ‘Red Ginger’ restaurant offering Thai, 
Japanese and Vietnamese dishes. The only extra-charge 
options will be ‘Privee’, a small private-dining salon 
which  is pre-bookable (with a room charge) for intimate 
parties of up to ten guests, and uber gourmet experiences 
in La Reserve by Wine Spectator, a venue which will host 
seven-course dinners pairing each course with a (charged-
for) premium wine, selected in consultation with Wine 
Spectator editors.

This is a similar concept to the exclusive Vintage Room 
on Crystal Cruises’ ships wherein – twice a year or so – a 
very select band of bon viveurs pay up to US$1,000 a head 
for an ‘Ultimate Experience’ combining gourmet food with 
some of the world’s finest and rarest wines.

“Our guests are savvy, well travelled and knowledgeable 
about good food and great wine,” says Crystal Vice 

President of Marketing Nitsa Lewis. “Alternative dining is 
now included on our ships, so for our guests to pay extra 
the experience has to be intimate, exclusive and authentic.  

“But it’s interesting that, alongside quite elaborate dining 
adventures like the Ultimate Vintage Room Experience, 
we are experiencing growing demand from guests for 
something very different to that – more casual choices.

“We’ve just introduced authentic Chinese comfort food to 
our evening dining out on deck, and Chinese dumplings 
and noodle soups have been very well received. And in 
the spring we’re going to open our popular Bistro in the 
evenings to offer a nightly café for smaller bites.”

Other upmarket cruise operators – which also generally 
include alternative dining in the cruise fare, charging extra 
only for premium wines served at ‘connoisseur’ events – also 
report a trend towards more casual, relaxed dining options. 

“We’re seeing a slightly younger crowd onboard 
nowadays, and while Asian passengers generally like 
formality and air conditioning, many Western guests prefer 
to dress down and eat alfresco,” says Silversea Cruises Vice 
President Europe Steve Odell. “So our poolside Hot Rock 
Grills – where guests sizzle prawns and meat for themselves 
– are very popular.”

Another key trend is towards authenticity. Carnival UK 
CEO David Dingle says it is vital to study trends to ensure 
P&O Cruises and Cunard Line get the food offerings just 
right in their extra-charge alternative dining venues.

“We follow what’s happening both in high-end dining 
and on the high street,” he says, “and a key trend is for 
people to know the provenance of what they’re eating and 
drinking. So we tell guests which Sicilian vineyards P&O’s 
house wine comes from, and give people the chance – as in 
a resort ashore – to pay extra to visit speciality restaurants 
and try a variety of authentic cuisines like tapas.” 

The Murano restaurant on Celebrity SilhouetteFor once, beauty is not  
in the eye of the beholder

Most places in the world have their charms and their beauty but sometimes you have to squint a little. 
And then there is Stockholm. Built on 14 islands with sparkling blue water in every direction, you get  
history, culture and stunning scenery everywhere you look. Come and see for yourself.  
More inspiration at visitstockholm.com/cruise
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Tony 
Peisley
Don’t get me started

Vanishing passengers
while on a ship the Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency would be sent out 
to investigate.

One of the main complaints had 
been the delay in the Bahamas 
representative boarding the ship after 
the disappearance, and it is hard to 
see how the UK-based MCA would 
have got to the ship any faster. And 
exactly how their skillsets would be 
suited to such an investigation was 
not made exactly clear – with good 
reason, I suspect.

A knee-jerk reaction, then, to what 
is a complex issue – and one which, 
admittedly, the industry had been slow 
to address. But it is doing so now and, 
although more needs to be done, take 
it from a genuine Skeptic: there is no 
conspiracy, there is no cover-up. 

“What really 
rankled about 
this story was the 
clear implication 
that there was 
some connection 
between all these 
disappearances.”

I can’t imagine why but, for a 
recent significant birthday, a 
friend bought me a subscription 
to The Skeptic magazine.

I did not know that this magazine 
(or the community of like-minded 
souls it represents) even existed, but 
I have to say that its determination to 
shine the light of truth on the ever-
expanding cult of conspiracy theorists 
arrived on my doormat like a breath 
of fresh air.

Especially as it was on that same 
doormat that one of the most 
extraordinary of recent conspiracy 
theories had been dumped when my 
faithful paperboy delivered my Daily 
Mail. 

This popular UK national newspaper 
included a story whose the headline 
was so long and self-explanatory that I 
hardly needed to read any more: “The 
vanishing passengers: It’s a mystery as 
bizarre as it is disturbing – why have 
165 people gone missing from cruise 
ships in recent years?”

But I read it anyway, and found the 
following factoid: “According to the 
US-based International Cruise Victims 
Association, 165 people have gone 
missing at sea since 1995 with at least 
13 this year (2011) alone.”

They are, of course, talking about 
individual “disappearances” rather 
than anything related to major 
maritime accidents such as the recent 
Costa Concordia tragedy. But that’s 
still an average of about ten a year, 
over a period in which the number of 
global cruise passengers quadrupled 
to nearly 20 million a year. 

So let’s be kind and say that this 

represents about one in every million 
passengers. Now I have no idea how 
many people go missing in London 
and New York every year but I’ve a 
pretty good idea it’s a lot more than 
that – and neither city is spending 
most of the year in the middle of an 
unforgiving ocean.

But what really rankled about this 
story was the clear implication that 
there was some connection between 
all these disappearances. 

So what would that be then? Are 
cruise lines part of some worldwide 
religious cult with a population 
reduction agenda? Or maybe some 
serial killer has a grudge against cruise 
passengers?

Or maybe this is a complete load of 
nonsense which really takes advantage 
of the private grief of those families 
and friends affected by these tragic 
and sometimes never fully explained 
disappearances.

And it also inevitably leads to 
ill-informed politicians trying to 
curry favour with local voters when 
someone in their state or constituency 
goes missing by insisting that 
“something has to be done”.

Which is how I came to be listening 
to Chester (UK) MP Stephen Mosley, 
who suggested just that following 
the disappearance of a local woman 
(Rebecca Coriam) who was working 
on the Disney Wonder. 

Pouring scorn on the investigation 
carried out by the ship’s flag nation 
(Bahamas), he had UK Shipping 
Minister Mike Penning involved and 
the big idea appeared to be that, in 
future, if a British citizen went missing 



 25 June 2012

2nd Ports 
Forum
ECC Ports sub-committee members and representatives from 
other ECC member lines descend on Brussels to meet the port 
community during a period when the economic reality cruise 
lines face is underpinned by these factors:

Fact 1 – Increased Ports Costs

Fact 2 – Increased Fuel Costs

Fact 3 – Reduced Ticket Prices

The action already taken by cruise lines will be presented - 
supported by statistics - at the Ports Forum. It is expected 
that the details to emerge from the presentation will lead 
to a wide ranging debate on the role and relationship ports 
have with the cruise lines – who see this as a critical moment 
during a period of economic uncertainty.

Two panels, one objective 
ECC member cruise lines are eager to listen to port officials – 
so that together this important partnership can come up with 
ideas and solutions to the real challenges that exist in Europe. 

ECC Ports Sub-committee: Neil Palomba, MSC Cruises, 
(chairman); Burkhard Mueller, AIDA Cruises; Robereto 
Ferrarini, Costa Cruises; Luigi Pastena, MSC Cruises; Bjorn 
Hansen, Norwegian Cruise Line; John Tercek, Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.; Enzo Visone, Silversea Cruises; and Tine 
Oelmann, TUI Cruises

26 June 2012

6th Annual 
Conference

BOOk EARLy 
Only 200 delegate 
places available to 
non-ECC members. 

Conrad Hotel Brussels

Chairman 
Manfredi Lefebvre, 
Silversea Cruises

Vice-Chairman 
Pierfrancesco 
Vago, MSC Cruises

Michael Bayley, 
Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd.

David Dingle, 
Carnival UK

Michael Thamm, 
AIDA Cruises

Andy Stuart, 
Norwegian Cruise Line

Event programme:
25 June – Ports Forum 2.30pm-5.30pm
25 June – Reception 7pm-8pm
25 June – Conference speakers and delegates  
                dinner 8pm-10.30pm
26 June – Conference programme 9am-5pm

Join the Executive Committee (above) and board members 
of ECC Member lines as they gather in Brussels to exchange 
views with the European Commission on the key issues of the 
moment: Economic impact and consumer confidence; state of 
the European cruise industry; safety; regulation; environment; 
port partnerships and ECC meets the EU involving speakers 
from European Institutions and member states.

For up-dated information and to register go to:  
www.ashcroftandassociates.comSponsored by
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